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The House met at 2:00 p.m. 

Mr. Speaker in the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

PRESENTING PETITIONS 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. •member for Baie Verte -

White Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Mr. Speaker, I rise to present a 

petition signed by eighty-three residents of the 

community of Pacquet in my district. This petition, 

Mr. Speaker, is similar to one that I presented in this 

House a couple of weeks ago in that the prayer is that 

a new Pentecostal School be constructed in that 

community. 

Now, Sir, in supporting the petition 

let me say that the present building that houses the 

Pentecostal Elementary School in Pacquet is totally 

inadequate to care for the educational needs of the 

students in that community. 

For example, Mr. Speaker, in 1978, 

I do not know if members would be surprised or not to 

be told that there are no washroom facilities attached to 

that old building that the children are using in Pacquet. 

They still have the outdoor toilets, in 1978, which most 

of us would find unbelievable. I would submit, Sir, and 

the parents are submitting, that the state of the 

building makes it unhealthy and certainly unsatisfactory 

in that the building is old and not insulated and so on. 

The proper type of education cannot be provided for the 

students in that type of building. 

They also mention in the prayer of the 

petition, Sir, that it is not an insulated building in 

addition to the fact that it is old, so even though their 

fuel costs are very high the building is extremely cold 

during the Winter months. 

., 
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MR. RIDEOUT: The present building, the old 

building tha~ they are using is very poorly situated 

and we are always getting numerous complaints about 

the unsafe conditions, especially in Wintertime, of 

the access road to the school due to ice and snow 

control to that particular building. 

I understand from residents in the 

area, Sir, that Department of Health officials are 

very dissatisfied with the present state of affairs at 

that building and that they are strongly recommending 

that the students, for the sake of their health, be 

taken out of it. 

The conditions that I have outlined 

are certainly unsatisfactory and they should not be 

tolerated in this day and age. I appeal to the Minister 

of Education, who is unfortunately not in his seat this 

afternoon, to take up this cause with the appropriate 

DEC and to use his influence to see if some sort of 

priority system cannot be established, Mr. Speaker, when 

it comes to allocating funds for the building of schools. 

Certainly a school that is old and antiquated as this 

one, that is unsafe and unhealthy as is said by officials 

at the Department of Health, should not be allowed to 

operate any further and it should not be tolerated in 

1978. 

Sir, I think the prayer of the petition 

is a commendable one deserving of support and I ask that 

it be tabled and referred to the department to which it 

relates. 

MR. SPEAKER: 

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

The hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

Mr. Speaker, I rise to support the 

petition presented so ably by my hon. friend and colleagu~ 

the member for Baie Verte - White Bay (Mr. Rideout). In 

doing so, Sir, I am very cognizant of the fact that I had 

the pleasure and privilege and honour for eight years 

t 
.f 

~
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MR. W.N.ROWE: continuously, to represent the 

district in which Pacquet is located, and I sympathize 

very much with the petition of the eighty-three residents 

of that lovely town, that lovely community who wish to 

have a new Pentecostal Elementary School. 

I realize, Sir, that it is not fully 

within the jurisdiction of this House, or even the 

government, to accede to that request since it is a matter 

which is a completely, as far as the allocation of funds 

is concerned, completely within the hands of the DEC's 

and in this case the Pentecostal authorities. 

It is however, Sir, within our 

jurisdiction to this extent, that the DEC's are bound 

ultimately by the amount of money which is voted by this 

hon. House to them in a general way. In order to improve 

the quality of education in this Province there is a 

great need to increase the amount of revenue which the 

DEC's have for the purpose of school construction. 

Therefore, Sir, I would like to go on 

record as supporting this petition, this very worthwhil~ 

worthy petition asking for one of the very bases of our 

life in society today, a decent school, an. elementary 

school for young, small children to go to to get their 

education in this Province. I support the petition 

wholeheartedly, Mr. Speaker. 

I 
' , 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: Mr. Speaker, I would like to stand and support 

this petition as well, and also say a few words in support of it, 

and in support of the several other Pacquets that exist in this 

Province which so emphatically emphasize the great inequalities 

which exist in education throughout Newfoundland,particularly in 

rural Newfoundland. It is a rather ridiculous situation, Mr. 

Speaker, when we view the kinds of circumstances under which many 

children in this Province have to get an education. And I have 

great sympathy for the eighty-three residents of Pacquet, peiple with 

a school building that is certainly not in line with the kind of a 

school building that we should be having today in the 1970s. And 

again,as the Leader of the Opposition so capably pointed out,that the 

DECs are restricted in what they can do in the amount of monies that 

they can allocate for school construction, and certainly the onus 

is on the minister and on the government to come up with a better 

plan for allocating funds for construction of school buildings when 

we have so many throughout the Province. 

So I certainly would urge the government and the minister 

to see if they cannot come up with a better plan, a plan that will 

enable schools like Pacquet,and various school boards throughout the 

Province that have so many Pacquets, to see if the proper school facilities 

cannot be solved. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for j ort au Port. 

Mr. Speaker, I too w• uld like to support the 
I 

MR. J. HODDER: 

petition delivered by the hon. member for Baie Verte-White Bay (Mr. 

Rideout). There are some grave questions to be answered regarding 

I 

t 
the quality of education in this Province. And I would just like t 
to point out here that I understand that ~e government will be 

setting up a task force to look into the problem of declining enrollments 

in the Province. And I believe that this task force should be must 

broader in scope and should look at the whole of the education system 

in the Province. And I believe that if the task force were to look 

at all problems that we would get quite a surprise as to the real 

condition of education in the Province. There are schools of this 
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Mr. Hodder: nature around the Province, all throughout the 

Province, and not only do we have a problem with programmes, Mr. 

Speaker, but we also have a problem with school buildings, and it is 

horrendous when one considers that a school in the community of 

Pacquet would have outdoor toilets, that sort of thing went out -

I would think that the general public of Newfoundland, or particularly 

the more urban parts of Newfoundland,would have trouble realizing this 

particular fact. 

But, Mr. Speaker, I feel that this task force must 

look into all problems because I think perhaps we need a whole new 

reorganization of education in the Province, and we need certainly to 

look into just what is happening in Newfoundland schools. 

SOME RON • MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

PRESENTING REPORTS OF STANDING AND SPECIAL COMMITTEES 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Justice. 

MR. HICKMAN : Mr. Speaker, I table as Minister of Finance the 

following regulations which have been passed during the last year~ 

The Retail Sales Tax Amendment Regulations dated June 24, 1977; The 

Retail Sales Tax Amendment No. 2 Regulations,l977 passed July 22, 1977; 

The Retail Sales Tax Amendment No. 3 Regulations enacted on the 21st. 

day of October A.D. 1977;~ The Financial Administration Salaries Of 

Comproller Of Finance And Auditor General Regulations enacted on the 

2nd. day of December 1977, and various orders for the period January 

1 to December 31, 1977 which have been duly gazetted. 

• 
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:lR. SPEAKE:il: Hon. member of Forestry and Agriculture. 

:1R. ;.IAYNARD: l:r. Speaker, I would like to table the annual 

report for the Farm Development Loan Board for the fiscal year 

ending March 31,1977. 

HR.NEARY: 

l1R. SPEAKER: 

HR. NEARY: 

0 0 0 

A point of privilege, Mr. Soeaker, 

A point of privilege. 

Hr. Speaker, so far I believe I have over fifty 

qu~stions addressed on the Order Paper to the :linister of Health. 

We have been in session now a month and I have not received an answer, 

a written answer yet from the ~!inister of Health 7and I believe,Sir, 

that is a breach of privilege of this llouse. Could 7our Honour take 

wnatever disciplinary is necessary against the minister? 

:1R. SPEAKER: The hon. minister. 

HR. HICKt!AJ.~: That is most assuredly not a point of privilege 

of this House and I would most assuredly remind hon. gentlemen of 

the previous rulings by Your Honour that the greatest abuse of privilege 

is to abuse the point of privilege itself, There seems to be very 

little doubt in anyone's mind,including the mind of the hon. gentleman 

from LaPoile Q1r. Neary)~that this is certainly not a matter on which 

to rise on a question of privilege. NUlilber one,the hon. gentleman 

failed miserably to prove a prima facie case and secondly 7it is not 

a point of privilege. 

:·lR. SPEAKER: On that specific matter the authorities will 

indicate that failure to answer a question is not regarded as a 

breach of privilege. 

~!R. SPE!U<ER: ORAL QUESTIONS 

t-IlL SPEAKER: Ron. Leader of the Opposition. 

XR . W. ROHE: First of all, Sir, by way of a preamble to 

my qu~stion I would like to welcome the Premier back to the Province. 

:-m. NEARY: The best tourist we have. 

MR. '.; .ROWE: He is looking tanned, Sir, and angelic, an 

angelic look on his face. As a matter of fact, Sir, he does resemble an 

angel but only in this respect: Like the angels'visits to earth the 

' 
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liR. \~. RO~JE: Premier's visits to tl1is Province are 3hort, 

Sir, and far between, 

}!R, SPEAKER: Order, please! I think I should point out 

to the hon. gentleman that, nere I quote Bueauchesne "Observations which 

:night lead to debate cannot be regarded as co~ing within the 

proper limits of the question and the rule with respect to preambles." 

Han. Leader. 

HR.W.ROlolE: Well, Sir, everybody in the Province expected 

some kind of a Hinisterial Statement from the Premier today in view 

of the fact that the gover=ent is disintegrating before his very 

eyes. I will affort him the opportunity which he 30 obviously 

wants; he is there sitting, grinning like a Cheshire cat waiting, 

Sir, for me to walk into the trap obviously. 

I would like to ask the Prei:lier this, Nr. 

Speaker. Have the Premier and the Hinister of Fisheries now resolved 

the problem mentioned by the Minister of Fisheries last week whereby 

the Hinister of Fisheries issued an ultimatum to the effect that if 

the deal or tLe proposal regarding Nordsee is not changed to give 

the government part of the action, some of the equity in that, five 

per cent of the equity, Sir, that the minister would find it difficult J 
l 

to stay in the government and woulu in fact resign, there would be 

trouble. Has the Premier now resolved that difficulty? 

MR. SPEAKER: Ron, Premier, ~ 
' 

)'RE!'iiER MOORES: ~. Speaker, if I may be percitted to answer 

the first part of the preamble of being out of the Province, I was out 

Sir, as you,Your Honour,was yourself,so I am sure you will be forebearing , 

for four days. I did not quit cy seat and go to Paris. 

PR.El1IER HOORES: And as far, Sir, as this government disintegrating, 

I strongly recommend that the hon. Leader of the Opposition look around 
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PRD!IER OO.RES: him and see where t he explos ions are 

going to come from. 

The Fisheries question, Sir, if I may? 

NR. SPEAKER: Order, please! I think that the quid pro 

quo is now accomplished and that the rules should be in more strict 

observance. 

PRE.'1IER MOORES: To get to the Fisheries question, Sir, 

regarding the statement by the Minister of Fisheries, I would like 

to say that this government has from the beginning said that we were 

in favour of foreign investment.And that was said at the First Hitiisters 

Conference by all provincial governments anc;i ):.he federal government. 

And as tlla·t regards the Nordsee proposal that was something that this 

government has gone on record as supporting. And the reason why, 

Sir, which the ~tinister of Fisheries also has stated on many occasions, 

was that we do need technology and ships and markets for local 

employment bot)l onshore and offshore as long as any sort of arrange!llent 

is done as a Canadi.an company and through Canadian regulations. 

.I 
! 
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PRD~IER !·!OORES : The fact is, Sir, that I think it 

is important that I do not mean to take up the time in this 

particular regard but I think it is important that the Province 

not ~ecome insular and parochial because foreign investment is 

needec in industry here as 1.;ell as it is elseHlc.ere in ::anac1a and 

1-re ;:mst develop the resource. 

:7oH rega.rr1i!1~ t"-!e ~iordsee ~ronosal 

itself, t~at is s onething that the 'Unister of Fishe!"ies c?-n 1-:ell 

ans<Jer himself. The fact is tfJat he advised 1'\e of it before I left. 

He had discussed it a fe1; months before in tl'-e context of the Crmm 

corporation which is mentioned in the Throne Speech, and to explain 

that possihly nore thoroug!·,ly, Sir, the r:ro~-m cort'oration thP-t •;as 

seen to be set up along the lines mentionerl the Throne Speec:h and 

which •;ill be the subject of debate in this T1ouse,uas set uo for 

many reasons, one of which the llinister of fisheries has touched on. 

But the reasons themselves were,first of all,a co-ordinating agency 

must be established if we are going to do what we have to do in 

this Province, both in the area of establishing ne1v marketing -

there has to he a co-ordinatinr agency "tJhich helps to bring that 

about; we have to have a co-ordinating agency to brin~ in new 

technology and to extend it to our fishermen and to our plant 1;orkers 

and to our marketeers anrl so on; "7e have to have a co-ordinatin i! 

agency to help set up, to assist the training of our fishe~en as 

such: it has also been set up to take equity positions in companies, 

as I·Jas sugF;ested by the Minister of Fisheries, equity oositions 

where needed to stimulate that particular enterprise itself; it was 

set up to establish a distribution port or ports to support so-called 

inshore plants and offshore plants that are short of fish. There are 

many areas of assistance, Sir, that are going to be needed if ;;e, in 

fact, are going to take full advantage of our fisheries. 

Regarding the particular Nord see 

position, I lvould ask the minister himself to co=en t on that. Some 
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PREMIER MOORES : six weeks ago I was in touch with 

the German company, asked them ~ow they would feel about particioation 

by the government and their not being in a majority position. They 

said that they would certainly be sympathetic to~ards any proposal. 

The Minister of Fisheries and myself discussed it before I left. 

It is something that, as I said to him, ~~e are going to have to look 

at and see if that is ,.,hat is required to bring about develonr.,ent or 

help to bring about development in the Province. ~ny misquote or 

any misstatement, I think, Sir, tvas one of understanding. I understand 

the :-!inister of Fisheries this morning has made a press release whic~ 

more than covers the situation,certainly to my satisfaction. 

~ 'R . H. N. RO\\'E : 

?':11 . • SPF~JCP.: 

o f t he Opposit ion. 

''tl. H. 'T. ROhlF.: 

~lr. Speaker, a supplementary. 

A suppler.~entary, the hon. the Leader 

I tvas sitting there tvaiting , Sir, 

thinking that the '!inister of Fisheries, as the Premier indicated, was 

going to leap to his feet and indicate ~-that had gone on and what now 

the position of the government is. Sir, I would like the Premier if 

he Hould to ansHer the question I asked. The question I asked was, 

Has the Premier reconciled himself with the Minister of Fisheries over 

the public position, Sir, taken by the ~inister of Fis~eries to t'te 

effect that if this Province,as a government,does not have an equity 

position in >:orclsee, so that there can be control of the equity by 

local interests combined ~nth the governll'.ent, t'hat there t;ould C>e trouble? 

And I read it and everyone else in the Province read it as a resignation 

by the minister, obvjously with a breach of solidarity. ~loH what is the 

position, Sir? The public of this Province has a right to know if the 

government has solidarity or not on this very important issue. 

~'!'.. SPF~\TZER: The hen. the Premier. 

P !'tE~~IER mORES : !'r. Speaker, I am only too glacl to 

ans1-re r that. Firs t of al l, t 11er e Ha s no ul ti;-,a tu:n issuerl as suc'h to l!le . 

It -ts unfortunate t hat t!-!e T"eader of the llpposi t ion 'Y•lieves "!veryt'cing 
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P!'.E:IER ::OO!'.ES : he reads because by the time e gets 

co the cacl: ;:age of the paper h<:! is in ~.is lea~ue . 

O.ut the fact , Sir , very simply is cat 

~tere is not a disa~reernent. It is a subject ~e are ~oing co ·ave a 

discussion on, i t is a subject t~at is very important co t his P rovince , 

it is a principle t!lat •· e are establis~bg t~at if it is nee ded is a 

sort oi c'li!:~ that, as I sill , t :\is ro·.;n corporation ·;as ,o i :1g :o be 

sec up ~o r. The re is no great .isagreement as far as am cor:.cerned 

Sir . ~e fact is that ;1e a re l> och interested,anf! t!1e :'inis ::er of 

Fishe ries :!.s interes ted , in do in sornet!1inF" for t he fish eroe:1, f or the 

people o f t.ds Province , and t:ith the opportunit; we have in the fisher; 

vith co-operation from Otta1va ue :.;ill ri 11. thO!t about . 

r . Speai·er, a furtheT supp emen ter] . 

The hen. the Lea<lc r of ::he Cpposition, 

a fur t her supplementary . 

A further s upplemen tary, Sir, on the 

general subj ect o f lack o f soLidarity apparent ly a nd pUblicly 'by t he 

governmen·t. ill t'le. Premier indicate lihethe. r he has received the 

resignat ion of the member fo r :>!askaupi as Parliamentary ,\ss istant to 

the Pre1Dier? 

' 

I 

t 
t 
' 
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MR. SPEAKER: Hon. Premier. 

PREHIER MOORES: Mr. Speaker, I can assure the 

hon. member that I have not received any resignations nor any 

tnreat of resignations,that there is sol;i.darity on this side 

of the House a great deal more than there is in some other 

circles and, Sir, if this government goes down it will go 

down on principle and not the political hypocrisy that the han. 

Leader of the Opposition was associated with for so long. 

SOME l:l.ON. EEMBERS : Hear, Hear: 

MR. W.N. ROWE: I am urged, Sir, to raise a 

point of order concerning the Premier's use of unparliamentary 

words, Sir, but I have come to expect it so I am not going to 

bother witn it, I am too interested and eager, Sir, to get some 

information for the han. House and the public generally. 

In view of the fact that the 

member for Naskaupi has not tendered his resignation, Sir, may 

I ask the Premier whether the Premier has indicated to him that 

he is going to become a minister of the Cabinet as he so richly 

deserves ? 

SOME HON • MEMBERS: Hear, Hear: 

MR. SPEAKER: Hon. Premier. 

PREHIER :t-IOORES : No, Hr. Speaker, and I find it 

for the first time today I agree with the latter of the hon. member's 

question. 

MR. W'.N. ROWE: 

HR. SPEAKER: 

HR. w.:ll. ROWE: 

Further supplementary, Sir. 

Hon. Leader of the Opposition. 

As I understand it the Premier 

has not invited the member for Naskaupi into the Cabinet and 

the member for Naskaupi has not yet resigned so that should be 

a very interesting scenario for the next few days. Let me 

ask the Premier on this general subject, Sir, of lack of Cabinet 

solidarity, will the ?re:nier indicate whether he has been notified 

as to wnether or not the G.ember for Ferryland district is going to 
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MR. W.N. ROWE: resign as president of the party 

to which the Premier belongs and is the Leader of, tn~Progressive 

Conservative Party? 

HR. SPEAKJ::R: The hon. Premier. 

PREHIER HOORES: Maybe, Mr. Speaker, I can answer 

the next two questions as well;neither the member from Ferryland, 

neither the luember from Green Ilay 1neither the member from haunt 

Pearl,neither the member from Henihek-

MR. FLIGiiT: ~onavista South. 

PRE~liER MOOR.t!:S: - nor the member from Bona-

vista South,none of these people, Sir, have told me they nave 

resigned. 

NR. w.N. ROW.Ii.: Further supplementary, Sir, if 

I ruay. 

NR. SPEAKER: Further supplementary. 

HR. W.N. ROWE: Has the Premier then indicated 

to the member for Ferryland district that he will be awarded a 

seat in the Cabinet since the member for Ferryland district 

indicD-teci quite clearly publicly that unless he went iiltO the 

Ca~inet he was going to resign as the president of the PC Party ? 

MR. SPEAKER: 

PREMIER HOORES: 

never said that, Nr. Speaker , -

~iR. w .1\. ROW!!:: 

the Province': 

PP~}UER MOORES: 

Hon. Premier. 

To my knowledge the i10n. member 

dow do you knowlHe was not evea in 

and there is no intention of 

enlarging the Cabinet at this time. 

HR. SPEAKER: 

de Verde. 

HR. W.N. ROWE: 

if I may. 

J:.R. SPEAKER: 

Hon. member for Trinity - Bay 

Sir, one further supplementary 

!\supplementary if the hon. member yields. 

.t 

' 
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MR. F. ROWE: Yes. 

MR. W.N. ROWE: Can the Premier indicate to the 

House and to the public of the Province, Sir, how when one of ids 

minister~ ,namely the Minister of Tourism,the former Minister of 

Highways - Transportation and Co==ications,uhen a minister indi-

catea publicly that he was going to resign from the Cabinet if the 

fifty - fifty deal which the •anister of Transportation llas now 

agreed to with Ottawa,if that deal went through he was going to 

resign from the Cabinet,how can the Premier in keeping with 3ritish 

traditions of Cabinet solidarity a~d secrecy and some kind of aura 

of security and responsibility given to the 'public of this Province, 

how can the Prime Hinister of this Province,tne Premier,consistent 

with that,keep this han. gentleman in the Cabinet
1
? Can tne Premier 

indicate to the House how he can do that, Sir, consistent with his 

conscience and principle? 

HR. SPEAKER: Hen. Premier. 

PREMIER HOORES: Mr. Speaker, I understand tl~t in 

this House yesterday during the Question Period,and I arrived unfor-

tunately shortly after in the building-during the Question Period 

rather,that the minister~a~a,or the explanation that was given was 

one that is the government position and whi.cn he supports. The tact 

is that the bon. minister in question had for a long while fought 

with Ottawa on a principle that this government also believes in 

and that is the fact that this Province deserve3 a great deal more 

tnan the other Atlantic Provinces because we have suffered in the 

field of transportation under federalaegis for far too long,anCi the 

fact that the Sullivan Co=ission is going to be a factor in any 

transportation agreement or policy that we have in the future,~ 

the fact .. that that is the case which was from the beginning. I 

think possibly that once again the Leader of the Opposition is 

totally misinformed in that the minister did not say he was going 

to resign if that was not the case. 

' ~ •. 
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~IR. ~l. ~. RO:-IE: One final supplementary, Sir. 

l!R. SPEAKER: A final supplementary. 

HR. NEARY: No courage. 

<!R. W. :L RO\-IE: The t~hole question of threatened resignations 

and real resignations and disintegrating governments and evaporating 

ministers, has the Premier, Sir, in view of the fact that he ~as 

the minister who has resigned from his Cabinet, the mei;J.ber for 

Grand Falls (:·Ir. Ltm.drigan) sitting in the House at the present 

time, has the minister notv agreed to meet tdth the conceraed zroups 

in Grand Falls as they have publicly asked for, regarding the 

possibility of hospital expansion going ahead in the Grand Falls 

hospitan Has the Premier indicated a time and place of meeting 

to the people who tds!t to meet him over this issue, Sid 

HR. SPEAI~ER; The hon. Premier. 

PRE:·!IER !!CORES: The answer is ;1.o 1 I have not, !Ir. Speaker. I 

got back, as the hon. Leader of the Opposition knows, yesterday 

afternoon. The telegram was on my desk this morning asking for such 

a meeting. It is something I will be giving consideration to and 

advising the people in Grand Falls. 

::R. NEARY: A supplementary, Hr. Speaker. 

NR. SPEAKER: A final supplementary, and then I will recognize 

the hon. member for Baie Verte - White Bay. 

NR. RIDEOUT: l•!r. Speaker, I wonder if the hon. the Premier 

would indicate to the House, Sir, just what his reaction is to a 

statement that was t:Ja.de by the Hinister of Fisheries a short while 

ago, that he would not leave the Cabinet even if the Pre~ier told him 

to leave: Hhat does the Premier have to say about a statement of 

that kind by one of his ministers? 

}!R. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER HOORES : It just goes to show, Mr. Speaker, the extreme 

loyalty I have from my ministers over here. 

smm HON. HEHBERS : Hear, hear! 
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:IR. SPEA..'{ER: The han. member for Trinity - Bay de Verde. 

MR. F. ROIVE: ~1r. Speaker, I have a question for the 

Premier. In view of the fact, Sir, that the Minister of Fisheries 

is quoted publicly as suggesting to the Premier in very strong 

terms that the Nordsee proposal should be revised so that Nordsee 

would have forty-eight per cent, the government five per cent and 

Ocean Harvesters forty-seven per cent, has in fact the ~Unister 

of Fisheries put that to the Premier in strong terms? And in vie•·r 

of the fact as well that the ~linister of Fisheries has sug2;ested 

that the Pre::J.ier is leaning to~rard the revised formula or proposal, 

would the Premier indicate whether or not that is so? 

~'{. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PRE!lER ~lOORES : :!r. Speaker, as I :>aid ~efore, it is something 

that the :linister of Fisheries and I discussed in the past, not as it 

applies to ;\orc!see specifically l::ut as a general approach to Nordsee 

or any other type of arrangei!lent, vhether it be training or fishing 

or processing or whatever. Regarding the c.Jordsee proposal itself, 

I have been in touch with the Hinister of Fisheries regarding that, 

we have discussed it, we will be discussing it in Cabinet as to see 

the merits of such a proposal. I think there are a lot of merits 

for suci1 a t~roposal and if it is tile right thing to do the government 

will do it. 

:·IP.. SP EA.'{ER: A supplementary. 

NR. F. ROI-ffi: Could the Premier indicate, Nr. Speaker, whether 

or not there have been representations made to Fira by the Premier 

hi;nself, the lfinister of Fisheries, or any minister of Cabinet prior 

to tile public statements recently made by the tfinister of Fisheries. 

:.m. >PEAXER: The han. the Premier. 

PREHIER :·IOORES: I am not sure I got all the question but to my 

knowledge -

HR. F. ROWE: I will reword the question, :'lr. Speaker. The question 

asked is, prior to the public statements made by the Minister of Fisheries 

regarding the revised proposal for Nordsee, prior to that, !1as any nember of 
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HR. F. R01.ffi: the Cabinet, the Prenier or the !linister of 

Fisheries, or any other Cabinet minister, have they made any 

representations or proposals, or had any discussions with the 

Foreign Investment Review Agency in Ottawa? 

MR. SPEA.'<ER: The hon. the Premier. 

PREI-!IER l!OORES : Hr. Speaker, and you are not referring, if I may 

just to get a clarification -

:·iR. F. Rmm : To cTordsee. 

PP.E::IEl'. :rOOF.ES. Nordsee but to the formula of participation or 

to ~lordsee generally. 

~'R. F • RO\.JE : Right, ~ordsee generally or specifically. 

PRElfiER NOORES : As far as Nordsee generally is concerned, yes, 

Sir, ~;e have ;nade representation to Fira. Our officials have 

appeared before t:~em and discussed 1.rhat the provincial conditions 

,,,ere, the conditions that were discussed in this House previously. 

I personally have talked to a fe1< Cabinet ministers regarding the 

same thing in a general sense and what we put a degree of 

importance on, the approach to this sort of foreign investment 

but as far as any specific shareholding proposal is concerned the 

HR. F. ROWE: A further supplementary, Mr. Speaker. 

!·IR. SPEAKER: A further supplementary. 

HR. F. R0~·1E: Did the Premier indicate that he did not 

bring up the subject of fifty-{)ne per cent o1mership by :<ordsee? 

The question of investment, control, 01mership was not brought 

up 1.rith the Foreign Investment Revielv Agency, is that 'Nhat the 

Premier is saying,that the whole question of foreign investment, 

or private investment 1.ras not brought up IVith the Foreign Investment 

Review Agency? 

HR. SPEA.'<.ER : The han. Premier. 

PREJ.'1IER HOORES: Mr. Speaker, the percentage that was involved was 

not the facts before Fira. It was the principle of why there should be 

foreign investment at all. No~, Sir, just to get one thing absolutely straight, 

at tC!a t :'irs t ?·linist2rs' Conference it ,.,as very nearly deciC::ed to do away 
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PREMIER MOORES : with the Foreign Investment 

Review Board entirely because if you look at the economy 

of Canada, and if you look at the value of the Canadian 

dollar you will realize we better get some foregin 

investmentinto this country because we find that the 

little old ladies are not emptying their banks accounts 

to do what has to be done in this Province, or in this 

country. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

Perhaps I should indicate 

that this be the final supplementary. It will not 

preclude the hon. gentleman from coming back to it but 

I have to use discretion and I do recognize that other 

members are endeavouring to get in. 

The hon. member for Trinity r 

Bay de Verde. 

.,, 

MR. F.B.ROWE: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Speaker. 

Mr. Speaker, I am trying to 

get something quite clear here. We are not against 

foreign investment on this side - that is my preamble 

what I am trying to find out from the Premier of this 

Province is whether the representations made to FIRA 

was on the basis of foreign ownership or simply foreign 

investment without control? There is a heck of a difference 

between control and pure investment. What I ~~ trying to 

ascertain from the Premier is were the representations 

along the lines of those contained in the Private Member's 

Motion by the member for Harbour Grace (Mr. Young) 

requesting 51 p~r cent NORDSEE investment, in other words, 

foreign control? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES: That was the original 

proposal. Yes, Mr. Speaker, that is what our officials 

and ourselves have supported from the beginning. 

1-
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PREMIER MOORES: I thought I made that very 

clear in the first part of the question, Sir. 

AN HON. MEMBER: No. 

PREMIER MOORES : And I thought we made it 

very clear in this House previously. The fact is that 

if it helps either internally at home to l;lring about a 

successful venture that is acceptable and more desirable 

to the people, and there is a way to do that, of course, 

that is what we are here to do, Sir. We are not here to 

have stringent positions just for the sake of taking 

stringent positions, but I thought I made that clear to 

the hon. member well before now. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for St. John's 

West. 

DR. KITCHEN: Mr. Speaker, my question is 

for the Minister of Mines and Energy. Wednesday two 

weeks ago in a speech that the minister made, he referred 

to two proposals that had been made to the federal 

government concerning; one to DREE for the funding of a 

major study of all aspects of the Trans-Labrador Railway 

and Port Labrador, and then another one on February 1977 

in co-operation with NORDCO, 85 pages. My question is, 

when I asked the minister,in a letter of March 23, for a 

copy I have had no response to that. I am just wondering 

will he be allowing me to have copies of these? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Mines 

and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, I saw the hon. 

gentleman's letter this morning at about 9:15 a.m. and I 

will be responding in the usual manner. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

DR. KITCHEN: My supplementary is I 

understand that these proposals have not been received in 

Ottawa. Could the minister also assure the House that these 
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DR.KITCHEN: proposals will in time 

be sent to Ottawa? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. minister. 

MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Speaker, I do not 

necessarily agree with some of the assumptions or 

presumptions that the hon. member has put forward1 one of 

which is that the proposals have not reached Ottawa. I 

just do not know where the hon. member gets his information 

from and whether it is the same as where I get mine. I 

indicated to the hon. member through a spee,ch that I made 

in the House that two proposals were put before DREE for 

funding under the planning subsidiary agreement and were 

rejected in turn, first one and then the other. Now 

whether rejection of a proposal means that the proposal 

when it was first put is passed back tangibly, concretely, 

hand to hand from a federal person to a provincial person 

and that that is the reason why it did not reach Ottawa, I 

do not know. 

All I can say is that we 

presented two proposal~ both of which were turned down 

by the Federal Liberal Government who then turned around 

and hypocritically supported a proposal by a Liberal 

Delegation to a Policy Convention in Ottawa contradicting 

their former rejection. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for LaPoile 

followed by the han. gentleman for Eagle River. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, a question for 

the hon. the Premier, Sir, in connection with a question 

that was already asked by hon. colleague the Leader of the 

Opposition. Yesterday, Sir, the Concerned Citizen's Group 

from ~rand Falls met with their M.H.A. and the chairman 

went away quoted as saying that he was pleased with the 

meeting. What I want to know from the Premier - just a 

simple yes or no answer - has the government altered its 

' 1 
. ' 
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MR. NEARY: position at all in 

connectic>n with the Grand Falls Hospital? 

MR. LUNDRIGAN: Get your .f;acts r:i.ght, 

MR. NEARY: I have the ;facts right, 

Sir. 

MR. I.iUNDRIC#rn : It was th~ admin:i.strator 

of the hospital. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, my question 

is to the Premier. The hen. gentleman had an opportunity 

to answer questions as a I!li.nister and the hen. gentleman 

has reneged to take advantage of that opportunity. My 

question is to the Premier - a s:i.lnple yes or no answer -

will the construction of the extension to the Grand Falls 

Hospital be going ahead this year or will it not? A 

simple yes or no. 
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MR. W. N. ROWE: Yes or no? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon.the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : The position of the government - I have not 

met with any of the people from Grand Falls and I have not talked to 

the hon. member for the district at any time for the last few weeks, 

Mr. Speaker. And as far as I am concerned the position on hospital 

construction as outlined in the Budget has not changed. 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, would the Premier indicate whether 

or not he has received a request from the Concerned Citizens Group 

in Grand Falls either orally or in writing to meet with the group 

AN HON. MEMBER: He has already answered that. 

MR. NEARY : No. I am asking the hon. gentleman if he has received 

a request? 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

PREMIER MOORES: Mr . Speaker, I have already answered that 

question today. 

MR. SPEAKER: The han. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : I have already answered the same question. 

MR. NEARY: A supplementary then, Sir. 

MR. SPEAKER: A final supplementary. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Speaker, would the hon. the Premier 

indicate whether or not either the Premier or the Minister of Health 

have received any letters of protest in connection with the $3 rate 

that is charged on beds in hospitals, and the $2 service charge on 

the childrens' dental programme? Have there been any protests over 

these two charges? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

PREMIER MOORES : I personally have not received any. I will 

check and see if therehave been any in the office and advise the 

hon. member, Mr. Speaker. 
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MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Eagle River followed by the 

hon. gentleman for Terra Nova. 

MR. STRACHAN: Mr. Speaker, I hate to change emphasis but a 

question to the Minister of Health. In Labrador,the people who are 

not employed by government or people who are not on welfare have to 

pay for transportation to hospital especially,for.instance,emergency 

cases of a person being a stretcher case, they have to pay as much as 

three seats on Eastern Provincial Airways. I have here since August 

complied information in the Happy Valley-Goose Bay area of Lake 

Melville Hospital of people paying up to $1,400-$1,500 per patient 

to be transferred out, plus the cost of a nurse, plus the cost of 

the nurse's expenses and their journey back. Could the minister 

indicate to us whether he will be looking into this discrimatory 

situation for people who are sick in Labrador, who unfortunately 

' sometimes cannot use the government air ambulancej and who have to 
If I', 

pay sometimes tremendous costs as high as $1,500, again I say, for 

the transfer to the Island part of the Province to be treated in 

a hospital? 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Health. 

MR. H. COLLINS: Yes, Mr. Speaker, the problem to which the hon. 

member alludes is a very real one, and the way to deal with that, the 

most practical way to deal with it, and the most benefical way to ~ 
' 

deal with it is to improve the hospital situation in Labrador, hopefully 
, 
{ 

to be able to attract the proper spec~lities into the new Melville 

Hospital in Happy Valley-Goose Bay. It is not a different situation, 

Mr. Speaker, from a person residing in Corner Brook who might have to 

be referred to St. John's or indeed a person in St. John's who may 

have to be referred to Montreal or Toronto. · It is a problem down there 

and it is being reviewed. But the answer to it is developing the 

specialities in Labrador. 

MR. STRACHAN: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary to that. 

MR. SPEAKER: A supplementary. 

MR. STRACHAN: I totally disagree with the minister in that it is 

the same as Corner Brook or anywhere else. We face already in Labrador 
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Mr. Strachan: the highest airfares in Canada - in Canada! -

and someone who is sick on a stretcher who has to pay for three seats 

of an EPA flight from Goose Bay to St. John's at $102 return that is 

a cost of $378, $400 each way plus escort charges, plus nurses charges, 

it is entirely different from somebody being sick in Corner Brook. 

I am asking the minister to indicate -

AN HON. MEMBER: Shame! 

MR. STRACHAN: - to us whether the people, not the welfare people who 

are paid by government, not the MOT people who are paid also by government, 

the different branches of government, but the ordinary person in 

Labrador who is suffering from illness, can the minister indicate 

to us that he will end this discrimination and allow these people to 

be transferred out of Labrador instead of having to pay these high 

costs themselves? 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Minister of Health. 

_MR. H. COLLJ:NS: I said, Mr. Speaker, that is under review, 

and it is my opinion and the expressed desire of the department, of the 

government, and the best advice we can get from the medical profession 

is that the way to deal with this problem, the most practical way to deal 

with it, and the most beneficial way in terms of being in the interest 

of the people in Labrador is to develop the expertise at the hospitals t 

in Labrador. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member for Terra Nova. 

MR. LUSH: Mr. Speaker, I have a question for the Premier. 

The Leader of the Opposition alluded to a couple of the time-tested 

principles by which British Cabinets operate, mainly Cabinet solidarity, 

and collective Cabinet responsibility, and secrecy and so on. I 

am wondering can we assume from the recalcitrant action and the 

unorthodox behaviour of the Minister of Fisheries and the Minister 

of Tourism,actions that were quite out of line with these two principles, 

and I wonder if we can assume from this that the Premier has dispensed with 

following these time-tested principles and 
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~ !R. LUSH: plans to run a Cabinet that is guided by 

intimidation and threats and resignations_? . 

MR. SPEAKER: Order, please! 

SO~JE HON. }fEHBERS : Hear, hear! 

}!R. SPEAKER: I must point out that the wording of t he 

question sometvhat stretched the rules. 

The hon. Premier. 

The answer is no, l·Ir. Speaker. 

A supple~entary . 

Hr. Speaker, I would like to aak -

On a point of order. 

• u~ . SPEAKER: A point of order has come up . 

l!r. Speaker, may I suggest that t here canna t 

~e a suppleQentary to a question that has been ruled out of order. 

SO:!E nON. c-lE:·IBERS: Oh, oh: 

HR. NEAltY : ------ }!r. Speaker, as usual t he han. :·!inis ter of Justice 

is not listening to what is goir.g on in the House, Sir. The han. 

the Premier answered the question. I want to direct a supplementary 

question -

:-:R. 3PEAKER: Order, please: I think I do have to make sane 

reference to the points brought up by the hen . the House Leader. 

The question is whether 

a question tvhicl1 is out of order can have a supplementary . The 

definition of a supplementary in our Standing Orders is that, 

"A suoplementary arises out of the reply to a question . " And I suppose 

if there is a reply then a question can arise out of it, as far as 

I can see. 

PREMIER ~ !OORES: Hr. Speaker, can I just say that my reply 

was also out of order to see if that helps, Sir. 

HR. NEARY: In keeping, Hr. Speaker, tdth British Parliamentary 

tradition where men of stature and men with qualifications and ability 

are invited -

:,rn.. l·l.u. Rmm: Integrity. 

; 

" 

·f 
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:.:F. . NEARY: - and integrity are invited into Cabinets, 

wUl t he hon. gentleman indicate whether the member for Bay of 

Islands (Hr . t1oodrow) has been invited into the hon . gentleman's 

Cabinet? 

SO~!E l!O~ • MEHBE<tS : i:iear , hear! 

?!R. SPEAKER: The hon. the Premier. 

?REmER t!OO:R£3 : The answer is, as I said earlier, }tr. Speaker, 

that there ~as been no people lately i nvited into t~e Cabinet . 

The business of integrity and how to behave or.es elf in Cabinet 

or ~~i thout ,the stretching of that credibility by t:1e hon . 

a,ouse Leader opp0sit:e is something that we all behold in t~onder, 

Sir . 

ORDERS OF THE DAY : 

~:otion, the hon. the m.r.ister of Rehabilitation 

an:d Recreation to introduce a bill, ".\n Act Respecting The Rehabilitation 

Of Disabled Persons, " carried. (Bill ~o. 17) 

On motion, Bill no. 17 read a first time, 

ordered read a second time on tomorrow. 

On motion that the House resolve itself 

into Commit t ee of cae ~•!hole , :!r. Speaker left the Chair. 

HR. C'dAim!At<: Order, please ! 

l-!lL HI~IAN: Department of Mines and Energy , 

MR. CHAIR: WI: ~lines and Energy , number Xl, page 73. 
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~!R. PECKFOP.D: 

~~. CRAIR?~~~T: (Dr. Collins) 

lflt. PECKFORD : 

Tape 526 EC - 1 

Hr. Chairman. 

The hon. the :~inister of Mines and Energy. 

I have a few brief comments to make on 

presenting the estimates for the Department of c ~ines and Energy for this 

hon. House Committee. 

~~r. Chairman, I guess it is pretty 

much of a cliche to say that sone of the najor issues f~cing the 

Province in t~e last number of years, now in 1" 78 and om>arc!s into the 

future, into the next decade - ten years from now - come under the 

Department of ~·lines and Energy and a lot of industria.!. policy will be 

dependent largely upon how we handle the energy side of it. .~ lot of 

fiscal policy will be decided on the basis of hm• successful He are both 

on the energy and industrial side based on energy and on our offshore 

hydrocarbon resource and whet,her in fact we Hill be able to exploit and 

find commercial finds of that resource, and of course, }!r. Chairman, 

the traditional mineral resource and the importance that it still has 

and will continue to have in the ongoing employment opportunities and 

economic activity in the Province. In the past I guess there has been 

a fair amount of attention paid to the traditional role of the depart~ent 

and the traditional resources,primarily your base metal, your iron ore 

and your copper and lead and zinc and asbestos and fluorspar right up 

until this past year, and the great contribution that that activity 

makes to the Province. That has been somewhat enlarged now in the last 

decade •d th hydro power in Labrador and the development of the Fpper 

Churchill, the possible development of other hydro sites in Labrador, 

the ongoing development of hydro sites on the Island, like,for example, 

the beginning this year of the Hinds Lake project. So the whole scope 

of the department and of energy in general has enlarged a lot. And then, 

of course, on into oil and gas activity offshore. 

On the mineral side, Hr. Chairman, as 

most hon. gentlemen recognize, we have had a rather troubleci year, ••hat 

with the closing of St. Lawrence fluorspar property hy Alcan, by the -
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~IR • PECKFORD: quite likely no1~ - closing of the 

Buchans operation ~hich has been alive for so long and wnich has 

contributed so atUch ::o the economy , not only to the Buchans area 

but to t he Province as a whole, one o f t he major lead and zinc ore 

deposits in the world over the last several decades and a very 

interescir~ geological formation which has taken up the attention 

of r.la:'!Y academics in the field of geology arour.:t the 1rorld - still 

does to t his day . So the miner al side of it - t he lead and zinc 

side, t he fluorspar side- minerals in general as it relates co 

operations in exisce:~ce has been a troubled one. ::e ~ve had so~te 

br ight spots in ~;e Provi~ca; albeit trey have not fully reAlized 

therr.selves <IS yet i:'!CC i'lines , '·ut 11e have "ad ;; fairly sisnificant 

l 
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UR. PECKFORD: 

the Port aux Basques area, LaPoile area and a fairly significant 

lead discovery in the Eampden area, in the White Bay area,both of 

which are seeing a lot more exploration activity in those two areas. 

As a matter of fact,it was those two particular areas that had not 

i1ad all that much exploration activity until these discoveries occured. 

So it has meant a..• increase in activity in those areas as it relates 

to mineral exploration and hopefully 1978 will see additional discoveries 

of gold in the Port aux Basques area and lead in the Hampden area so 

tuat additional mines can come on st:.:eam. 

_i·JR_._N_E_AR_Y_: __ G_e_t your ;;;eo?;raphy straight . Off Isle a ux Harts or near llurut Island. 

}JR. PECKFORD: I know. The Burnt Island property is usually 

referred to. 

l1R. NEARY: The han. gentleman i~ad it up in t he Codroy Valley 

(inauciible). 

HR. PECKFORD: No. I did not. As a matter of fact I will challenge t he 

hon. member for LaPoile (Mr.Neary) now to put his Newfoundland geography 

on the line and I will put mine on the line and we will see who knows 

the geography of Newfoundland er of this Province better. So ~en the 

han. member for LaPoile(Mr.Neary) is ready we shall dispense with the 

estimates for the Department of Z.lines and Energy and get into geography. 

Anyway, Mr. Chairman, to continue~The major eighty-five per cent of the 

mineral production of the Province of course comes from the Labrador 

area of our Province, from the Wabush and the Labrador City deposits. 

The wi1ole iron ore industry is not in all that good a shape right now 

both from a labour point of view as it relates to strikes ongoing, but 

more importantly and in the longterm from the steel point of view 

worldwide there is a fairly depressed state right now in the steel 

industry in the United States, Europe and Japan. The Labrador 

City operation depends to a large degree on Europe and Japan for its 

markets while the Wabush area .depends more largely on the North American 

market,but in any case both operations are very vulnerable now given 

the fact that they have increased their capacity a lot over the years 
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l1R. PECKFORD: and now find themselves competing very savagely 

with some new sources of iron ore in the world, in the underdeveloped 

world especially where labour costs are a lot lower and where therefore 

they can put a product which is just as high grade, just as good quality 

as what is coming out of Labrador. The longterm prospects remain very 

bright though for the iron ore industry and for the steel industry. 

Once the economy starts to pick up again, the world economy I mean, 

it is quite likely that we will see some additional expansion in the 

Labrador area on the iron ore side. And as •~e have :.J.entioned in a 

resolution presently before the House, a private member's resolution, 

it will be the intent of the Government of :lewfoundland to try and 

insist that these companies do additional processiug,when they expand, 

with their raw material in Labrador or in ~~e Province rather than 

shipping some of it out. 

In any case, ti1e whole mineral sec tor of t:le 

department and of the economy is in a state of flux right no~. It 

is interesting to note that since our new mineral acts have gone 

through the House, our new approach towards ~xploration rather than 

the concession system, a freer and open one, that there has been a 

higher level of exploration activity. Claims staking is way up and 

this is of course the reason why we had the discovery that I referred 

to in the LaPoile area,or the Burnt Island area,and in the Hampden 

area, because of this higher level. And we are going to make even 

a larger step, Mr. Chairman, this year towards trying to bring 

additonal mines onstream rather than just having these close downs 

which have to occur especiall) in the Buchans sense _.:,ere the ore 

is all gone. In the St. Lawrence sense,of course,there is still some 

fluorspar t:,.;,re and that is a very unfortunate -

HR. FLIGHT: (InaudibL:) ore at Bucilans (Inaudible) 

l>IR. PECKFORD: I cia not mean it as an absolute statement, I 

mean it in relati~e terms, from a commercial point of view right now. 

But in any case we are going to make a major step and on the Order 

Paper right now, l!r. Chairman, there is a bill before us which is going 

I 
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.!R . PECKFORJ:I : co say co che companies Yhicn have large traces 

of land foz.- mineral exploration, either have them for pe:rpetuicy or 

for long periods of time. , tbat company A or company B,you have this 

land under a standing agreement; we are saying to you through this act 

cnac you must relinquish that acreage over a graduated basis or 

pay a tax on it if you want to keep it,or start doing some exploration 

on it . lf you do your exploration on it t i1en of course. your taX i s 

reduced or eliminiaced , a epenciing o~ ho\. much you do. So that the whole 

purposo: and intent: of t he legislation is to increase t he e."\.-ploration 

effort on acreages now held in t he concession system for long periods 

of time or for perl'etuity. \~e do not care who necessarily does the 

exploration as long as somebody does i t so that if the existing company 

that has t he concession 

! 
' 
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HR. PECKFQJID: through this legislation is forced into doing 

the exploration sobeit. But the whole point of it is somebody 

has to do it. They either do it themselves or face heavy taxation, 

especially in the fifth year from now, or relinquish same of 

it so that a lot of the other campanies,in the Province and outside 

the Province, who are interested in coming in can have a crack 

at it. Some of the best mineral acreage in the Province is held 

by these large companies and \·Ie have to get it released and open 

so that t~e can continue this very successful claiLls staking syster.1 

\vhich Has brought in by this Adminilltration. So nll is not lost 

and I think we are in a sort of a down-tum now both from world 

economy point of view and from some of our ores being depleted, 

but the future looks bright and is bright as it relates to ongoing 

discoveries and on~oing r.1ines in my vie~1. And it stlll contributes 

in a real big way to the economy of the Province and will continue 

forever hopefully to do so. 

The area of the department that gets perhaps 

the most visibility and the most print is on the energy side. Of 

course as lle all recognize that is for a whole bunch of reasons, 

not the least of 'lhich is that ·,;e ~ear both nationally and internationally 

of the energy short<>ge, of the depleting oil rese~ves in the v:orld, 

of the problem with large projects of gas pipe-line down the nacKenzie 

Delta, because of the Arabians now and the Arabs are able to tie 

up about seventy o~ eighty per cent of the kno~m reserves of ail and 

gas in the •wrld and the largc,massive increases that occurred in 

'73 and '74 by the Arabs to give them some additional money. So it 

is a fairly high profile subject in the world, not only in the 

Province. And of course what makes it even more high profile for us 

arP. two :naior things. on~ Labrador hydro pow·er and the possibilities 

of oil and gas offshore. And these are very interesting, large, capital 

intensive projects if they ever get off the ground. 
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llR. PECKFORD: On the Labrador power side, most Newfoundlanders, 

and I suppose most hon. people in this ~ouse,recognize what this 

present Administration is trying to do as it relates to Labrador 

power development. We have initiated court action as it relates 

to the Upper Churchill contract, Upper Churchill lease in the 

Supreme Court of Newfoundland and that is ongoing. And you know 

that court situation is one vThich none of us I guess are happy 

with but the court ~~orks slow and lawyers have their points to 

make. It takes a long while. Considering the fact that Quebec 

is putting just about every obstacle they can in the way of 

an expeditious route through the courts fcir it because I think 

they recognize that there are problems there. 

llr . Chairman, it is very interesting to note 

that lrst year in this hon. House ~~hen the estimates were being 

consi*red for the Jepartwent of tfines and Energy, one of the 

main attacks that the Liberal Opposition threw acros s the House 

was the fact that ••e Here being extremely stupid, to say the least, 

and shortsighted in our approach to the whole question of the 

Upper Churchill, to the whole question of getting a better deal on 

the Upper Churchill, to the whole question of the power contract, 

the 1-1hole question of our dealings with Quebec and that the sensible, 

sound policy fo~ this administration to take was as Saskatchewan 

had done, and impose a resource tax so that you could capture very 

quickly a lot of revenue from that very unfair contract. Otir response 

1-1as, :.fr. Chairman, and is recorded in Hansard for ar.y to see, that we 

said, :::<o, Hr. Chairman, no "e would not do that because our legal 

advisers, both provincially and internationally,have told us that 

this resource taxation now presently in place by t he Saskatche.,an 

Government was exteremely dubious jurisdictionally and that there was 

a case presently before the Supreme Court of Canada challenging the 

right of the Gover~~ent of Saskatch6van to impose that kind of 

taxation. Of course we all know what happened. The Supreme Court of 
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~!R . PECKFORD: Canada ruled in favour of the federal government, 

against the Saskat dtet>an Government and there are appeals underway 

now of course . 

HR. STRACHAN: Hhat happened? 

:!R. PECKFORD: There a re appeals underway now. Le t :ne finish 

and then the hon. oe:nber for Eagle River (~!r . Strachan), t hat 

:;rea:: authol."ity on legal matters deelin:; with contraccs,1.rill 

have a change to aive his side of the s :ory. Suffice it to 

say, llr. Chai=, now that a ~::esource cax, r:osr -no t most -

all legal people that t<e cal:<.ed to a re co:w~.nced t:!:lat this is 

:tct the 11ay for us to go, that our oes t chance is t!te way ... e 

are now going, that He are n011 i n court, that 11e al."e re~xaoining 

aga!n any kinds o f thin6S that are existant in the lease agreement: 

that mi:;ht !:>e in t he ?OI;<!r contract that could ey.pedite s ome other 

legal route for getting at dte • ..,;,ole ques::ion of :::te vpper c;~c::chill. 

Let us not forget that, 
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~'R. PECKFOTlD: but that is onp.oinp at this present 

moment -

Ail !tml. '~IJlEP: Hear, hear! 

that this l•.ind of revie~• is onr;oing 

ri;:;ht now, so that <Ve are just not putting all our ep:gs in the one 

basket anrl lool-inr; to say that somebody who gave us a legal 

opinion t'-lrt>e ye,rs ago in their ::1arrow legalistic u?.y of lool:ins; at 

things is the vie~• that we take Hithout question and as gostJel noH. 

:-'e can continually revie~> '-!ith other lawyers t-7ays and neans "hy uh ich 

we can get a better deal legally through the courts either on the 

pm;er contract side or the lease agreement to try to break that very 

unfair situation as it relates to the t'pper Churchill contract. 

By the same token, ''r. \.hairv. .. an, He 

do not stop there: c!e are still talldng to the Province of Cluebec 

about the Upper Cl-lurchill, about Labrador pmver development in total 

to see whether we can work out some agreement v7hich is both satisfactory 

to the Province and will expedite other developments beside the Upper 

Churchill. That is ongoing. 

He are also, of course, talY:inp- to 

the federal government to get their assistance for it. 

And thirdly, we are also, as I indicated 

last year - it has not changed at all, it has bee~ accelerated tf anythin~ -

He are talking to industry. So what we are trying, ~rr. Chairman - it 

gets rat'her complex re,_lly - is He are trying to find the hest route to 

develop T,abraC'or po~:er - route in the '::lroad sense, not in t!-!e sense of 

a route through 0uebec, but the avenue through w!lich soTTte r•ay can be 

fo und to develop Labraclor po~ver development ~•ithout jeoparc!izing r;hat 

are the legitimate concerns of everybody in the Provinc~,that we do not 

sell out again and that we do not necessarily close the Hhole 'Upper 

Churchill problem as well. And it is not an easy one to resolve 

because at the same time as '"e are tryin!'! to "o those things and that 

everybod:,• is crying out , 'T'o not sell out' anrl ':Jo the best thin(! for 
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NR. PECKFOFD: the Province', simultaneous with 

that kind of very provincial, local, legitimate concern by citizens 

of the Province you have them on the other hand saying, 'I want a 

job nm~. 1 So that is a real dilemma for the government and for this 

government particularly more than any other government in the history 

of 'Tevrfo1.mdland for quite some time, that we are caught in that l~ind 

of a C,ind - on the one hand, everybody \·rants to see emploYT".ent f!O u-p 

tomorrm1 morning, because 1i1e have such a hi?1-t unemployment rate - and 

how much the nation contributes to it and ourselves and all the rest 

of it - and at the same tire they are saying, 'You came to power on 

the throes of saying that there will be no more sell-outs on the ~pper 

Churchill, that there will be a real good deal - this kind of approach. 

So the government is caught in that kind of a bind. On the one hand, 

if it holds out for ~•hat it considers to be the kind of deal that 

everybody wants, there are no jobs; on the other hand, if you create 

all the jobs you are on the horns of another dilemma because then you 

can be accused of speeding up too fast, going ahead too fast and selling 

out the Province. And from, you know, a pretty pure economic point of 

vie10, it is a real proclem. 

So what we are trying to do, 

Hr. r.hairman, is to move ahead on all f'ronts simultaneously to see <·7hich 

of the three or four alternatives that IVe are following, one, talking 

to Quebec; tlvO, talking to the federal government; three, tall:'i:t? to 

industry ancl still looking at revie1·1ing the !.'pper Churchill and having 

that as the pinpoint around ,.rhich all the rest operates to see 1-11-tat l>e 

can put together and stil\ not sell out, and yet create jobs as soon 

as rile can. That is quite a tall order, ~'r. Chairman. That is q nite 

a tall order. And "lence, that is Ph at '·'e are do in~. llut there are no 

great miracles here, }!r. Chairman. There are no panaceas here. There . ~ 
is no great one answer that is going to be the salvation of ~;eufoundlancl 

on this score quickly, nu!"ber one; .:md number two, even if there Has, 

::r. c:1airman, unless you get reca~ 1 provisions uncler the lease agreement 
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~:ft . PECk'FO~D : so that you can get sorne of the 

Uppe r Churchill back, you are not going to get any cheap ene r gy 

any = re, unless,like I say, conclitional upon the Gpper Churcl-till 

recall -other t an that you are not . Rinds Lru:e is t~irty mils 

IJhen it cow.es on; You are tal '.ing a ':lout ·ull Island, if it was 

transported to the r rovince,of around ~~e~ty-eight mils today 

Bay Jat:~es. 

And Say James is c':\e saP..e t!-ting . 

~\e day of cheap pm~er is gone. 1he only salvation we have is if, 

because of that court action we have now taken on the Upper Chu.rc· ill, 

that •.;e ca.n recall that th ree and one-half mil power and that •.¥ill 

not 'O:le three and one-' al!' mils tmen it gees here co the Island, 

beceuse we have to transport it and t a t has co be paid for . So 

t:-.at is, you know in general terms where •re: are on that . 

This year, as most people know, 

. !r. Chait"'lla1l, we are going ahead trlth Rinds Lake. There are going 

to be 40C or 500 jobs before September of this year -new jobs, 

construction jobs that are so badly need.ed. ' ext llear t~ere 1>ill 

be about 1,000 people on the Hind,s Lake project " t . 
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Mr. Peckford: near Howley about 1,000 people working. 

The other major point, Mr. Chairman, before I sit down 

on introducing this, especially on the energy side, is our ongoing 

negotiations with the oil companies as it relates to our offshore 

regulations, As most people know we have been successful in getting 

the Shell Texaco Group to apply, hopefully they will be drilling 

next year, and if they do, Mr. Chairman, and they have committed 

themselves to do so in their application, they will be setting the 

world's record, they will be drilling in 5,000 to 5,300 feet of 

water, The deepest part of the world, the deepest well drilled yet 

is in water of 4,300 feet. So they will be extending the world 

record almost 1,000 feet deeper. That is pretty, pretty deep 

water. We are still talking to Eastcan, we are still talking to 

Imperial, we are still talking to Mobile,who are the other major 

federal permit holders that are sort of eligible in this first round, 

and we hope shortly to be able to have deals negotiated with those 

companies as well on our terms so that we can get on with the 

exploration effort because it will mean a lot, and in the whole 

nation energy policy it means a lot because,remember,the federal 

government is about to introduce,perhaps in the next week or two, 

a new policy guideline as it relates to supplementing or , not only 

supplementing, but replacing gas, putting gas where oil used to be, 

in other words, because of the shortage of oil is so great, and now 

there is a surplus of gas in Canada, in the world right now, and will 

be for the next couple of decades that it is in our own national 

interest, both economic and from a political-national interest to 

replace with gas. And that will, you know, hurt us and the 

exploration effort off here if that gets off the ground in the next 

five years before we have commerical finds of oil because then you 

have the whole gas infrastructure in place which would have to be 

changed over again. 

So it is very important that we get on with the offshore 

exploration effort, hopefully on our terms. And with those few brief 

remarks,many of which,others,I will make as we go along, I would like 
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Mr. Peckford: sit down on this, and to see what some other 

people have to say. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Eagle River. 

MR. STRACHAN: Mr. Chairman, in opening I would like to 

touch briefly on some of the points raised by the minister, and 

probably as the discussion deepens we will get into some more 

specific items, especially the Churchill Falls question in which 

a very superficial attempt to pawn off our attempts last year to 

try and introduce a resource taxation was discarded, but we will get 

into that later on. 

First of all let me address myself to the question 

of the oil and gas exploration, and I am not particularly addressing 

myself here to the economic argument, and the argument with the oil 

companies, and the debate· in particular, but what I would like to look 

at is the whole environmental question. As the minister has stated 

the companies will be drilling in a record 5,300 feet of water. It is 

a good 500 or 800 feet deeper than has been drilled in the world, it 

would be a world record. And that concerns us. It concerns us very 

deeply. I will leave the economics aside, and I understand there must 

be a balance between economics and environmental and I do not want to 

be totally environmental, but I am looking at the whole future of the 

fishery of this Province. 

We have in Labrador the Hamilton Banks which is 

regarded as being the mother ground, the spawning ground, the bed for 

the whole Northeast fishery. The minister has in his power the ability 

to declare a moratorium on drilling on certain grounds. And I 

believe the minister should right away ask or put into force a 

moratorium on the drilling on the Hamilton Banks because should there 

be a spill or should there be a blow out,any problem at all,on the 

Hamilton Banks, let us say occurring in October, or early Novemher nr 
·I .. 

October,then there could be for eight, nine months of the vear a continuine ~. 

blow out, and do not say it cannot happen, it did happen, it happened in 

the North Sea on a well which at the surface of the water blew out and it 
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MR . STRACHAN: c·ook three weeks to put out. !iere we are 

d.iscussing the Labrador current which. if a blow out at 5,300 fee t 

or any trouble in deep water -

MR . PECKFORD: You are confusing your facts now. 

~tR . STRACBAi'l: The minister similarly confused his facts about 

the resource taxation, ~ can co=ect me later on. I will continue 

on first. My whole point is this -

MR. PECKFORD: Fifty three hundred feet is ooc off, it is not 

near the 'Ham:l.l·too Banks . That i s whac I am crying co say co you . 

MR. STRACHAN : I understand that. I understand t"hat perfectly . 

It is not near it. Of course, it could not be. It would not be 

a Hamilton Bank if :l.t was 5, 300 feet . 

' R . NEARY: The minister doe~ nnt kn~ aPV h~tter . 

MR . STRACHAN: I went to sea fo r years . 

My arg~ent is basically this- let us look at the 

Hamil ton Banks firsc , and then extrapolate on - now even 

j 
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MR. STRACHAN: in shallow water where 

this William Carson was sunk can they put a 

submarine down to film the Carson let alone try and put 

something down to the seabed to plug a blowout. So 

basically their argument is this, that even on the banks 

they cannot do anything with it in the Labrador current, 

and do not have the technology to do anything with it. 

Our argument is,therefore, that at depths like this off 

Labrador, or depths like this off the Island part of the 

Province, we could face dangers, economic dangers, not only 

environmental - and let us leave the environmental question 

aside - economic dangers, because what we would be do ing 

is wiping out the whole fishery. 

I noticed that the 

minister's environmental report stated essentially that 

we do not have to worry about it because the preva i 1 i ng 

wind is Westerly it will all go out to sea anyway. 

MR. PECKFORD: That is not what I said. 

MR. STRACHAN: I only understand what I 

heard coming over the radio in Nain and the connotation 

given by the press, and they may be wrong but I can only 

go on that, was -

MR. NEARY: 

MR. FLIGHT: 

MR. STRACHAN: 

The minister did not deny it. 

Quoting the minister, eh? 

- quoting the minister -

was that if the wind was prevailing Westerly there was an 

offshore flow and that generally,therefore, we would not 

have to worry,that is would not be as severe as we 

originally thought. 

Regardless of that 1what I 

am stating here is that there is a deep question in our 

minds and I would like to see the minister address himself 

to that. First of all, on the Hamilton Banks themselves 

there should be a moratorium because what we are envisaging 
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MR. STRACHAN: is wiping out the whole 

Northeast fishery. There will be no more Bonavista fish 

plants, or Fogo, or LaScie, or St. Anthony, __ or Labrador 

Coast, they will all be wiped out, or could be potentially 

wiped out, exactly the same as is happening in France 

at the moment with the inshore fishery there. 

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. STRACHAN: We could see a blowout 

which could continue on for years and years and years 

because the technology is not in place to be able to 

handle that at these kinds of depths or in those kinds of 

currents, as witnessed by the great difficulty in trying 

to get down to the William Carson. In the best time of the 

year, in August, they still could not get down even to do 

a simple filming because of the dangers. 

What we are asking for is 

some serious application there. We understand full well 

that encouragement must be give to drill elsewhere but 

make sure that environmentally it is safe, and as well 

that it is safe economically, that we are not going to 

wipe out the fishery of this Province which is the whole 

basis of the economy of this Province and will be long 

after the oil and gas are out and gone. We will still 

have fishermen fishing, it is a renewable resource and 

it must be protected at all costs. 

I will not get into a 

discussion with the minister on the oil and gas question 

since I fundamentally differ with some of the line of 

attack or the way the oil and gas regulations were 

brought in. I think it is an excellent job, the oil and 

gas regulations as they are. I think I have a great deal 

of respect for Cabot Martin,who has done some tremendous 

work there. Obviously, he has studied it well, researched 

it well and has done a very, very good job. I basically 
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MR. STRACHAN: disagree with the philosophy 

since I have always felt that instead - and I understand 

full well that we are getting away from the whole 

concession idea, concessions are old-fashioned, they are 

outdated. Not even the companies want to deal with 

concessions these days, they feel it is a handicap on 

them. We have progressed on from there and looked at a 

number of other systems and came out with what Cabot Martin 

has distilled out as being one of the best systems and I 

would fairly agree that he has obviously done a fair bit 

of work. 

My basic argument has 

always been that if we are going to fight with Ottawa over 

who owns the seabed, and our argument basically is that we 

own the seabed, then if we fight with Ottawa to own it 

we should maintain ownership at all times. We should 

not by any form or other, whatever way we will not allow 

it, distribute that out to any oil companies even if it 

is revenue producing for us. 

our basic argument should 

be that the seabed belongs to us and therefore the 

companies can come in exactly the same as they do in some 

c-: the Arab countries, they can come in there, explore, 

t1ey can take the oil out, but essentially the oil coming 

c~t belongs to us as well because it came from our seabed. 

This is the basic argument we have. Those differences in 

opinion, or differences in direction than some of the 

' ·ways we are thinking there. 

However, I feel seriously 

that,leaving the economic argument aside, the first 

points I raised here I would like to hear the minister 

address himself to. I do not think that we have done 

enough. Environmentally I think that the whole thing looks 

to me , superficially, and I admit that I have not studied 

., 
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MR . STRACHAN: it or read it , I have 

just come back in from Labrador and I have not stud.ied 

it or read it in depth, but it looks to me as though it 

is very superficial, it does not get down to the root 

of the problem, and we must first of all protect what 

we have first and then move on from there. 

So I £eel very strongly 

that the minister should invoke bis powers and call a 

moratorium on the Hamilton Banks, prevent any further 

technology- any further drilling and situations in which 

we do not have the technology at this point to handle 

it. 
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:.R. STRAC'dA:<; This is probably one of the hardest areas 

in the world, certainly by the sounds of it far harder than 

the North Sea which at that time ~~as thought to be one of the 

hardest. It is certainly far harder than the Beaufort Sea 

operations in which they are drilling in fairly shallow 

waters, with different situations altogether. And \ve should 

make sure that what we do is protect our environment and protect 

our fisheries because that is the ,r:•ole future of this Province. 

Getting on to the energy question. Zy 

the way, the minister mentioned there, on the iron ore question 

he said we were suffering from depressed markets and the twrld 

situation and that is obviously agreed, I was in Labrador 

City and Habush early this morning at one o 1 clock, ttw o 1 clock 

this morning having discussions with some people there and I should 

say that \-labush is still producing. And the minister says th.:y 

are effected by the ~orth Acerica situation, that is correct. But 

i~ is also '1ell known that Wabush mines has only four per cent 

of its production up for sale. 

HR. FLIGHT: On the open market. 

:IR. STRAC:L\.."': Ninety-six per cent of it is contracted, contracted 

to their own subsidiaries, their own companies, thenselves. In other 

words,they have contracted with themselves. Only four per cent of 

:~abush ore is open and so therefore they are producing and they are 

in a different situation from the rest of them. So the mini3t~r I' 

questions there a situation ::hat 1\Tabush has been hurt; in fact 

I understand from last night that Habush is producing a tremendous 

amo~~t at the moment because of the Stelco situation with the 

pipe-line,and since it is all contracted ore, the world ~~rket 

virtually in tcis situation is not hurting them the same way 

as it is some of the other areas. 

MR. fl.IGHT: Using it to meet the ore requirements. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: (Inaudible). They can only stockpile it so long (Inaudible). 
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HR. STRACHA.'h Oh yes, I understand perfectly. I am not 

talking about some kind of layoffs.3ut the argument here was that 

in effect Wabush contracts its ore to itself through its o~ro 

groups and so on and therefore have absolutely captive 

customers and in fact the whole Central Canada ._ 

and Labrador iron.ore has us in its grip and we have got to 

play the tune, whatever the tune they call essentially we have 

got to play it. 

On the question of Churchill Falls, or on 

the question of hydro, I would like the minister to indicate 

a couple of points to us. He stated initially with a discussion 

with Quebec that the co-development of the rivers in Labrador 

was the bargaining lever, and I 

l!R. PECKFORD: Hhat? 

HR. STRACHf,.'<: - was the bargaining lever, and these are 

the Premier's words, is the bargaining lever to opening up the 

Churchill Falls contract, having a look at that Churchill Falls 

contract, and proceeding with this. There will be no, if we 

remember correctly, there will be no development of the five 

rivers or the four rivers, whatever rivers we get into, no 

development of these rivers until the Churchill Falls question 

was settled. 

}JR. FL~ 

HR. ST~CHAN: 

Hear, hear~ 

Our basic argument is this, that it was 

a "onderful attitude to have and the minister again talks here 

about our situation there, our bargaining levers, our five rivers, 

our co-development, but it ~•as agreed to with Levesque when Levesque 

~-1as dmm there, that we ~vould set aside the ,.mole Churchill Falls 

question -

MR. PECKFORD: No. 

M!L STRACHAN: - set aside the ,.mole Churchill Falls question 

and proceed with talks on the co-development of five rivers. :<m~ 

. ' 
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: :Il.. S TriACHA..'< : if you are going to set aside the C•urchill Falls 

question how can the five rivers be a bargaining lever? You have 

given away your bargaining lever. No wonder Quebec puts in 

obstacles in our course because Quebec ''ants this thing to 

drag on and drag on because for every year it ~rags on Quebec 

is benefitting and we are the losers. 

So basically we are being put in the position, 

in our feelings, suckers in a position like this, because we are 

::,eing bullied, cajoled by a very clever man,who many of us L-1 

Labrador, although t·re have no feelings towards Quebec at all, 

feel that we often wish that he was on this side, because his bargaining 

powers, his skill, his tenacity, his toughness, is something that 

ti'e should be emulating and v;e should be, if admiration ·- tvhat is it -

initation is the finest form of admiration, then t.re should be doing 

it. 

:·IR. ~EA...'l.Y: He has got leadership, something that this 

government does not have. 

HR. STRACHA.;.": We should be tough minded about this. IVe should 

get at it, and this is the whole argument we brought up last year 

on our resource taxation. Now the minister tried to put it down 

because Sasl~tchewan's resource taxation was overruled by the Federal 

Supreme Court. We said that last year. Blakeney himself has 

indicated to us that his legislation very likely was going to 

be overruled because it was legislation brought in in 1973 in 

t.rhich he felt that there were some technicalities with it. ;·/hat 

i 
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:·tR. STRACHA..'I: he did have, and we stated last year,was 

retroactive legislation that should the federal government or 

the Supreme Court overrule it, he had retroactive legislation 

right behind it to come in to make sure that the $550 million, 

the half a billion dollars that he has taken from the C.QIIIIpanies, 

oil co~panies and the potash companies in Saskat~hewan, the money, 

the revenue he derived through what was later an illegal tax by 

the Supreme Court, that the retroactive legislation would be put 

in place which •.;ould legalize the method of taxation.And what 

happened?He never had to pay one penny back. The oil companies in 

fact changea their attitude towards him and sat down and started 

saying1 "Well ,let us face it. We have to live with this tax so let 

us talk now of co,...operation" and in fact are living with him and 

are continuing to pay the tax. Our basic argument therefore was 

still the same;we understand that the initial legislation was 

legislation which could be overruled in the Supreme Court. I am 

no lawyer, I do not intend to be, I have no idea of it,but I am 

very fundamentally interested in some of th~ positions we are 

taking. And what we are stating is that recalling 800 megawatts 

of power or any power is not the route this Province should be 

going ia Churchill Falls. We do not need the power,we need money. 

We cannot even develop Gull Island because we do not have a market 

for that power let alone take back 800 megawatts from Churchill 

Falls. What we need in this Province is money situation. Give us 

th~ money first and we can develop the rest. · What we are talking 

about are vast s~s of money, At 10 mils we are talking about $300 

million, at 20 mils we are talking about close to $700 million 

coming back in this Province as revenue from Churchill Falls and we 

are still giving shem some of the cheapest power. Our argument is 

not the contract,which this government always wants to point out 

to; what we are stating is put in a resource taxation which is totally 

out with the contract. 
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A ...... HON. t·JE:l3ER: You cannot do it. 

MR. STRACHA.J." : The contract makes no uifference. If I sell a 

car to somebody - and it is a very simple analogy- but if I sell a 

car,then how I sell the car, under what terms the car is sold and who 

bought it is immaterial. ~ve still have to pay our sales tax, and 

the sales tax, all it neees tO knoW is fundaJLentally oiOW much you 

sold the car for. \Vhat ~erms and what way it is done is totally none of 

the sales tax department's business; all they want to know is how 

much are you going to pay. Exactly in this situation here,•~hat 

we are saying is we are talking about ~nvok.ing a tax which is outside 

the contract; the original contract has nothing to do with it. 

:·!R. FLIGHT: He does not understand. He does not understand. 

SOHE HON. MENBERS: Oh, oh! 

~!R. STRACHAN: You can argue your point. The minister last 

year,who pooh-poohed our idea, in September and October 1when the 

House was not open, and I cut out the clippings ,stated that tl1e 

tax that we proposed last year, last year ••e stood up in this 

House and argued it- we were communists, we were socialists , we 

were Banana Republic people because we were going to pull the switches 

and all the rest of it! That is what we were accused of, accused by 

the government here, And in September and October,I have the clippings, 

in which we find out that the government said it is legal, it can be 

done. The7 were running us down for being Banana Republic people 

for mentioning it last ~larch and then in September they said it 

can be done, it is legal but it would be immoral of this Province 

to invoke a tax on Churchill Falls power. That was the statement, 

it would be immoral,And I can get the clippings and put them in 

the House here and table them. Immoral! That is what they said. 

Wnat is immoral about the position of this Province here,being 

one of the poorest in Canada, what is immoral about Quebec gaining 

revenue from us out of the Churchill Falls power because of the 

sudden escalation of energy costs. And we have obviously got a 
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HR. STRACHAN: route :l,n which we can apply - at least we believe 

we can apply-a mechanism to get our just and fair rights and our fair 

return in money; in dollars, in cash to this Province, I cannot see 

what immorality ·there is in this Province, walking aroun.d in our 

bare feet. It is a foolish position so probably now what we are 

going to see is that the governme.D.t who first of all last ye~ told us 

it was illegal to do it, Banana Republic people, Socialists, r.ad, 

foolish ideas,and then six months later came around to the idea that 

it was legal. I remember the big arg\ll!l.ents we had last year in 

whicl1 the Department of Justice was called and the lawyers were 

called and they stated tha.t it could not be done, And then six 

months later we find out that it could be done. Our basic aruument 

then is that we feel that what we should be looking at is getting 

a return for our dollar, get some money back 

i 
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~fR. STRACHAN: from Churchill Falls, never mind 

the power, never mind taking them to court - in essence taking 

ourselves to court, remember, because we bought out Brinco; so 

essentially we are taking ourselves to court in t.he first hand. 

This government, its right hand is taking its left hand to court, 

CFLCo~·,.ho in turn of course, go through Quebec Hydro, So ••e are taking 

ourselves to court to get the return of 800 mega"atts of pm·:er ~y, 

I believe, October, 1983 1since, if ••e got the pmver or it ~1as alvarded 

to us, in order to get a transmission line in place to get delivery 

of that power and bring it to the Island we would have to have the 

decision by 1976 or knm.; we were going to get it and \ve would have 

to start work on the tra.'lsmission line in orc'!er to take delivery in 

1083. In other lmrc's~ue are creeping uo years. Even if He got the 

800 megalvatts of pow·c·r tomorrow from Quebec and we won our court case 

tVe could not take delivery of it anyway. Levesque 1-tas us. 

~l HON. lrrt!BEF.: Right. 

mt. STRACHAN: Levesque has us. 

A.'i HOcT. MP-ffiER: Right. 

1-:P,. STRACEl1N : The man is obviously clever and he 

will give us 800 megawatts of power back when James Bay comes on in 

1983 because he will then have a surplus. 

~ 'R. PECY.FORD : He will not have a surplus. 

~IlL STRACHAN: Ee possibly <vill h<ve a surplus ,and 

he is clever enough to know that even then James Bay is on stream and 

he has other developments moving and he will therefore not need it the 

way he needed it now. 

Hear, hear! 

:rn.. STRACIIAl'! : Our bargaining lever is now. Forty 

per cent of the power for the Province of Quebec is produced in this 

Province and we are getting no returns on it because we do not have 

the guts to put a resource taxation the same as Blakeney did in 

Saskatchewan, the same kind of threats that Lougheed used with turning 
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1!-!R. STRACHAN: off the pipe-line to Sarnia Refineries 

in Ontario and stating to them, 'Pay, or else!' -and he never got as 

far as doing that, because they gave in. 

AN HON. !tE.ffiER: Hear, hear! 

:m.. STRACRAl!: And yet here we are in a weak-kneed 

position looking for 800 megawatts of power, which if ''e get it anyway 

from the courts He cannot tal:e delivery of it. The ".rhole question ':legs 

the issue, T~e whole angle of attack as far as •,re are concerned is 

basically wrong and '·re feel strong:ly thi'.t "•hat is neecl.ert is irnpositton 

of a tax. Let quebec ar3ue the legality of it. Let us argue the legality 

of the ta:{ He e,re il!lposing. Let Quebec argue the legality of it. '11-tere 

is Quebec going to ar~ue the legality of it? The only ~lace it can argue 

t~e le~ality of it ~sin the Supre~e r.ourt of r.anada._\nd ~u~~ec does not 

even recogntze Canada, Levesque does not recognize Canada, so how can 

he take this Province to the Supreme Court of r.anada to argue that our 

tax is illegal and we are bullying quebec? The whole thing is nonsense. 

It cannot be done. He has no sympathy, no sympathy 1vhatsoever, and what 

1·re should do is we should impose the tax, let Quebec t~en argue t~e 

legality of it and then we would be in the Clriving seat: we would be in 

the position of using our strong weapons, our bargaining levers. He can 

be flip and say, 'Pull the switch' or 'Shut it off' or all the rest of 

it. I agree it is flip, I agree it is eye-catching, I agree it is a 

Honderful thing to think about) and I suppose there is not one person 

in this Province who 1muld not like to be in the position of turning 

off the s;ritch and watching }1ontreal shut dmm and the Forum - the 

middle of the game at the Forum in ~lontreal, the ranadiens are playing 

Boston Bruins and all of a sudden because this Province has pulled the 

s1vitch there are no more games, It would be wonderful to think that 

and everyone 111ould like to be in that position. 

SOHE RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

~·1R. r.RAI~'AN: (Dr. Collins) The hon. member's time has elapsed. 

Could I just wrap up my remarks -

just t~irty seconds before the minister comes back? 

. 
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MR. CHAIRHA."': (Dr. Collins) noes the han. member have leave? Agreed. 

~. STRACF.A!'!: So what we are basically arguing then 

is that we should impose something like t~is. We should have the guts 

to impose something like this. He should move it instead of trying the 

til!lid approach that He are trying now and letting Levesque play around 

with us, stall us, put us off, and as t2e minister says, keep putting 

obstacles in our path, Hhicr. he stated here, :.n order to c'elay it all, 

because the longer he delays it the more quebec makes in general 

revenue. 

AN lWN. !·lEHBETt: (Inaudible) to begin Hith -

HP. . STRACFI~A.N: That is not the point. 

Hear, hear! 

The lc.on. the 1\inister of ~(ines 

and Energy. 

:1R. PECKFORD : ~1r. Chairman, the hen. member from 

Eagle River talks about the weather conditions and the isolation ~There 

he happens to live, which is extremely true. One would think it would 

give him time to do some research and present a few more pieces of 

evidence than he has presented to date over the last year or tv!O as 

it relates to this whole Upper Churchill question. It is the most 

simplistic, elementary argument! A four year old could concoct as 

good an argument as he concocts for implementing a resource tax. 

Last year, "fr. Chai=an, nemhers on the other side had indicated to 

do immediately ·.rhat Saskatchevlan had done ancl. •~e had indicated that 

it would be proven unconstitutional. It was so proven. They have .. 
now introduced other legislation. I 

·l I · 
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MR.. PECKRORD: The hou. member for Eagle 

River fails to mention that there are no existing lease agree-

ments and power contracts wtU.ch explicitly say in words in 

English that the Governinent of Newfoundland, that no other 

agency in Newfoundland can levy any kind of taxation, can levy 

kind of ne'ILcnarge against the power t .hat is being sold. · There 

are existing lease agreements in place,there are existing power 

contract in place which are entirely different from the situation 

that he tries to compare it with in Saskatchewan.z:t is not the 

same; he is not comparing apples and apples, it is as simple as 

that. 

Sec.ondly, as I have indicated 

last year,have:Lind~at:~d :n:my times"-

MR.. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I move the Committee 

rise, and report no progress and that the government not be ~iven 

~eir est~tes, Sir, and that we have no confidence in· the present 

administration. 

SOME ROi.'l. MEHBERS :. 

1-!R. CHA!ru!AN: Order, please! 

It has been moved that the Committee 

rise, report progress. 

SOME liON • MEI-illERS : Oh, Oh! 

HR. CJ:JAilUl,AN : All those in favor signify by 

saying "Aye", 

SOt!E HOl'i. MEM!iERS: "Aye" 

HR. CHAIRMAN: All tnos:e contrary signify by 

u~ay". · 

SOME HON. MEMdERS: "Nay 11 

i 
MR.. CHAIRMAN: I rule the "Nayes" have it. ·~ ,. 

) 

NR. i~EARY: Mr. Chairman, a standing vote, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A standing vote. 

I 
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t!R. NEARY: A standing vote. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Three minutes,and those members 

presently in the House will vote as the question has already been 

put. 

MR. PECKFORD: A point of order, Mr. Chairman. 

Can you have a standing vote in Committee? 

SmJE i:lON. l'lENBERS: llh, On! 

MR. CRAIRHAI.'<: 

The Chairman votes against. 

The motion is reporting progress. 

Those in favor,please rise. 

Those against,please rise. 

The count is 13 for and 13 against. 

The hon. Hinister for ~tines and Energy. 

}!R. l'ECKFORD: 

SOHE tiON • HEl'lBERS : 

MR. PECKFORD: 

Thank you, hr. Chairman. 

Oh, Oh! 

Hr. Chairman, once again when some-

body on this side of the douse, Mr. Chairman, starts to get into some

thing which might be embarassing to the other side-as was indicated a 

few minutes ago,this is one of the tactics they use.Iney used it, Mr. 

Chairman, on me just a week or so ago, They triec.l to filouster 

and use every tactic they could to eliminate the time I had left to 

speak but, Hr. Chairman, I shall pursue~! shall move on and say, }fr. 

Chairman, that the hon. members on the other side if they can provide 

some evidence,not just hot air like the hon. member for Eagle River 

likes to do because it sounds motherhoodish,because it sounds and is 

a popular notion-because it is only a notion.·You can nardly classify 

it as a sound idea;it is a great nction to go around this Province 

or through this House indicate to the people of i~ewfoundland, rum 

the switch turn it all off tell those Quebecois that they are no 

longer going to get power from our development, ·-institute resource 

taxation-fantastic terminology,>resource taxation,' Hr. Chairman, fan

tastic.! mean,you know,because the Province of Saskatchewan can do it 

in different circumstances,and yet to be proven whether the new stuff, 

the new legislation is yet valid within this Confederation,to go ahead 
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MR... PECKFORD: and make those kind of state-

ments without any back up, Mr. Chairman, without any substantiation-

I have not seen the Leader of the Opposition, the former l.eader of 

the Opposition,the p..:esent member for Eagle River or anybody else 

opposite produce evi4~nce, documentation, opinions,analysis of 

the lease agreement, analysis of the power contract,which could 

contribute to a new idea . -

HR. :iTRAC!iAN: You are government. Are you: 

~JR. PECJ::.FORD: as it relates to - not re-ue.gotiatiou; 

resource taxation baving some validity,some angle in one of those 

things~the lease agreement or the power contract,which would indicate 

a way out. As I indicated earlier, Hr. Chairman, we are continuing 

monthly to review both the lease agreement and tqe power contt act to 

find some other way .~d I to tall)' agree with the non. member !dr 

Eagle River that the first priarity should be,if we can do it,is to 

try to get more dollars 
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HR. PECKFORD: as well as more po~•er. No•1 ~,re might try 

to have it both ways, this is the other problem with it. Everybody 

is crying out for lower power rates. You know energy is going 

up too high, here is a Province with all kinds of water and yet 

••e have got to pay the highest kinds of power rates and all this, 

that kind of argument. But let us face it now, ~1r. Chairman, 

~,re cannot have it "!:loth ways. Hy view is that if we can renegotiate 

the Upper Churchill contract, now or in a couple of years time 

or ''henever, if we can get a better deal because we can use 

Gull, :Muskrat and the five rivers as levers, if we can do that, 

that •vould be a fantastic victory for :;e,,foundland. A one 

mil change on the Upper Churchill contract would mean $33 million 

a year into the provincial coffers, just a one mil change, from 

three and a half nils to four and a half mils, would give us that 

much more. And I recognize that as a high priority way to go for 

the Province. \Je must move in that direction. And whoever suggested 

that we had recently, in our meetings with Hr. Levesque and with the 

Quebec Government, acknowledged that we no longer want to consider 

the Upper Churchill as part of the whole package, has got his 

head in the sand because this government has not said that we 

have relinquished the whole Upper Churchill development, and to 

go ahead with Gull and Muskrat and five rivers without it. We did not. 

~lR. FLIG:IT: They did it. They did it. 

MR. PECKFORD: We have not caved in, !·1r. Chairman, and our 

position is that the Upper Churchill is very much a part of any deal 

we strike with Quebec, if in fact we can strike a deal with Quebec. 
I 

;·Te are trying desperately to persuade the federl'l government to l 

become involved in a real way on the whole question of Labrador 

power development. We are still talking to industrialists around 

the world who might be interested in using 'cheap pOoler', which ~rill 

be not three mils or five mils or ten mils or fifteen mils; it will 

be closer to twenty or twenty-five mils. On site Gull Isl&~d 

is fifteen mils. And some people, I do not think, Nr. Chair:1an, recognize 
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;.:ct. :'ECI~:FORD; it is essentially a ~yta outside of 

the Upper Churchill, that hydro power today is cheaper power. 

In the United States of America, the past 

two years, ~vo or three years, a number of companies have built 

power plants~ electrical plants over coal fields and have 

generated electricity from that coal field at fifteen and 

sixteen mils, ••hich is fantastically cheap power today, fantastically 

cheap power today, fifteen or sixtee.n mils. 'T'oday, right today, 

Gull Island on site >1ill be arou."ld fifteen mils. The Pickering 

;~uclear Plant near Toronto, which is one of the earlier nuclear 

generating plants in Canada,is producing electricity at eight 

and nine mils, eight to nine mils. Now the new nuclear plants 

that are coming on are far more expensive. They ran into a whole 

bunch of problems and they are going to be far more expensive 

but they are still going to be competitive. They are still going 

to be competitive. A."ld it is only your big,large projects- I mean 

the evidence is so overNhelming it is not even funny. Wheu one 

looks at Hinds Lake, I mean it depends on the scale that you a~e 

going into it in order to make it competitive now. James Bay is 

competitive because you have got 16,000 mega~vatts, three Upper 

C.;urchills in one development,and yet it will come in over 

twenty-five mils. And there is nc surplus of power in the Province 

of Quebec even after James Bay is all on stream, contrary to what 

the han. member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) is saying. There 

is, and c-7ill be, in 1985 and '86 a demand -for additional electricity 

in the Province or then perhaps of Quebec, in Quebec, in Quebec 

itself. And that has been acknowledged. 

Has the han. member for Eagle River read 

the recent first phase white paper that the Government of Quebec put 

out on energy1 Has the han. member for Eagle River, or anybody on 

the other side, read the latest C.D. Howe Institu~e ~eport on the 

vulnerability of Quebec in the energy field: 
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:!R. STRACHA.'l: Has the minister? 

HR. PECKFORD: Yes. Absolutely. I •Jould not make such a statement 

or ask such a rhetorical question unless I, myself, had already 

taken on that effort. These documents, •Jritten by reputable - written 

by themselves in one instance, their own energy strategy, their o'Jn 

"hite paper, concedes the point. 

i, 
' 
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MR. PECKFORD: This is why the Province 

of Quebec is into the nuclear business which they hate, 

which they detest with a passion. They have already 

cut back because of their separtist leanings, their 

great vulnerability on uranium because they do not have 

any. Does anybody, Mr. Chairman, understand that the 

Province of Quebec - that is all it had, really, or has, 

hydro power. It has no uranium. it has no oil, it has 

no gas. It is completely vulnerable on all those 

fronts. James Bay will be totally on in 1984-85 and you 

have to start planning now if you are going to bring any 

new energy projects on for 1986 or 1987, and they must 

look,being pro-hydro, being very close in geography with 

Labrador across the border - they are already getting a 

lot of power--at that area for additional power. 

Now what do we have to 

offer them? We have Gull Island,l600 to 1800 megawatts, 

number one; number two, possibly Muskrat - that is what 

they are looking at enviously - which is around 600 

megawatts; we have the five rivers,three of which would 

be competitive in 1986. the other two of which look 

like they would be competitive in 1990 - 1992,another 

2200 megawatts. That is for starters. 

They are anti-nuclear 

both in attitude because of their history and also because 

of the vulnerability on the uranium side. They hate 

nuclear for those reasons. They are vulnerable on the 

oil and gas side. And here they can look just on the 

East of them again and see some great hydro possibilities 

in which we will be competitive, and once built do not 

escalate. High capital,low operating, clean environmentally, 

which nuclear is not. The only other alternative they 

have, Mr. Chairman, that Quebec has, and let us not forget 

it, is to make some kind of deal for this replacement 

business, to gas,to extend the pipeline, Mr. Chairman, on 

' ,_ 
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MR. PECKFORD: from where it is now in 

Ontario, into Quebec and dm.,n to the Maritime provinces. 

Now if anybody, Mr. 

Chairman, has read anything about the whole question of 

energy in Canada in the last six months they will 

recognize this, and this is how they are so vulnerable, 

that the proposed gas pipeline extension on into Quebec 

and the Maritime Provinces is somewhat of a carrot that 

is being thrown about by the federal government now in 

this whole question of energy. It is not viable. It is 

not economically viable either through Quebec, because 

Quebec needs it, on into the Maritimes or through Maine 

into the Maritimes. It is not economically viable to do. 

There would have to be a massive subsidy from the federal 

government on it. ! 

Now,surJly Quebec,in its 

vowed intentions to separate from Canada and move toward 

that kind of policy,would not want to be so vulnerable as 

to have to find hundreds of millions o£ dollars in order 

to make possible a gas pipeline, which they would have to 

do. So they are pretty well strapped and are extremely 

vulnerable on the energy side. It is a total myth to 

think that their hydro developments are so great and 

untapped that they can still move on with other James 

Bays; they do not have any more. James Bay is totally 

used in 1985. They have a couple of other hydro sites in 

Northern Quebec which are not as competitive as Gull Island. 

The best hydro site left is Gull Island. It is the first 

one and it is the most competitive one, technologically 

and from every other point of view,and they would like to 

have it, make no mistake about that, Mr. Chairman. 

So my view is that our 

position vis-a-vis Quebec is much stronger than it is 

perceived in the popular mind, that we have a far better 

position, we are bargaining from a position far stronger 

~· 
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MR. PECKFORD: than a lot of us think, 

far stronger given all those factors in there. 

' [ 
~ ,, 
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Mr. Peckford: 

Now, Mr. Chairman, if we could find a way legally 

to get at the Upper Churchill situation we would implore the han. 

member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) and anybody on the other 

side, anybody anywhere in Newfoundland or the world,to give it to 

us, to suggest it to us, to show us the way because we will do it 

tonight, we will do it imme~iately, tout de suite. 

MR. FLIGHT: What happened to the Anglo-Saxon route that is 

going to bring the power down (inaudible). 

MR. PECKFORD: Now if the,hon. member wants to talk, I will mention 

the Anglo-Saxon - that is another. I want to thank the han. member 

for Windsor-Buchans (Mr. Flight) very much for reminding me of that 

because it was in my mind to bring up in line with the whole Quebec 

situation. That is the other lever that is still there. The Anglo-

Saxon route is not a dead idea nor a probability. Right now the 

Anglo-Saxon route,according to most experts,would put the cost of 

power in Nova Scotia or in the Maritimes about five to ten mils-

give or take, you cannot nail it right down,obviously more expensive 

than going through the Province of Quebec. But with the increase in 

expertise on cable technology that is taking place very quickly -

MR. STRACHAN: It is not competitive. 

MR. PECKFORD: It is taking place right now. The costs of 

transmitting power by cable is coming down because they are getting 

better at this whole business of transmitting electricity by cable. 

I think I have indicated, Mr. Chairman, in this House before that 

between Norway and Denmark there is a cable now over seventy miles 

transmitting electricity. 

MR. STRACHAN: PEI and New Brunswick. 

MR. PECKFORD: Well PEI and New Brunswick is a very short one. 

I am talking about sixty and seventy mile cables, which is the kind 

of range -

AN HON. MEMBER: The Scandinavian countries. 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes. 

~ 
I 
I 
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MR. PECKFORD: Which is the kind of range. So, Mr. Chairman, 

the whole question of our dealings with Quebec primarily, and the 

kind of leverage we have should recoginze these other facts that we 

are not without some good levers, with negotiation. And the Anglo-

Saxon route can be very much a part of it as well; and it is not 

completely out of the question. 

MR. FLIGHT: Would it not take all the power of the Upper Churchill to 

warrant the Anglo-Saxon route? 

MR. PECKFORD: No, it would not. No, it would not. The cable 

as a matter of fact as it relates to Gull Island in bringing power 

to the Province, and a tunnel versus a cable, if you could - the 

question with a cable across the Straits,of course,is the ice 

scour and so on, and that is why the tunnel is a preferred route. 

But the cable, if there was no ice involved would save close to, I think, 

$200 million. So the whole cable situation does not need that high 

amount of power in order for to make it viable. So the question is 

not that ·so much as ice scour, as the cable loss, the power loss that 

you have through the cables, this kind of thing which is being refined. 

So, Mr. Chairman, you know, the hon. member for Eagle 

River (Mr. Strachan) is being extremely simplistic, is not presenting 

any evidence· or substantiating his ideas,which in theory are great 

but which in actual practice does not bear much resemblance with the 

realities of the situation. 

DR. FARRELL: Hear, hear, 'Brian'. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hen. member for Eagle River. 

MR. STRACHAN: Let us get back to something practical. 

The minister seems to think the only people who can pass opinions 

or discuss these kinds of situations intelligently are people who read 

C.D. Howe's book, and this book, and that book, and who have a whole 

---- -
department behind him to provide him with all kinds of information, legal 

expertise, all kinds of expertise, engineers, scientists, everyone 

feeding into that department so the minister can stand up as the head 

of all of this and spout forth; and anyone else who talks, and anyone 
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Mr. Strachan: else who deigns to beg leave to address him 

is ignorant, is lowly because they do not have the information, and 

they do not know, and they are very simplistic. 

MR. NEARY: The minister does what Burneau tells him to do. 

That is the real boss,Burneau. 

MR. PECKFORD: I met him about once or twice. 

MR. STRACHAN: Should I say that -

MR. NEARY: The minister read a paper he wrote here just before 

the House rose for Easter. 

MR. STRACHAN: Should I say the minister states that because we 

live in isolated places we have all the time to study in the world, in fact, 

apart from CBC Hear and Now if we did not get that we would not even 

know in Nain in Labrador we belong to this Province. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. STRACHAN: We get so little information, and our newspapers 

and so on are three weeks late. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) can·you read? 

MR. STRACHAN: So obviously then the minister's attitude is -

as far as I am concerned the minister's attitude is that no one has 

the ability to put forth any other argument other than the minister. 

MR. PECKFORD: (Inaudible) I see. 

MR. STRACHAN: The minister has argued against himself in a 

number of situations. Of course, like he says, the Saskatchewan deal 

we cannot argue because it is not apples and apples. That is a 

difference between politics and law. Law - or I should not say in fact 

in law, many cases it is interpretations, legal argument and 

interpretations. What we are talking about politically, is that 

politically we are taking legal arguments and we are bending them and 

moving them and making use of them. That is exactly what Saskatchewan 

did. 
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YLR. STRACP..AN: 

If Saskatchewan for three years can earn $55'1 million with an illegal 

tax, granted an illegal tax, from oil companies through the sa~e 

arrangcnent He are proposing with Churchill '~'alls, sure it is not 

apples ar.d apples. It is up to this Province - not us here in 

this Opposition - it is up to the goverru;:ent there ''ho have the 

e:~ertis~ anC the po~·!~r to do it to do t,--:e researc~ and put i~ sor.1e 

fom of t"xation process u'lich Hill :1olri, or at least if it '7ill ::cot 

hold ,;e can at least go and let Quebec argue intelli~ently that it 

'vill not ho1.c. .\n<' our basic arg=ent is that n~1at ''!e are C'.oint! is 

self-defeating. He are arguing our case against ourselves Hhen ' :e 

should be leavin~ it to Quebec to argue the illegality of the law. 

This government, the acl~istration,is arguing that it is not legal, 
I 

that ~·ou cannot ill'po;;e th~t kinr. of tax - it is not legal, there is 

this case and that case, this contract and this chapter, this clause 

~;hich states it is not legal, so therefore we cannot do it. Blakeney 

in Saskatchewan did not say, 'It is not legal' or 'This clause says 

it is not legal' or 'The companies can take us to court on this and 

t;1ey can go and appeal to Supreme Court on that clause: :1e iid not 

say that. Re had the guts to say, 'Apply it. Get the taxation, 

make it so they pay the tax imnediately and let them take us to court.' 

And that is basically what l"e are saying here. 

And try and get it back 

if you can. 

: ·~ . STi'.ACH.\:T : Let then try to get it back. Basically 

that is t•.e argument that Saskatchel~an gave and meanwhile within three 

years collected SSSO million realizinR full ''ell that they !Jould have 

therefore in the process, that if there were any loopholes in the 

taxation method they had applied ,that they must\ shore up these loopholes 

and make retroactive legislation so that if Supreme Court ruled against 

them then they would have some form of legislation which came in. 

But the interesting argument is that the oil companies, althoug~ they 

r 
' 
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HR.. STRACHA.'<: are appealing the situation, have 

reached the situation <rith Blakeney of Saskatchewan of saying, 'Okay, 

we will accept the tax,' and they have stated, 'Let us continue. lie will 

discuss it. Now let us get into a co-operative situation ~vith you 

instead of this old conflict situation.' ,\nd they are continuing to 

pay the tax and now they are not even looking for their $550 million 

back and they are continuing on. ~Tow that is with companies - oil 

companies~ the hard nosed oil companies. 

!'hat lve are basically saying then is 

why do lve not try this kind of route of 1·1hatever interpretation, 

lvhatever 1~ay it is done. I do not know, I am not a legal expert. 

All I am stating is a simplistic idea. Sure, it is a simplistic idea. 

It has been mentioned many years before. 

~l:R. PECY.F01ID : I have never seen any water but I know 

hmv to swim, is that what you are saying? 

HR. N'EAl'.Y : He is expert at it. 

~ 
. I 

MR. STRACHAN: Expert, he is. The arrogance of it, you know, the 

arrogance of it. He struts and frets. 

:IR. !-!ODDER : lie only knov s what Cabot ;<artin tells him. 

~1R. PECKFORD: (Inaudible) 'A tale told by an idiot full of sound and 

fury signifying nothing.' 

?!R . STRAC!Wl: The minister learned it - he o~vio~sly ~earns well -

I quoted it to him last l<ednesday and the minister obviously learns 

well. He makes a good pupil. 

YR. PECKFOT'm: The best pupil 1·Till teach. 

:<R. t:ODDER: He knows vhat Cabot ~~art in tells him. 

)JR. STP.ACI'&'l: lt.'hat ve are arguing basically is that the route on 

which you are going is totally wrong. He feel that it is totally 

wrong. vlhat you are arguing is you want to recall the pmver ancl 

you have even put in that you want that po1ver back by 1983. But 

even if you lvere given the concession tomorro•• and given it bad~ 

and the courts rule in your favour, you could not take deliverv of 

j 
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: fF.. STHACI'C.\..:< : 

it anyway . It is foolish . 

The argument is that quebec is 

11Ulnerable, chat He have Quebec. . Tile argume~t is Quebec. needs 

our po,~er . Sure 1 t hey love to h ave our power. Tney co not need it, 

desperately need it. There are other areas of :Quebec. ~.ffiic.h do 

have potential, hydro-electric potential. 

~ :R. FEGK:FOR!J: Name them. 
~m.. fieorge !'aver and Great Fhale ltlver. 

0!: , ! am not sure of t~e f<:c.ts . I do not 'la11e 

~ut I c~n t:e! ~ou that reo r::e T"'_i .re~ 

ends at ••o se , a :e. 1 do no 01a11e t he fi res in f ront of e. 

e rloes not have a staff ~-or::in!!! or ~i as he 

~on . ~inister does . 

!'u t there a=e ot!1~r :~rE'aS. Du e :_.e fac. t is 

Ouehec. is in a <Teak position, t hat Que bec. is vu.lnerable , t~at 

~re ax:e in t he driving chair, the driving seat . r.-tat is total y 

J wrong . Quebec is blackmailing us . ' '!'hey are hol dinF: us at ransom 

and ::.he:r •:ill c.onti,ue to do so . 
( 

r.oying d. th us . "'~ey are utting o stac.les up in our pa t !! an 

they are continuing to put obstacles ~Pin our_path and they will 

continue to do that ecause the longer it goes, t"ten the .better the 

benefit to t 'lem and the more o.sses we 'lave . ·!hat :e are stating 

is r:hy no t try t .is route, why no t att!il!'Pt sm~ pat~, so~:e sort: 

of taxation esour:ce li!·e this, attempt it. 

e mi~ster in one ques.ior. · e 

a ns<:ere-1 t question Period a sho t ~ hile ago said t"tat the• " ad a 

t ree prongeo:l at tack on the •mole r.hurc.hill f alls question uith 

I 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

Quebec, and one of them was financially they were looking at routes 

for obtaining additional funds, or sources, in the near future from 

Churchill Falls. I wonder whether the Minister could tell us what that 

financial route is? He stated it in Question Period, now he is stating 

that the financial route that we are proposing is total nonsense,so 

maybe the Minister has another way of financially getting some returns 

from Churchill Falls in the near future, not waiting for 1983. We would 

like to hear them. This one of ours is very simplistic. Last year 

it was not simplistic; it was dangerous, totally dangerous. Now it is 

paid off as being extremely simplistic. 

The purpose here, surely, of this 

Administration and Government using all its expertise should be applying 

a taxation form and blending it the best way possible to suit the 

situation and suit the contract situation. I would say there is a contract 

there in the present situation. Obviously, you cannot take a Saskatchewan 

deal and apply it directly to the Churchill Falls question. One has to 

blend it, change it, move it, whatever way it is. That, surely, is the ~ 
art of politics. And that is basically what we are questioning here. ' . ' 

We still say that what we are doing is giving away our bargaining lever, 

and the Minister states that there is no question that we are going to 

discuss Churchill Falls. 

The statement given after Levesque was 

here quite clearly, as I recall it, stated that we have set aside the 
( 

question of the Upper Churchill because it is before the courts and we 

are now discussing the co-development of the other rivers. The statement 

before Levesque's visit here was that we were using the co-development 

of the rivers as a bargaining lever for the Upper Churchill. 

HR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

UR. PECKFORD: You are concocting that. That is not what 

was stated at all. 

MR. STRACHAN: I am not concocting that. 

j 
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MR. NEARY: They shift the ground 

MR. STRACHAN: You shift and shift them back and forth, 

constantly shifting. We ask questions one day of the one Minister and we 

ask questions the next day of another Minister and we get totally different 

answers. Continually shifting. 

That was definitely stated that we set 

aside the Upper Churchill question because it is before the courts, we 

agreed to disagree. 

MR. PECKFORD: That is what you wanted to happen. 

MR. STRACHAN: Not at all~ What we want to happen is to 

have some guts and do something about it. 

MR. NEARY: Rear, hear! 

MR.. STRACHAN : It would be interesting to see what occurs 

down the road. Possibly at election time ~ybe we will see that there will 

be another blast and another way of doing something, getting at it -

MR. FLIGHT: If we do not get the power back we are 

going to take it then: That could be the issue, a mandate to pull the 

switch. 

MR. STRACHAN: Meanwhile, I notice that the ¥.inister has 

not stated or replied or given me any answer on the initial questions I 

raised way back on the moratorium on the Hamilton Banks and then some of 

the dangers, environmental dangers, and the fact that as they stated, 

since everything is offshore. and it is a 1¥esterly wind, we do not have to 

worry because it is all going to go out to sea anyway. Basically, I 

would like to get the Minister to expand on that theory and see whether 

we can manage to get down to some detailed work on what is going to 

happen to protect the Fishery, the economy, the basic economy of this 

Province, and that has to be done right away. So I would like the 

Minister to address himself to some of these questions and get back 

without the playing down, to indicate to us the three-pronged attack 

he stated that they are going to take on the Churchill Falls question 

and the financial source, the way they are going to gather the 

additional revenue in the near future. He did not say, wait until 1983 

for delivery of power. He stated the financial - the method they are 
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MR. STRACHAN: going to get the return froa the Churchill 

Fall~! in the nea,r future froa Quebec:. I would be very interested to see 

if it is a different method froa ours. Maybe ours is very simplistic: and 

maybe the Ministe.r has some other way which is 'D1UCh aore c:oillplic:ated, 

lllUc:h JD.Qre devious and aaybe c:an hold water aore than ours, and aaybe c:an 

stand the test of tiae. Maybe Levesque will not be able to take thea to 

the Suprem.e Court of Canada and prove that it is illegal,sinc:e he cannot 

do it anyway. It is all pantollline anyway. But I would like to hear and see 

what the Min.ister is going to say an some of these questions. 

MR.. NEARY: Mr. ChairD!all. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Ron. m.ember for Lapoile. 

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I, too, will be looking fC!rward 

to the answers to TII'J colleague 1 s questions by the Minis te:t. The Minister 

has i .gotten up so far, Sir, in his forty JD.inutes that the bon. gentleaan has 

taktn so far to outline the Governaent 1 s energy policy and I sat in my 

seat far most of the bon. gentleaan's reaarks, and 
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:,:R. :·TEARY: I think I am more confused than ever, Sir. I said in 

this House a year ago that this government has no energy policy and 

I am more convinced than ever, Sir,that they are flying by the seat 

of their pants. 

l!R. H.N. ROHE: ~o energy. 

~.ffi. NEARY: l·lell they have run out of energy but every year so far 

since this administration took ov~r we are getting a different statement 

of policy. They keep shifting their ground and >ve just cannot keep 

track of etem, :rr. Chairman. And the minister again this year in 

introducing his estimates has failed in my opinion to outline any 

realistic energy policy for this province. }ir. Chairl!lan, the han. 

gentleman has made no reference at all to the possibility of 

developing the remaining streams and rivers on the Islan~ part of 

this province. He has made no reference at all to nuclear po~1er. 

He has made no reference at all to solar power. He has made no 

reference at all to cdnd power ,although ~1e have heard a lot of 

>vind. There is an experiment going on down here at the university 

where they are using these - what do you call these things? Hind 

chargers. There has been an experiment going on down here for some 

time but no reference to any of these things at all, Sir. Yet if 

>·le had a wind charger on the han. gentleman's lover lip today '·7e would 

have enough energy, Sir, to keep this province going for the next 

fifty years. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Put one on his arms too. --------
HR. :lE.r:\.-.'R..Y: ------- P~d on his ar~,that is right. The han. gentlenun has 

been over negotiating with ilydro-Quebec too long and Rene Levesque 

because that is the frenchman's style, waving their arms and the han. 

gentleman ':aves his arl!lS. So '·le have no policy. l·ly han. friend, 

the me~er for Eagle River probably put forward today the most 

important question of all to the han. gentleman and that is in 

connection •;vith protection of our most important resource, the fishery. 

And the hen. gentleman asked if there '"as going to be a moratorium 

put on the area around the :-Iamilton Banks. No answer. No reply from 

i 
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r.iR. NEARY: the hon. gentleman. Now that is a very important question, 

Sir, and one that should be answered. There are a lot of people in 

this province, Hr. Chairman, who would rather not see discovery of 

oil and gas if it is going to threaten our fishery. You would be 

surprised the number of people in this province who would say to 

~ell's fla~es with oil and gas if it is going to ruin our fishery. 

And my hon. friend has gone into great detail in outlining what could 

happen if there ,,~as a blo.r out on the Hanil ton 3anks. 

And so I think it is incumbent upon the ~inister 

to give this House the answer and tell the people of this province 

Hhat steps the government will take to protect the most important 

resource that we have in this province namely the fishery. Now, 

1!r. Chairman, my hon. friend has pretty well covered the Upper Churchill 

and the Lower Churchill,and I QUSt say I completely agree ~rith many 

of the statements made by my hon. friend that the Premier especially 

has shifted his ground so often that we cannot keep up to him. Before 

Hr. Levesque came here just before Easter, before the House closed,the 

hon. gentleman was on the radio and television in his bombastic voice, 

very serious, very stern saying, "I will show Levesque w-hen he comes 

dow~ here and I will teach him. We are going to tell him a thing or 

tl-ro~' ,\nd down came Rene and the Premier melted just like butter in 

front of Rene. 

A.~ HON. ~~ffiER: He caved in. 

:~. NEARY: I do not know whether he caved in but he melted,and 

when the t1.ro gentleoen had their press conference you 1-rould not know 

but they 11ere kissing cousins. The Premier did a complete reverse, 

turned himself inside out, did a somersault and, Hr. Chairman, I must 

say that not only were we surprised and dissappointed at the position 

of the han. Premier but we could not believe it that this tough 

Premier who says, We are not going to give away Newfoundland, and has 

been saying it for the six years,parroting the member for St. John's East 

who somehow or other has some kind of a vendetta,who is always squirting 

venom a2ainst the former administration and the former Premier and the 

han. present Premier falling into that trap. Crosbie 

.I 

.. 
I 

' 
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:JR. NEARY: is gone but we still have the member for St. 

John's East (Hr.}larshall) who can manage to squirt his poison and 

his venom and say "Oh, the former administration" when he wants to 

stick the darts into the Premier and into ti1e administration that 

he is supporting, lie gets up and first of all he attacks the former 

administration, attacks their policy and theu sticks the darts into 

his own administration. I do not know what the i10n. gentleman 

expects to accomplish but the han. Premier seems to fall into that 

trap. So, Hr. Cl:lairman, as a result we ;lave no energy policy in 

this Province, none at all. The cinister is carrying the policy 

around in his vest pocket,if he wears one,or in his watcil pocket. 

MR. PECKFORD: I do not have one,sorry. Try again,the third time 

is always lucky. 

AN EO~ . ~18·lllER : Your jock strap. 

:JR. :n: .. ,\J.ZY: No. He does not carry it around in t;le opening 

that he has there. He probably carries it around in his top pocket. 

That is where the energy policy of this government is, Sir, in the 

minister's back pocket. And every time there is a statement -we 

ask the Premier a question and we get an answer, we ask the Hinister 

of Mines and Energy a question and we get a different answer, we ask 

the Hiuister of Fi:~ance a question and we get a ciifferent answer again. 

We cannot keep track of it at all. 

Mr. Chairman, let the minister get up, let the 

minister get up, if the minister is going to kill another twenty 

minutes, if the minister is goin~ to get up and Qake speeches and 

not al~ow us to get into the item by item analysis of the estimates, 

if tnat is what the minister is going to do,just take up the six 

hou:rs in :naking political speeches, partisan speeches, that is what 

he is going to do. :·:ell, Sir, we can play that game coo but we will 

prefer to get into an item by item analysis of the estimates. But 

if the minister is going to take up the time of the Committee then 

let the minister say something, let the minister tell us what the 
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:iR. •~EAR.Y: energy policy of this Province is, let us hear 11hat 

is going to happen on the Upper Churchill. When will the court 

case take place? Is it started yet? 

Hr. Chairman, I have pointed out in this House a 

short while ago,much to the chagrin of the ~linister of Justice who 

knew what I was talking about - a lot of other members on the 

opposite side aid not know_ that the only recourse that this 

administration has to recovering the pov:er from the Upper Churcilill 

is through a clause that was put in the agreement by the former 

acimiuistration. That is the only avenue, the only recourse that 

the hon. Premier and the han. Hinister of Justice, the hon. lli.nister 

of dines and Energy and the han. administration have. A clause 

that was put in the lease agreement by the former administration 

and ti1at is the route that they are now following. So I say 

thank God for t!1e former administration) The hon. gentleman from 

St. John's East (Mr. :O!arshall), the hon, gentleman shakes his head 

and says no, no, no! Well I say yes, yes, yes! 

:·Jr, Chairman if that clause is not in there, 

the matter is- and let this be reported, I have yet to see this in I Sir, we would not be able to get the power back. But the fact of 

print, let tilis go out across this Proviace and across this nation, 

NR, HICKNAN: They are not writing it down. 

}lR. NEARY: I do not care whether they are writing or not. 

3ut members of the House - it could not be repeatedtoo often for 

~embers on that side of the House,who have been living by the big 

lie in this Province that we do not own the power when in actual 

fact the power from the Upper Churchill is merely leased, it is 

leased -

~m. PECKFORD: We know! 

~lR, NEA.I.l.Y : My hon. friend the Minister of Justice 

knows that, The power is leased to Quebec Hydro. Is that not 

correct? 
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T e contract ruus 1:ell into the llsc cent ur y . 

.-!R. :<EARY: ~~ . Chairman , cne hon. gentleman says yes, 

He and I think alike on that. The power 

is leased unti~ such time as Newfoundland wants to take it back . 

Is chat noc correct? 

"-!R . HlCh}J.AN: I hope you are right . It is not only leased but 

there is a provision for a furtiler extension of the lease a t the 

same race. Anu our great , g=eat grandchi~dren will probably no t 

be a round fo r the termination thereof . That is no :ayti1, chat 

happens co be cold , ard facts • 

• l.R . jEARY : l.r . Chairman , let me put a question to 

:~ewfoundland ' s answer to :·1r . Robinette , t e han . :·i:i.nisce r of 

Jus tice. Can 'lole ·not take back that power anytime we want it? 

Can we not take it back , I am asking the minister -

~:R . PECKFORD: :~e do ot know. 

PltE11£R :·IOORES : That is w1y we have to go to ca~t . 

l 
t 

I 
I 
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MR. NEARY: first of all is the power . leased? 

N.t-:.. PEC.KFORD : That is the question. If we knew we would 

not have to go to court. 

HR. NEARX: -~!Y non. friend says the power 

is leased for many years •. (•ewfoundland leased the power and 

we can take it !Jaci.<. anytice we want to. 

~!R. MARS tiALL : }leantime we ••ave lost $500 million a year. 

i·fR. NEARY : Mr. Speaker, there is the rub~ 

Tni's crowd have gone on such a spending spree -

Al.~ iiON. ME.!olBER: The biggest giveaway -

NR. 1~EARY: - they have gone on such a spend-

ing spree that they are saying well the only way we can ~ail our-

st.!lves out is to blame something on the former administration so 

we can get the money from the upper Clmrcnill to bail us out. 

SO!-JE dON • IJE.!olBERS : Hear, Hear~ 

MR. NEARY: Hr, Chairman, the fact of the 

matter, Sir, and I should not have to 'say this, the fact of the 

matter is that the Churchill Falls Corporation is a private 

corporation. It was owned by one of the world'd greatest industrialists, 

one of the principle owners the non. Edmund Rothschild, Eddie,and 

I am sure that that gentleman when he negotiated with the-and by 

the way,they were given the rights to tne Upper Churchill by this 

Legislature,by a unaminous vote of the legislature~Tories and 

Liberals alike voted to give the Churchill Falls CGrporation 

the right to develop the Lower Churchill,and no~how hypocritical 

can they get:-they are over there saying the former administration 

did it. 

Mr. Chairman, just for the sake 

of the people who happen to be listening to me today,let me say 

this that it is not governments who give rights to corporations 

li!;.e the Churchill Falls Corporation~ it is this Legislature.; 

P ... e"'ie ... and the hon. me;:nber for St. John 1 s .lvery_time the hnn. 

East,who was a minister at one time,ar.d the hon. Hinister of l·lines 

and Energy says tile former administration gave away the power. 

t 
I 
~ 
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HR. NEARY: In actual fact Sir, that is a big 

lie. It was this House of Assembly that gave the rights to the 

Churcl1ill Falls Corporation to develop that power,not the former 

administration ·.Jhere is a big diffarence. There was a unaminous 

vote, there ·,ras a unaminous vote in this liouse; it was the Legis-

lature of tilis Province. I hope the press will not fall into that trap 

;Lgain.It was not former administration, It wa~the ii.ouse of Assembly 

that gave the Churcnill Falls Corporation that right,not the former 

administration or the former Premier. 

: :R. Ci:IAIR.'1AN \MH.. YOUNG) : Order, please: 

Speak to the Chair instead of the Press gallerv. please 

N.ll.. NOLAI.'l: Down ooy, uown bay: 

HR. ~~EARY: And the power is only leased -

Al.i HOL'i • NEMI>ER: The press should write it down. 

NR. NEARY: And I would like to take that 

clause that the government is using now to take action against 

the Churchill Falls Corporation and Quebec Hydro1 take it,xerox 

it and put it in every home in this Province because if that 

clause was not there the government would be - their hands would 

be tied -

~JR. HICKMAN: Would you be prepared to put the other clauses 

in there as well? 
MR..l~E.ARY: Yes,all of them. Because,Hr. 

Ci1airman, nobody at that time,but notody, knew that oil was going 

to go up as it did~including Mr. Rothschild who was no dumbbell 

and I am sure that that han. gentleman would like to maKe a buck 

off the Churchill Falls -

Al\1 liON • ~iliNBER: Including the Minister of Justice. 

NR. aliA&Y: - including the }!inister of 

Justice,who was then a Liberal,and the former Minister of Finance, 

who was a Liberal,and Mr. Crosby,who deserted the crowd after he 

did all his dirt and all his damage and ;.•ent up to Ottawa 1 that 

i1on. gentleman was a part or tne admin:!.stratJ..on. we are not:, 

none,tnere is not a soul au this aide -

lu~ HON. ~ll::llBER: Right: 
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HR. NEARY: - not a soul who was a member 

of that administration -

AN ciON. HEHBER: There never was. 

HR. NEARY: - but tne Hinister of Justice 

was,But yet we have to sit here and have the abuse heaped on us 

by that hon. gentleman from St. John's East, year in anC. year 

out. I can hear him now. As soon as I take my seat I ;muld not 

be surprised but the hon. gentlman will leap to his feet and 

say the former administration gave away the resources of the 

Province -

AN rlOt\f • HENBER: Hear, Hear! 

MR. NEARY: - gave away the power~they 

sabotagea :<ewfoundland.\nd then he will go on to say C>ut I 

have a few words of advice for tile present Premier and tile 

present administration -

AJ.\f HON. l-iEHBER: On the Lower Churchill. 

MR. l~EARY: on the Lower Churchill.I 

know I read the hon. gentleman's item in the paper and before 

the ink was dry the hon. !1r. Gillespie up in Ottawa said "we 

are prepared to put equity into that company,tha~ Crown Corpora-

tion to develop the Lower Churchill and we do not want any of 

" the profits.Ar>.d the hon. gentleman thought he had a hold of 

something and he was going to make a big issue out of it and 

tne whole thing e:o:ploded in the han. gentle='s face. 

A.~ dON. HEHJ:ll=:R: l1r. Gi.llespie did not say that. 

MR. NEARY: Hr. Gillespie did say it~ ·said 

it publicly that the}would put equity into the company,into the 

corporation and in all ,lik~lihood they did not want any of the p-rofits. 

SOME HON • ME:!'lBERS : Hear, Hear! 

AN HON. :1-IEMJ)ER: Words, WOTrlR Rnd mnre w~rds. 

NR. NEARY: What is so funny? What is so funny? 

A..l liOd . MEMiiER: You are talking. 

Ad llON. 11Eb3ER: Because :;r. Gillespie did not say it. 

l 

' 'I 
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~IR. NEARY: Hr. Gillespie did say it. I heard the gentleman myself 

say it. 

SOlfE HON. HENBERS: Oh, oh! 

~IR. NEARY: That is quite important. 

A.~ HON. lfElffiER: That was at the Liberal policy convention. 

~!R. NEARY: No, I •vas not at the Liberal policy convention. 

Now, Hr. Chairman, that is enough said about that 

?articular matter except that I have again to get back to the 

Hir.ister of 1!ines and Energy, Sir, and I have to accuse the :ninister 

of 'Jeing negligent and lazy in accepting an offer that has been 

made by the Gover=ent of Canada, the hon. Hr. Cullen,vlho has 

offered this province,a fifty-fifty deal to cut the timber, to 

cut the site of the Lower Churchill and my hon. friend does not have 

the initiative to take the GovenL~ent of Canada up on that offer. 

Yes, Sir, a fifty-fifty deal to pay fifty per cent of the cost of 

each employee on that project. 

:1R. PECKFORD: You said fifty-fifty. 

!IR. NEARY: Fifty per cent of each employee, of the cost of each 

employee. 

The cost of the project. 

liR. NEARY: I did not say it was the cost of the project. The hon. 

gentleman heard what I said. Fifty per cent of :he cost of each 

employee on tl1at project up to a certain amount. And, ~!r. Chairman, 

if the gover=ent do not want to take advantage £ that job creation 
I 

project,the money is laying up there in Ottawa for some other job 

creation project in this province and they are too lazy to take 

advantage of it. They are too interested in ta~ing vacations than 

' they are in trying to get these job creation pr.:>'jects off the ground 
! 

before the SUIIIIller sets in. The hon. Hinister of :-!unicipal Affairs 

is going bonkers again,is he, going berserk again, his eyeballs are . ~ 
starting to pop. 

Hr. Chairman, I want to get back to one of my old 

pet peeves, Sir, and that is the -
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~lR. PECKFORD: Bell Island. 

MR. NEARY: No, the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro Corporation, but 

before I do perhaps the hon. gentleman can make a note to update us 

on the Bell Island situation, what is happening with regard to the 

progress of negotiations for the storage of oil in the Bell Island mine. 

Hr. Chair=n, the ilet~foundland and Labrador i:iydro 

Corporation has now been without a chairman,or will be ;dthout a 

chairman in due course, a."ld t!1ere is no indication from the adminis tration 

that they :1ave a successor to :·lr. Groom. Hr. Chairman, I would like to 

know from t h e minister if all the things that <Jere brough t out do~m at 

the Public Utilities Board hearings that my hon. friend attended, all 

the skulduggery, all the political appointments, all the polit i cal 

patron~ze that is driving up the cost of electricity to the con sumer 

in this province, if these matters have been investigated by the 

minister,such as the free bus service from the Avalon llall down to 

Donovans Industrial Park that the minister would not give me any 

information on in the House last year. And what about all these 

political appointments that have been made recently, former car dealers 

who are now down on the payroll of Newfoundland Hydro~ Oh, yes former 

car dealers. Yes. Yes. Does the han. Premier mmt - :To, I will not 

mention names. I will not lower myself. And what about all these 

Englishmen that were brought in by Hr. Groom when he was down there, 

taking jobs away from ~Tewfoundlanders? And <Jhat about all these high 

salaries that were brought out do<m at the hearings? And what about 

the mortgage money t i'lat <vas given to these people at no i n terest or 

five per cent interest? What about all these examples of extravagance 

and <>aste that came out of this hearing? :-!as the minister looked into 

these matters? Hell then,let us have a report. Let the minister shoH 

this House and the people of this province that their electricity bill 

hasnot gone up because of skulduggery and political patronage and 

extravagance and waste of Newfoundland Hydro. 

MR. PECKFORD : I have looked into it. 

c·lR, ::EARY: ~·1ell then let us h ear it. I have been asking for it for 

t<vo years. :~y time is up unfortunately, !lr . Chai=an. I have not even 

• 
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: !R. YEA..'W: hit ~ s~ride ye~ . I hope I can come back co che hon . 

gentleman ' s es ti.ma t es . 

The hon. Minis t e r o f .ines and Energy . 

!!R. ?ECKFORD : ~~ - Chairman, yes, I am very , very pleaseci to be able 

to respond to some ·of the other questions that have been brought up by 

a nu~er of members opposite as it rela tes to - First of al1
1
let me 

deal ~it~ the ques t ion of the envir onmental problems offshore brought 

up lly the hon . ll'.ember of Ea6le !l.iver and also orough t up by t~e hon. 

ne..":!ber fo r La?oile . A 'W'eek or so ac;o 1 aues s. or ~·To ~.:ee!u; a 6o :'10"·7 , a 

•.;cek and a half a::;o, I issued an environmental report preli:uinary 

environmental . 
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MR. PECKFORD: repo~ts as related to 

,the offshore area where drilling has taken place and 

where drilling will take place in the future, and to 

give the public of Newfoundland some indication of 

the kind of risks involved here in various parts. 

r suppose, Mr. Chairman, 

a lot of people know that down on the South coast in 

the Grand Banks area there were over forty wells drilled 

in the last ten years by AMOCO Canada Limited. There 

are no significant signs of oil and gas, but they did 

drill so there is some experience,outside of ice-infested 

waters, of drilling in fairly deep water. 

The report that I issued 

was done by local consultants,as well as with help from 

.the Department of Mines and Energy, and it was a report 

that was made public to fully brief the people of 

Newfoundland and interested parties, and citizens and 

agencies about the measure of risk. I think the report 

indicated that off Labrador there was a higher risk of 

problems than there was in the Southern part or off the 

Island of Newfoundland. 

The area, for example, 

where Shell - Texaco is going to drill next year is in 

a fairly low-risk area. Now we recognize that there are 

environmental problems here, that is why the report was 

done. We have sat down with the federal government,who 

has some jurisdiction here which is not disputed, this 

is not in court. There is a fair measure of jurisdiction 

under the federal government in the environmental field 

as it relates to offshore exploration, excepting the 

business of jurisdiction on the ownership of the seabed, 

Even considering that, if Newfoundland tomorrow won its 

case offshore and had ownership, there would be federal 

involvement as it relates to the environment, that is my 

point. 
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MR. PECKFORD: We have been talking to 

them about it as well and just_recently, about a couple 

of months ago, the federal government through the 

Federal Department of the Environment has initiated an 

additional environmental studies both in the Arctic 

Islands, Arctic Ocean area, Beaufort Sea area, and down 

on the coast of Labrador. So these environmental 

studies are ongoing and are in process right now. 

It is interesting to note, 

Mr. Chairman, that it is the provincial government who 

have been first in this field as it relates to offshore 

Labrador and offshore environmental studies, that we 

have beaten the federal government to the punch. This is 

not the first time, Mr. Chairman, that we have been 

successful in doing that. Let it be recorded that on the 

whole question of offshore oil and gas regulations, the 

federal government has been eight years trying to develop 

a new set of oil and gas regulations for frontier areas, 

specifically offshore areas. They have a very ad hoc 

arrangement now as it relates to - each company has a 

different agreement, sort of, with the federal government. 

There are no standards. It varies from company to company, 

from area to area. They have been eight years trying to 

do that and lo and behold! out came this great bill C-20 

which is now on the Order Paper in the House of Commons 

and the latest report we have on itis it will not get 

through the House of Commons this time because an election 

just might get in the way and so another year will go by 

without any frontier oil and gas regulations as it 

relates to areas that the federal government has jurisdiction 

over, the Arctic Islands and Beaufort Sea area and so on, 

whilstthis provincial government, this tiny little government 

down off the East coast of North America, 500,000 souls plu& 

has been able to develo9 a sophisticated set of oil and gas 

I 

~ 
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MR. PECKFORD: regulations which would 

rival any anywhere in the world, in a couple of years, 

in about two or three years, and the federal government are 

still trying to do it after eight . On that score we 

beat them and now we have succeeded in getting into the 

hands of the public a preliminary survey , review of 

environmental problems, environmental concerns as they 

relate t o the area under discussion now, off Labrador, 

off the East coast of the Island of Newfoundla.nd. 

We recognize, are fully 

cognizant of the problems that this could have with the 

ongoing fishing effort. Absolutely, no question about it, 

it is crucial, it is critical and as we get into these 

studies, these additional studies that are going on now, 

if it is demonstrated that any ongoing drilling activity 

will 

. I 

l 
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MR. PECKFORD: 

jeopardize in any real way the fishing effort in Hamilton Bank or any 

other area, obviously the Government of Newfoundland is going to have 

to very seriously consider closing that area down to additional drilling 

activity. Norway has been singularly successful on this score and to a 

lesser degree, but still important, Scotland or England. They have been 

very, very successful. It is a very interesting picture or scene in 

Norway, Northern Norway, up around Bergen and that area, to witness on the 

one hand in one view, in one glance, a huge production platform being 

built, even drilling activity going ahead, and within miles you can see 

two or three fish plants, herring plants and so on, so that you have 

both industries moving simultaneously side by side which is a pre~ty 

good accommodation to a very difficult problem. The fishing industry 

of Norway has been very successful even since the massive discoveries 

and the production that is going on in the North Sea. It is this kind 

of approach that we have to take. 

Now I guess, if there is any area, any 

place in the world that we have extensively looked at, it is Norway; 

the Government has. We have looked at Norway because they have been 

the most successful. They have what are considered by most experts to 

be oil and gas regulations that take into consideration the environment 

and give the Government a fair amount of revenue and so on, a pretty, 

pretty good set of oil and gas regulations and very, very good 

environmental standards. We have done a lot of research and we have 

had a lot of talks with people in the government of Norway, and will 

continue to do so. So we are not at all behind on this score as it 

relates to measure it by ourselves or to measure it in terms of the 

Federal Government who have far greater responsibilities here. We have 

gone ahead and done our own environmental studies and they have, of 

course, requested that we pass those studies along to them. They have 

learned a number of pretty important lessons about how to go about 

I 
I 
I 
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MR. PECKFORD: doing these kinds of studies from what 

we have done to date. We have been sort of the pioneers in doing these 

environmental studies. Now we are participating with them in the 

ongoing environmental studies that they are doing in the Arctic Islands 

and down the coast of Labrador. 

Remembering, also, Mr. Chairman, which is 

important for us as we get into this whole oil and gas play if, in fact, 

we do, at the present moment I think Nordco is doing work - Nordco is 

doing valuable environmental work and other work for Dome Petroleum who 

are in the Arctic. This Newfoundland agency has been chosen to do 

environmental work in Northern Canada which is extremely significant and 

shows the kind of expertise that we are starting to develop in this very 

important field and why we say in our oil and gas regulations to the 

companies, 'Now look, you are going to have to spend this money anyway 

in research and development on ice conditions and whatever else and, hence, 

all we are saying now, seeing you have to spend the money, is to spend it 

here and to use local companies to do it so that we will become, hopefully, 

experts in this field'. 

So we fully recognize the important role 

the fishery has to continue to play in the Province, undoubtedly the 

primary role in ongoing employment opportunities and in economic activity. 

No question, the fishery is not finite in the sense of oil and gas. The 

fishery is renewable. Oil and gas is non-renewable and, hence, our first 

priority must be to those things which are renewable as opposed to those 

that are non-renewable because the fishery will be here long after the pools 

and reservoirs of hydrocarbons have been exploited that are commercial 

offshore. So there is absolutely no question about that. 

To move on, Mr. Chairman, I will not go 

back over some of the same points again if I can help it~ 
I 

. ~: 
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_:.m. PECKFORn: 

the hon. member for Eagle River (Nr. Strachan) - I have to address 

myself to that - said that all our environmental report said '~as 

because there was a westerly <dnd, therefore there was no problem, 

go right ~~ead. But then he says in the second breath that he has 

not read it. So, I mean, that is a <mnderful, succinct summary of 

an environmental report that he has not read. It is just fantastic 

to think that the ho:t. gentleman from !':a~le :'.iver (~1r. Strachan), 

a member of the !iouse of Assembly, a member who 'rants to be over 

here and to be minister, I suppose, of :!ines and Energy or so,-,e other 

related department, <vho wants to do that, can get up in this hon. 

Rouse, a leader of public opinion in this Province, a man uho is 

supposed to know a fair amount a~out, Hho is after rearlin~ ~ lot 

about energy related matters over the last year waiting for the !1ouse 

to open so he could display hi:; great 1mo<·rledge on this very important 

topic:, this han. gentleman can stand in this han. House and talk about 

an environmental study that he has not even read. Astounding! So 

you kno~7 you cannot put too much credence in what he talks about, 

Mr. Chairman, because on the one hand he is talking about something 

he has not read and then making recommendations thereon. Very 

shallow indeed, !!r. Chairman, and hence I will not spend any more 

tioe on it. 

~o<~ the hon. member for La?oile 

(Hr. Neary) talks about that there is no energy policy in this 

Province. '!m• I beg to differ very, very strongly "ith that position. 

He have indicated on ho"' many times just exactly what our position 

is. He have a written, legislative policy as it related to !'1ineral 

rlevelopr::ent in this Province. It was the P.C. government, Hr. 

Chairman - let me just give one little fact to the hon. me!'lber 

for LaPoile (~fr. ~reary) talking about energy policy or mineral 

policy and so on in this Province - we have now in this Province 

on the mineral side and ''e are now developing it on the energy 

side,because there are a number of sectors to the energy side 
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''l'. PE~l(!'0FD: 

the oil and gas one and hydro is another one. 

or four angles • 

So you have three 

Talking about policy, the never 

of the han. member for LaPoile (~!r. Neary) to even tal'" about it. 

':7ould he be interested in knm·7ing, for exal'lple, that on t!-le mineral 

side we have totally revamped the whole f!lineral area and put into 

legislation, not just regulation and a very em!bling act, but iTlto 

specific legislatio!l on a :JurtCer of acts of t:'!.e House of 'sse~bJy 

and changed the Hhole concession system, brought in the clailll stal<ing 

amendment free and tried to get more col'lpanies in. 

celieve -

"auld you 

::r. Chairman, i-7ould t':e 'Jon. ::1ernber for LaPoile 

(?'r. ::eery) 'oelieve that the nineral revenue t'lat has co!"e to the 

treasury of this Province, talking a1Jout r"Jines, that the amount 

of dollars that have come to the revenue of this Province has 

increased from 1973 and 1974 year, the fiscal year, to 1~77-197S 

year - ho~7 much has the mineral revenue of this Province increased 

over the last four years? l!ow much since we brought in a new r:lineral 

policy? 

MR. NEARY: lfuo opened them up? Who opened these mines? 

A..'! IcON. ~lE:!BER: \;re keep waiting for -

liR. PEC_KFOPJl: How great a percentage h!'s the mineral revenue increased? 

};R. 'CTEARY: 1-iho opened up the mines? 

'11' .• PEC,:Fmm: You never created the ore! 

1~ .• ~!EA-1\Y: The han. mem8er never opened one mine. 

1111.. PFCK-:'OR~: :rever opener\ the mines! 

HR. NEA..'l.Y: The administration has not opened one mine. 

MR. PECKFORD: Daniel's Harbour. You are wrong. 

~rR. ~TEARY: No, that was our doing. It was a hangover from the 

Liberal Administration. 

c'R. Pl\CKF'OPJ): ::r. Chairman, the han. members do not like to hear 

this. The han. member for LaPoile (:rr. Neary) does not like to ':ear 

j 
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t his. He ~as got to speak up now. I am asking 1-t im c:.an he tell 

me by what percentage the mineral revenue to the Province has 

increased because we changerl our mineral policy? ;,ow much? '-!ow 

ouch has the mineral r evenue increased? Hot~ much ~as t he mi:teral 

revenue increase~? 

:'R . ::rJ<!l.Y : ;?e laid the ounciat i on for a 5 (J per cent increase . 

. !1 . "EC:<FO!'J): Po " ouch? ·~ow muc"h ? 

~!illions and I:iillions o • dollars 

445 Der cent increa se in t!le amoun t o E collu r s 

t hat ~'e get f rom mining co111panies in this ?rovince jecause of our 

new mineral policy, 445 per cent. It ~as gone all t he way -

so·~ i10 • • ' 'E~E.RS : tiear , hear! 

I t has ~one all the wa. from S2 million measly rlollars 

in 1973-1':171; beca use of the t":icked Liberal policy , mineral policy, 

•,J!lich tvas a giveaway on the mine ral s ide, a total ancl a!-solute 

And t he hon . member fo r Ea gle . · ver (!'!r. Strachan) can 

sit over t here and yet espouse all t hese net~ P . C. principles! Rota 

can he do it? It must be extremely difficult. To thi.nk that t he i 
.I 

hon. ~;.etnber fo r Eagle ~ ver ('!r. Strachan) on t h e one hand can 

get up and espouse all those principles that \:e av.e even put, 

wri ~ cen almost in legislation on every front and then to watch 

~,i. govern~nt i ncrease the mineral revenue to the treasury by 

4!.5 ~er cent in f our yea r s, from $2 million, t'JO million mea~ly dolla rs 

I 

. ! 
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Mr. Peckford: to over $11 million in this past year, and more 

now coming in 1978-1979. So, Mr. Chairman, there is one indication. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, talking about energy policy: Oil 

and gas is energy obviously. We have developed,as I have already 

said~a set of oil and gas regulations under an Act, the Petroleum 

And Natural Gas Act that was passed through this·House. And we have 

written in legislation the policy, we have developed a white paper 

which reflects the policy. That is there in the regulation to make 

it easier for people to understand it. That is part of our energy 

policy, the ioil and gas regulations, which are in place, absolutely 

in place. Then on tile hydro side, I have indicatea w11at 

our stragety is on the hydro side as far as Labrador power development 

goes,that it hinges around the whole question of the Upper Churchill, 

and that we are going to try to strike a hard bargain in dealing with 

the federal government,which we are right now, with Quebec,which we 

are right now, with industry,which we are right now. We are not 

putting all of our eggs in one basket, but are trying to develop 

a hydro development policy for Labrador which will truly reflect 

and get the latest information on all those three fronts; do not just 

go to Ottawa and talk to Ottawa and forget about Quebec, do not go 

to Quebec and forget about Ottawa, do not go to New York or Frankfrut 

or London and talk to industrialists and forget about Quebec City or 

Ottawa, but rather to leave all of the avenues open, and to listen, and 

to bargain with all three groups, on all fronts, remembering always 

and putting at the centre, as your centerpiece,the whole Upper 

Churchill question as it relates to Quebec especially, and Ottawa. 

And then if it is possible, if it is possible to attract at reasonable 

rates, and not just for the attraction of construction jobs, at 

reasonable rates industry in here that can take the surplus on Gull 

Island so you do not need to go West, perhaps so much the better. 

We have not forgotten that. That is our policy as it relates to 

the Labrador power development. That is our policy. And then we have 

the audacity and the gall, Mr. Chairman, last year to bring in new 

legislation,that was not brought in by the former administration for 

all their twenty-three years in power,as it relates to the Newfoundland 
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Mr. Peckford: and Labrador Hydro Corporation. We were not 

scared to bring in legislation to ensure that the Crown Corporation, 

which is ii utility, go before the Public Utilities Board under 

scrutiny so that the people of Newfoundland would not only think 

that we were making the Corporation appear to be just, but they 

would have to prove before a quasi-judicial body that they are, 

and if not, prove why not. That is what this administration did. 

That is energy policy. 

And there is only one other place in Canada that 

has done likewise,the Province of Nova Scotia, and they did it because 

they were totally and absolutely forced to after putting power rates 

up higher than anywhere else in Canada. The highest power rates in 

Canada are in the Province of Nova Scotia because they did not develop-

a proper Iiberal Government up there !-because they did not develop 

a proper coal policy in the last six or seven years. 

l1R. F. ROWE: That mi~~;nt oe the fault of ta.o previous administration. 

MR. PECKFORD: It was not. It was that administration there. 

They ignored it, and went into oil. And talking, Mr. Chairman, did 

you ever ·hear the like, the hon. member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) 

talking about the Upper Churchill, and talking about it is only being 

a lease. Did you ever hear anything so foolish and strange and 

weird in all your life? It is only a lease! Mr. Chairman, the 

question is not whether it is a lease or not; obviously everybody 

understands that there is a lease between the Newfoundland Government 

and CFLCo. 

Then there is the power contract,which is a separate 

agreement altogether between CFLCo and Hydro Quebec,which says, which 

the government of the day was totally familiar with, which says, we 

shall sell power to the Province of Quebec for 3.6 mils for forty-four 

years. No reopeners •. Ah. but o.o •. :ir .. Chairman, no rE.openers 

because that was way back in ancient history, that was back in the 1960s, 

nobody ever heard tell of inflation then in the 1960s'- even though in the 

.I 
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Mr. Peckford: darkest hour of feudalism there was inflation, in 

the brightest hour of Greek times, Imperial times there was inflation, 

Jut no, Mr. Chairman, nobody heard of inflation in 

. I 
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;.;r, . PECKFORD: 

the 1960s, signed it for forty-four years at three and one half 

mils, no reopeners, no escalation, closed, sealed. And then, 11r. 

Chairman, to reopen it, now, but after forty-four years surely 

there is going to be some negotiation at least. 

HR. CP.AIRI!Al'l: Order, please! 

The han. minister has one more minute. 

HR. PECKFORD: Forty-four years, three and one half mils. 

Well now no matter how stunned they were at the time, surely after 

forty-four years then you reopen and now you start to talk about 

getting it up at least. No, Hr. CLJ.airman, it closes automatically 

again for another twenty years. Yes,but the rate goes up, No, 

Hr. Chairman, the rate goes down~ The rate goes down in tlle last 

twenty years of the contract and these non. gentleillB.n across the 

way are talking about energy policy and mineral policy. This is 

the product of Liberal rule, these things were the proriuct of 

Liberal rule for twenty-three years. 

Hr. Chairman, they should all leave and 

go home. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Ron, member fo'r St. John 1 s West. 

DR. KITCHEN: ar. Chairman, when discllssing energy policy 

methinks the minister doth protest too much. His is probably hiding 

the fact that there is very little energy policy here. ''Doth the 

wild ass bray when he hath grass/ or the ox loweth ~' er his fodder'' 

I suggest that there is no energy policy in this government. Let 

me raise some points here. 

I have before me a document which I am 

sure the minister has not read. It is called the Report tc the 

Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities. There is a little 

table displayed here whereby a company called ERCO is tabulated ~s 

costing almost $13 million to receive electricity from this 

Province, $12,880,000. Now the point that I want to make is 

this, that this contract which costs 18 mils is now being subsidized 
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DR. KITCHEl<: at three and one half mils. It does not matter 

who made it the point is - I might also say that we have another 

co~any here called Bowat~rs. Bowaters is receiving power from 

NewfoUI1dland and Labrador Hydro, power that is worth according 

to this figure $2.5 million, three quarters of which is subsidized 

by this Province. Not just ERCO, Bowaters.And also Price. Price 

is receiving '$3,386,6-7l,according to these figures,worth of power 

which costs the Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro about fifteen 

mils to generate and eeliver and ti'lis is subsidized. This is 

subsidized to the tune of about $2.6 million. So we have three 

companies there,ERCO, Bowaters and Price,all of whom are being 

subsidized by the people of this Province, one to the tune of 

about $10 million. I sllppose: we remember the other day in the 

Telegram where they were saying how they were making $10 million 

worth of wages available to the people of NewfounC:land and here 

we are making the subsidies to ERCO approximately the same amount. 

Now the reason I am raising these figures on 
I 
I 

i 
this side of the House is this,because I took it upon myself to 

I write to the owners of ERCO, Albright and Wilson Limited~and ask 

them if they would kindly send me a copy of their annual report. 

aecause if this is a poor company trying to struggle along in 

Newfoundland t:.hat is one thing• And it has been a poor company. 

in 1967,for example,its net profit was 

i 
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MR. KITCHEN: Five Million Pounds (Sterling) and it 

has been going up. But do you know, Mr. Chairman, what the profit was 

last year from Albright and Wilson? 31.6 Million Pounds (Sterling). 

Now if they only have it invested capital, their capital is 181 Million 

Pounds (Sterling). So these people are making sixty and seventy 

per cent profit. 31 Million Pounds (Sterling). Now, and I might also 

say this that they refer in their annual report,which is a very interesting 

document, very well tabulated- they have a number of plants, they make 

products for soap and things like that and they tabulate it and they 

discuss it - and in one place they say that the ERCO plant at Long Harbour 

underpins an important part of the Company's productivity. Now, it is 

the ERCO plant that to a large extent is responsible for this profitable 

company's operating. Now I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is now time -

the time has passed really, the time has passed now because this 

company is becoming a quite prosperous company - it is now time, if the 

time has not already passed, for the Minister of Mines and Energy to earn 

his salary by re-negotiating that contract. Re-negotiate that contract. 

The time has passed. It is a very profitable company, a company which 

can darn well afford to pay the cost of electricity. I believe we should 

do this publicly and get them to reduce so that we do not have to subsidize 

them anymore. The time for subsidies is long past. This is a good 

company. It has been operating in Newfoundland now and provides a number 

of jobs. We are glad they are here. The time has now come for us to 

re-negotiate that contract with ERCO. Because they are such a highly 

profitable company, based in large measure by their own admission,and 

I hold up their annual report,on what is happening in Long Harbour, I 

believe we should re-negotiate with them and press tnern pretty hard so 

that t~e do not have to subsidize them anymore. I do not really see .Jl y 

we have to subsidize them anymore. 

The same thing is true about Bowaters. 

There is really no need now for us to be subsidizing Bowaters for about 

$2,000,000,or whatever it is, per year. on hydro merely because we 

wanted to sell a bit of Bay D'Espoir power a little cheap a few years 

ago because we wanted someone to take it up. They have reaped from that, 

. { 
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MR. KITCHEN: and now it is time to re-negotiate with 

this very powerful international company. We are talking about 

multi-nationals now. Albright and Wilson is a multi-national. Bowaters 

is a multi-national. It is now time for the Minister of Mines and Energy 

to come out of his pipe dream and get down to the nitty gritty of 

negotiating with a company, Price, Bowaters, for a couple of million bucks 

which they can pay, they are a profitable company. 

Now with Price - Price is another one. 

As I mentioned, they are making money as well. They are not a poor 

company. They are now owned - Abitibi, I believe, bought them out a 

few years ago, one of the greatest paper giants in the whole of North 

America, in the whole of the world. They bought out this very profitable 

company called Price, formerly the A.N.D. Company. 

A.1>1 RON. MEMBER: They are now the largest in the world. 

MR. KITCHEN: The largest in the world. It is time for 

us now to re-negotiate and say to Abitibi: ·~ow look here, fellows, there 

is really no reason for us to be subsidizing your power to the tune of 

2.6 million dollars a year, there is no need of it. We are very glad that 

you took the power a few years ago at a low rate, a 20-megawatt block, 

and that you took it from us and you have made your money on this now. 

It is now time to play fair with the people of Newfoundland and Labrador 

and re-negotiate this contract if you want to be friends with us, We 

want you here but you have to play the game." 

It is time now for these three companies, 

ERCO, a very profitable company, Abitibi, a very powerful and profitable 

company, and Bowaters to start playing the game, and I would like to ask 

the ~inister of Mines and Energy what steps he is taking or has already 

taken to re-negotiate this contract, As far as I am concerned I cannot 

vote for his salary unless he has taken some steps towards re-negotiating 

these three contracts. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

.I 
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MR. CHAIR!o!..AN : The h.o11. member for St. Jo.hn 1 s East, 

MR. MARSHALL: Mr. Chairman, I rUe tlil my feet to spe·ak 

011 this matter 11ot a.t the invitation, I might say, o.f the member for 

LaPoile (Mr. Neary) whom I know is probably 11ot far away from my voice 

because, unl.i~e the members: of the oonosite side of th.e House, the member 

for LaPoile is not my leader and I gainsay he never will be. 

Mr. Cha,irman, the hen. member for LaPoile 

brought in the matter of the Upper Churchill. The hen. member for 

St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) brought i11 anoth.er matter then that I will 

allude to in a few moments time. But first of all, let me get to the 

member for LaPoile. He makes a big deal over the fact that the Upper 

Churchill power was not in fact given away. He confuses the 

I 
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HR. l!ARSHALL: lease with the power contract. As a matter of fact 

he confuses a lot of things.but the fact of the matter is,and I do 

not think that it should ever be forgotten,that right now today 

be~reen $500 million and $600 million a year is being collected by 

i!ydro-Quebec 1-1hich money could and should 'Llelong to the people of 

this province. And the reason that it did not "as that the pm~er 

11as given away. It :.;as given away ":Jy the administration which he 

supported, and '"hich he still supports, through a very shortsighted 

J~! - 1 

policy at that particular time. I nean,no group at any time~whether 

it is 1970's, 1960's or 1950's or for that matter in the lSOO's,could 

possibly conceive as being reasonable giving away power for the length 

of time which it did without even having a renegotiation clause. As a 

matter of fact the fact of the I:latter is as time goes on they get more 

money and we get less. He actually get - I think we get a pittance, 

about $5 million of what it is. It was a steal. It :·ras a lack of 

foresight and it is not something that I,as a me!llber of the Legislature, 

can sit back and hear the han. me!llber on the other side make these 

particular statements without dra.ving them to the attention of pe9ple 

again and again. TI1e fact of the matter is regardless of what one's 

views may be on the expenditure of money, the wisdom in the budget and 

what have you of certain items,but the fact of the matter is if we had 

this money today we would be a have province rather than a have-not 

province. There t-rould be, ~1r. Chairman, no acrimony in this province 

today about hospital construction,because hospitals would be able to 

be built. There •,;auld be no problem 1vith respect to education that 

.ve are experiencing,because Hemorial would be able to get that to which 

it is entitled and t;e "-'auld be able to pay for our educational needs and 

Hhat have you. Furthermore we 1vould have adequate money, llr. Chaiman, 

for the provision of jobs, for resource development and 'irhat have you 

that we do not have. 

So it is a canard. It is trying to cover up the 

situation,and the situation is this:that this money should be flowing 

today into the treasury of this province,not a $500 million mistake 
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~-IR. HARSHALL: but a $500 million mistake for every year of our 

existence from now until the end of the power contract or until such time, 

through an inadvertent loophole,because that is all that it was,that 

this government through its own foresight is able through the enforcements 

in the court to recover that particular power. Because no people l~ho 

had any vievr of the future would have ever entered into a contract of 

that nature ~'lith at least allowing and providing for the government 

of the day to be able to approve those contracts, that po~rer contract. 

I am quite sure that government of the day saw that power contract and 

did approve it as a ~tter of fact which makes the mistake all that 

~uch greater. But the fact of the matter is there should have been 

no legislation, there should have been no proposal by the government, 

there should have been no grant given without the government being able 

to make periodic reviews of the situation as it went on in the future. 

Now that is a fact and I am sick and tired of 

sitting down and hearing these barbs passed across about the financial 

position and m1at have you and trying to gloss over that mistake. That 

~~as a huge, it was a giantic mistake that we are paying for now and 

that 1~e will pay for for a long, long period of time. And I gainsay, 

~Ir. Chairman, that really the policies- they talk about the policies 

of the :·1inister of Energy, Noi·T let me say this when they get up and 

they make pretty serious statements ~~hen they say there is no policy 

and we will not vote the ~Iinister of Education his salary and what have 

you, Xhey are pretty strong statements. No, we have no policies have 

<ve, '1r. Chai=.an. He:!.l ~-That about ' the oil and gas regulations that 

ca.ue out t:1at l!ere pronrulgated under the leadership of this particular 

ninist~r? And let us not forget the fact that the pressures that vere 

on this minister at the time. He was berated i:ly people in t:;e Opposition. 

He ~•as railed at by people of the Opposition. They did everything they 

possibly could to discredit him. They said there ~vould be no more oil 

drilling off Newfoundland because of his dogged determination, because 
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Hit. if.ARSEALL: 

he was too stubborn;because of his demands that he was driving the 

oil compa'1ies away. And what happef\ed? !<ell ~~hat happened 

certainly? One company that had a particular interest t<as trying 

to give this view in order to increase its bargaining position, 

t·7hich is understandable,but wit~in a very short time t110 major 

companies picked up and have gone ahead tvith the most positive 

oil drilling regulations anYI'here in Canada, if not in the !·'estern 

Horld. ::m>, :!r. ~haiman, ho" is that for performance? '::'hey ~·;ere 

moaning and groaning about it and what exactly did the ~nister do? 

:!hat policy did he have? lJhat ''as he Hanting to do? \Jhat he Hanted, 

:rr. Chairman, l'as to merely assure that there would be jobs for 

t:e1vfoundlanders. Anyone who reads the regulations will see t':lat. 

)le ~,,as not intercsted,as is and was the tvont of the members on t~P. 

other sice, l'!erely in the constr.uction jobs. :r-o t·ras r:.ot just T:'.erely 

interested, as valnahle as they are, in t~'e labour jobs. l'·ut he r.ras 

also interested in seeing that t!"-e people who I·Tere takin? our 

resources also put an immeasurable amount back in, not only in money 

by uay of royalties hut also 1:-y training of Newfoundlanders so that 

1<e tmulrl not have the situation such as ,.,e had in the project of 

the oil refinery,which Has a pet project of the gentlemen on the 

other side '"hen they were over here,and ~;hen we saw that there 

were only 500 jobs and of that 500 jobs a substantial null'ber of those 

then fell into the hands of people Hho Here not native ~lewfoundlanders 

and we lvere left •dth just merely the construction johs and t·rhat 

have you. 

So l·lhen the lJon. ~:;en tlenen there 

opp'Jsite talk about there being no energy policy and ,,•hat have you, 

and they are going to vote do"'T\ the minister's salary unless the 

minister, you know, takes certain steps, I think that it is really 

despicable because the fact of the matter is, Yr. Chairman, that 

this minister, I think, above perhans any other of his colleagues 

and certainly the governt!'ent as a '·Thole is to "be appl :>.ur!eil rarticularly 

for their foresight in that area. 
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SOHE F-0~1. ''E"!1ERS : ~-Tear, :.1ear! 

~'P_. !-f..AP.SP_ALL: You know, they talk about policy. 'Tmv T.vhat 

are the hon. gentleroens' views on it? The member for 

LaPoile (Ycr. 'Teary) indicated, you knm.;, he made reference to 

a statement that I had made after the Premier's Conference and 

the First "'inister's Conference and that stateiT:ent was quite plain. 

He tried to belittle it hut that statement was quite ?lain. It said 

that there "'ould be a Federal-Provincial Develo;:>ment Corporation 

created 1·1hich ';auld est,.blis71 <'. basis for hydro ~evelo"Eent in 

Labrador with concentration upon the r.ull Island project. It 

also stated that both governments ,,rould participate and l·ave an 

interest in the corporation, but this Province Hould maintain control. 

And the other i tern of major pub lie infonnation then, that we >-rould 

have the first right of refusal to the poHer. ~Tmv it "'as ]:latently 

evident from that statement to anyone 'vho read it - and it <·Tas 

!'r. Gillespie's staterrent, I understanrl -that the ferleral 

government was to have obtainerl an interest <vhich is in effect an 

equity position in the corporation as you read that particular 

statement. Now it subsequently developed,as ~~e Premier has 

indicated, that equity meant preferent shares and I will come to that 

in a mocent. But that is the way the statement greetec'. anyone 

'"ho looked at the statement. It is the way it would be interpreted, 

that the federal government was to have gotten some ~Nnership of 

the thing. As a m<ltter of fact it was interpreted - now I 
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MR. MARSHALL: 

do not know who read statements here when they write in the paper, 

but the Toronto Globe and Mail had it in that the federal government 

by this statement, by their interpretation was to have a substantial 

interest in the development corporation, a substantial interest in 

the project per se, and other communications from the Mainland, the 

other energy material or magazines also had it in. 

So what happened? We all know that the Opposition 

are very Wont from time to time, very little positive said about 

measures that the government stated. But I was surprife:i myself 

to see the Leader of the Opposition welcomed it, it was great news. 

And afterwards, you know, as I think it over, the only thing that 

we would have gained from that if that were so, well we would have 

gained., well at least we would have had one-half, I suppose, the 

I 
interest and the royalties, But what wou~d have happened if that had 

gone through, why he welcomed it obvious~~' was the construction jobs. 

There would be, I do not know, 15,000 construction jobs, and afterwards 

there would only be 80 permanent jobs. And I thought to myself, you 

know, even though the approval was restrained, I suppose, we could 

forgive the Opposition because having joyously given away all of 

the Upper Churchill one could reasonably expect that they would at 

least give, at least half-hearted endorsement, which they did, to 

the giveaway of one-half of the Lower Churchill. 

Now when the member for LaPoile (Mr. Neary) said 

that Mr. Gillespie did not want this, did not want an equity interest, 

that is not so. There was no such statement of that. In actual 

fact it was the intention of the federal government to attempt to 

get an equity interest in the Lower Churchill, and as to the entitlement 

of the federal government to that I will come to that in a moment. 

That was Ottawa's thinking, but I subsequently determined it was not 

and is not the Province's thinking. The Premier has indicated 

that the equity involved will be preference shares. He made this 

statement as a matter of government policy here when he was speaking 

on the Throne Speech. It was also made at the time when the Budget 
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Mr. Marshall: Speech was bought in. And let us be clear what 

these preference shares mean. When you give "equity",because it is 

not really equity by preference shares, it just merely means it is 

a device for the borrowing of money. They are preference shares, 

money will be given in in effect by way of loan, it will be paid 

back by way of interest, and this is the only thing the government 

will accept, and there will be no strings attached to it that if the 

federal government does give preference shares that they would have 

any rights to conversion of these shares to common stock, because 

after all it is the common stock that gives the equity. 

Now that is the policy of this government , and I think 

it is one that we can whole-heartedly endorse. We have 

been told by this government that in the case of the Lower Churchill 

there will be no giveaway of any part of the asset of the Lower 

Churchill; not entirely,as was done in the case of the Upper Churchill 

where it was all given away, not half, not a quarter, not a percentage 

point will go to the federal government, to the Province of Quebec or 

to any third party but it will all be for the benefit of the people of 

Newfoundland. So instead of,when it is developed in a few years time, 

$200 million or $300 million a year flowing out to Hydro Quebec,as would 

be the way that the han. gentlemen opposite would develop it if they 

followed their previous programmes, it will come to this Province. 

Now as to the federal government in connection with 

this,there is no reason whatsoever, and I would like to point this out, 

why this Province where you have a viable project, and if the Lower 

Churchill is viable that is the only way it is going to be developed, 

that is the only way that there can be financing, there is no reason 

in this world why we as Canadian citizens cannot expect the federal 

government to lend its accommodation to us for the purpose of 

securing the necessary financing to make this project a reality. 

That statement, Mr. Chairman, I do not think, you know, can be 

subject to any debate. As Canadian citizens we should be entitled, if not 

for a direct loan from the federal government, for substantial portions 

, I 
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~1r. Marshall: of the cost of the deve.lopment of the Lower 

Churchill, Certainly at least as Canadian citizens we are entitled 

to the acc·ommodae.ion, the guarantees, i.f you like, that we need from 

the fede.ral government, not for the sake of general revenue of t he 

province, but to finance a viable project which will in itself be 

self-liquidating, and will repay the loan pl us interest over the years. 

Also we hear about, you know, the Federal 

Liberal Party now- we ·will hear a lot, I suppose, about both parties -

and 
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they talk about the Federal Liberal Party and their great coup 

in convincing the Federal Liberal Party to be interested in Labrador 

and in Newfoundland. Hhile they are talking to the Federal Liberal 

Party perhaps as •-rell the han. gentlemen opposite might be able to 

convince them in vie,·T of the fact that ••e are f:anaclian citizens end 

in vie~·7 of t!:J.e fact that in years gone by the 1'ederal Libera] 

Governl!'ent refused to create a corridor through Quebec to allo~·J the 

lines to run through so '"e •roulrl then he getting our t- S0f1 roll ion 

or $60') niJ.lion a year, instead of that,as ''e Here entitled to under 

the British ::ort'l .\me rica Act ::,ecause it is co!T'.TI'.erce going fro!n one 

Province to another, as is being r.one in the case of oil anrl gas, 

and since lve have ':leen rleprived of that purely and simrl;r because 

then es noH '7e have sevPn se'-'ts in Otta•va Phereas ~uebec has a'bout 

sb:ty, seventy or ei~"ty seats •·rhich suT'::-ort the ~ec'eral Li,.,eral 

Government, perhaps '''e should be entitled to compensation for tlte 

failure of the federal governments both past anC. present to 

recognize our rights as Canadian citizens. I think that this is 

a matter that ought to be brought up by the government at a First 

:!inister' s Conference :Oecause I think a very real case shoulc' be 

put up for it. But in the meantioe ;rhen "'e are 1.-aiting for that and 

1ve hear the great hullabaloo about the great co-operation and the 

great coup of the members opposite in getting their party to 

recognize the predominance in Labrador, that they ~ight bear that 

in mind as well. 

:·Tmv, c~r. Chairman, it is also 

like a bad dream,.I might say,"·:,en you get up and you hear 

berated with respect to the poHer contracts and to what have you, 

And it is almost like a bad dream also to hear the member for 

St. John's Hest (Dr. Kitchen) talk about renegotiation of the 

ERCO contract, renegotiation of Bowaters, renegotiation of Price-

but particularly the ERCO. You know,it is almost like trying to 

bat people over the heads t.rith their m·m bats, <ri th tlceir ovm weapons. 

\,; 
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:rr. . '!A:C:S'JAI.L : 

l·le all know who gave away the ERGO. I know that if there is 

anything that can be done with the contract - and it is a contract 

Between this government and ER.CO which was given away and entered 

into by the admioistration that the bon. gentlemen on the other side 

supported- that something ~v.i.l.l be done. And I .say I have 

infinitely more confidence, ~~r. Chairro.an, that the present '!i.nister 

of ~[ines and Energy is much more competent and capable of doing that 

than any other person in this legislature whom I know. 

In closing I would say that 

the reference has been made to no policy by the government and 

there is no policy for them that cannot see it. :3ut I do not 

feel that this debate should be allotved, th.e debate on the minister's 

salary, should be allowed to go particularly without reference to 

his forward leadership in the department itself and particularly 

his gumption in sticl~ing to his guns with respect to the oil and 

gas regulations which,if oil is in fact found,will result in 

infinitely greater benefits both by way of royalties and jobs for 

.I l<ewfoundlanders than would have pertained had he gone along with the 

Eastcan desires,and had he gone along with the '!:astcan desires as ! 

they were puslJ.ed on him by members of the Opposition wilich they were 

berating him just three or four weeks ago or three or four months 

ago. 

so:rE Rm. . . !BERS: rtear, hear! 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. member for Baie 

Verte - White Bay. 

MR. RIDEOUT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Chairman, before we move off the very general Head 

of the minister's salary there are a few remarks that I 

want to make. I am not going to spend any time replying 

to any of the enunciations that just ~arne from the hon. 

member who sat down. Most of it is not worth considering 

and secondly, I was sent here to represent the problems 

of the people of Baie Verte - White Bay today and not 

to waste my time and the time of the House wrangling 

about who gave away this and who gave away that. There 

are more important things -

MR. MORGAN: Your party gave it away. 

MR. RIDEOUT: There are more important .,,, 
things, Mr. Cha~rman - I do not care who gave it away -

there are more important things that I was sent here to 

do and if other members want to wrangle about it well 

then, that is their choice,they can go ahead and do it. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I think 

the whole energy policy or lack thereof, and oil and gas 

and hydro and so on, have been aired considerably this 

afternoon so I want to break a little bit of new ground 

and talk about a couple of other very general issues 

before we get off the minister's salary and get into the 

particular Heads. 

I want to spend a few 

minutes talking about mining exploration and so on in the 

Province, and the involvement of the minister and his 

department in activities related to mining1 especially as 

it goes to implementing mining regulations, occupational 

health and safety regulations and so on. 

Before I get into these 

I want to mention the Rambler situation at Baie Verte. 

It came as quite a shock, I suppose, to many people in that 
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MR. RIDEOUT: area two or three months 

ago when word leaked out- not from the management peopl~ 

they did not announce it; the government did not announce 

it- but word leaked out from somewhere that the ore 

reserves at Rambler were such that that operation would 

be closing down in anywhere from eighteen months to two 

years. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I 

believe that the importance of Rambler to the economy 

of the Baie Verte Peninsula is probably dwarfed by the 

presence of the other mining operation, the larger mining 

operation on the Baie Verte Peninsula, that of Advocate 

Mines in Baie Verte. But, Sir, let me say that the 

importance to the economy of Rambler Mines should never 

be underestimated by people in government or any other 

people, for that matter. There are 250 workers or so 

employed at that operation who will lose their jobs a 

couple of years down the road,or eighteen months down 

the road unless some steps are taken to carry out further 

exploration, unless new ore bodies can be found so that 

the company can continue to operate. 

Most of those people, 

Mr. Chairman, come from communities along the LaScie 

Highway from Ming's Bight down to LaScie. They do not 

come from Baie Verte, they do not come from Seal Cove 

or Wild Cove or Fleur de Lys and those places, the 

majority of those people work at Advocate Mines. So 

the town of Baie Verte, in a pure working sense - I am 

not talking about the economic return to the town of 

Baie Verte - the town of Baie Verte in a pure job sense, 

or job creation sense willnotbe affected that much by 

the closedown of Rambler Mines but, Sir, the community 

of Pacquet will be very substantially affected where 

80 or 85 per cent of the males in that community find 

their employment,or find their livelihood at Rambler 
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MR. RIDEOUT: Mines. So will the 

community of Woodstock and the community of Ming's ~ight 

and the community of Brent's Cove and even on the way 

down to LaScie . I am convinced, Sir, that the economic 

realities facing Rambler have sort of been glossed over 

by the presence on the Baie Verte Peninsula of the other 

mining giant, that of Advocate Mines, and I think that 

the people of those communities who are so dependent on 

the Rambler operation are going to suffer as a result of 

that. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, I do 

not know what steps the government have taken to encourage 

Rambler to - and I know Rambler has an obligation itself -

but to encourage Rambler to carry out great exploration 

programmes. Rambler Mines was due to close down - this 

is, I believe, the third time since it began operating 

ten or twelve years ago - and always at the last moment, 

it seems,they were able to find new ore bodies and continue 

operating. 

The present ore body expects 

to be fully exploited in about eighteen months to two years 

down the road, and the question is this, Mr. Chairman, 

what are we doing about it? Is it the policy of this 

government to wait until the bottom goes out of a mining 

community before we start to do anything about it? We 

have Buchans on the one hand, we have Rambler on the other. 

You do not hear too much about it because there is another 

mining operation on the Peninsula . It will not be the end, 

it will not be the death blow of the Baie Verte Peninsula, 

but it will be a serious economic setback to the 

communities that I have mentioned and to the people living 

in those communities. And also, Mr. Chairman, to the 

economy of the town of Baie Verte which, of course, is the 

service centre and the economic hub, I suppose, as it were, 
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MR. RIDEOUT: of the Baie Verte Peninsula . 

So what is being done to encourage Rambler to carry out 

exploration programmes? Are the.re any negotiations ongoing 

with Advocate Mines, for example, who may have, and I am 

sure who do have mineral concessions in that area, to 

allow Rambler to go in and explore for copper and zinc 

and gold and the other minerals that they are mining at 

the present time? Are we into that type of negotiations 

between 
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MR. RIDEOUT: 

those companies ? What has the Government been doing with this economic: 

giant up in New Brunswick, K.~. Irving Limited, who have Rambler by the 

scruff of the neck and who almost caused the c:losedown of that operation 

two years ago simply because they could not play the marketplace, 

Mr. Chairman, simple because for four or five years they had made 

exorbi~ant profits and because the price of copper had dropped not where 

they were losing money but where they were making a marginal profit. 

That did not satisfy the Irving interests up in New Brunswick. They 

would rather close it down. What are we doing about that situation? 

The Minister of Mines and Energy was the same minister then as now. 

He used his influence and,thank heavens, it did not close down at the 

time. What are we doing about that? They tried to blame it all at the 

time, Mr. Chairman, on mercury content in the ore at Rambler. That was 

true to a certain extent but nobody ever said that it could not be overcome 

and it has been overcome. That is not the problem today. The answer then 

was,bec:ause the price of copper was down, to close it down and play the 

marketplace and exploit it. The lawyers out there are telling me that 

is what is going on now. Rambler will run out of ore in two years time 

but the ore at Rambler will not be all mined because this outfit is 

highgrading, and highgrading to such a degree that it is almost criminal. 

Now, do we have anybody in the Department 

of Mines and Energy investigating that type of situation1 Do we have 

anybody in the Department of Mines and Energy who goes out there - we are 

talking about oil and gas regulations, we are going to control this and 

we are going to control that and we are not going to let them take our 

resources and our heritage and run off and make a big bundle of money 

and leave us with nothing. What are we doing in the mineral field? Is that 

what we are letting them do? I think, Mr. Chairman, it is a very 

important question. I think it is time that the Minister spend some 

time addressing himself to it as we move along in this Committee. 
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MR. RIDEOUT: Now the other item that I want to mention 

before time runs out is the involvement or lack of involvement of the 

Minister's Department in Occupational Realty and Safety. 

Mr. Chairman, I would submit to this 

Committee that with the real high profile this Minister has and the hard 

worker that he may appear to be and so on, and I would give him marks in some 

areas but I would severely knock him on the fingers in other area. This 

Minister set relations beo~een mining companies and unions in this Province 

back at least ten years on September 13, 1977 when, in Quebec City, this 

Minister said, "Safety should not cost jobs". Now, ~x. Chairman, the 

Minister just got up in a big hullabaloo situation and said mining profits 

had increased or return to the Province had increased 445 per cent since 

1973. Good stuff! We hope it continues to increase. But is that the cost 

of it because we have not been concerned about the safety, or as concerned 
I 

i,·, as we ought to be, about the safety and health of our workers? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Hear, hear! 

MR. RIDEOUT: It is easy to increase the return, Mr. ~airman, 

if you increase taxes and how valuable the product continues to go up. That 

is very easy. ''But safety should not cost jobs",the Minister says. I am all 

for jobs. I do not want to see,and I will say this now and I have said it 

in this House before, I do not want to see Advocate Mines close down. Nobody 

does, Mr. Chairman, nobody in his right senses. But when it comes to the 

point where we have to make a judgment, I do not want to see people dying off 

because of our lack of ability to deal with a situation at Baie Verte or at 

Advocate Mines. 

SOME HON • MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. RIDEOUT: We have the technical capabilities to do it, 

Mr. Chairman. What it boils down to is that when statements like this, 

'Safety should not cost jobs' -because of statements like this we have not 

had Government action that we deserve in this particular area. You have 

unions in Baie Verte out on strike because of occupational health and safety 

reasons. You have a union up in Labrador City out on strike for those very 

same reasons. 

i 
! 
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:·JR. RIDEOUT : 

}faybe safety should not cost jobs but have we not got the ability, 

have we not got the technology to be able to make it as safe as 

technically possible~ That is all anybody is asking. 

SOME HON. HEl-fBERS : Hear, hear! 

HR. RIDEOUT: Safety should not cost_jobs. WPll, rk. Chairman, 

maybe jobs should not cost deaths either, and t i1at is e:tactly what 

is happ er:iug. He have got to grapple 'Wita this situatioa. I have 

bcea beating my guiils about this situation for ti'le three sc.ssions t hat 

I have sat in, I have yet to see put on ti1e 1..•rder Paper of tius 

House occupational health and safety legislation. i;.aa we have kr.ow-u 

about occupational health and safety - blame it on the former administration 

if you like-but we have know about occupational health and safety for 

years and years and years. And maybe even,to take a quote from the 

:-linister of l'lines and Energ:>, "l!!aybe the Greeks knew about it " and we 

have still procrastinated, we have still done c.oti1ing about it. Oh 

yes) we have had a conference en· occupational health and safety, :·lr. 

Chairman, about two and one half years ago and there is no legislation 

l 
produced yet. We set up an Advisory Committee to advise the I 

f 
~linister of Labour and Manpower who it will come under. How long ~ 
do we study it? Do we need some corpses on the table before we 

bring in some legislation? 

I would submit to this House 1 and I am not 

anti-union or anti-cor.Ipany or anti-anybody, I woUld submit to this 

CoDDnittee, Hr. Chairman, that if we had taken the action we should 

have taken four or five or sb: years ago when \~e knew the i~aplications 

of the BaiE. Verte situation, wnen the 1aen knew it, when everybody 

else knew it, if we had put in place then strict re3ulations for 

the operation of that company would ti1e men in 1978 have to be out 

demanding a mine dry, a place where they can change their 

clothes T,;hen they come in and come of work1 Would they have to be 

out demanding an occupational health and safety package? Row much 

foresight did it take to see that, Mr. Cl.airman? 

j 
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llll.. RIDEOUT: We may not all be Einsteins but certainly we 

are not all dunces either. And nm• because of the lack of a!=tiou 

on the part of the government you have got an eight week old strike. 

Not all part of government.· !!r. Chairman, you would not hear a 

word from this hon. member if that -was a monetary issue, not a 

word would you h~ar. But, Sir, we have been negligent, all of us, tte 

past administrations and this administration have been no different. 

There has yet to be something substantial put on the Order Paper 

to improve occupational health and safety at the Baie Verte operation 

or any other in this Province. And now, consequently, you :1ave people going 

on strike for it. I would say , Mr. Chairman, it is a very sad 

state of affairs. \Ve get all kinds of statements• vie are studying 

it, we are drawing up legislation, we do not want to do it until 

the unions have a look at it and all that. How long is it going 

to take? 

AN HON. l·IENBER: I did not say that. 

MR. RIDEOUT: I did not mention any names. I am not accusing, 

I am talking about the whole policy of government when 

it COUles to this and the Department of }lines and Energy has a role 

to play in it. }rr. Chairman, there is something else .After the 

minister made that blatant statement that he made that safety should 

not cost jobs he went on to say that the l1ines Inspection branch 

for example would not be absorbed in any consolidated agency. Now 

anybody who has read the Ham Report in Ontario and so on, they 

talk about occupational health and safety authority, they are 

talking about putting it all together under one umbrella. Y,~e 

inspection, the implementation, the enforcing office::-s, the whole 

bit. But we have here in this Province, l1r. Chairman, apparently 

a minister vi1o does not want to give up a little piece of his 

empire, his domain. Is that a hangup? A lot of people knowledgeable 

in Labour Relations around this Province seem to think it is, that 

the biggest hangup in putting forth substantial occupational health 
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RIDEO<rr : and safety legisla;:ion in t 1is Provine!! i s c':e 

war between the various oepart'tllent.s. Labour an~ :-!anpower >J<lilt a 

piece of the pie , Mines and ~nersy wane a piece of the pie, the 

.!inister of H.eal tb wants a piece ef the pie, the Hinister of t he 

Envi.ro=ent wants a piece of the pie. Well, Nr. Chaiman , the 

ti.Ir.e has aome when we cannot play around an:v longer !li t h t h is. 

We nave :;ot to have sot:le action. We llave z oe to itave. sometbi1]6 

?Ut down in laws . 1 mean if t ose laws and regulations were 

enforced fiv~ or six yenrs ago?likE I said earlier,sayi~g that 

you llad to ;lave this, and you had to have this tolerance level , 

and you had to have environmental health and safecy stanciarcis 

in place t hen people would aot be out on strike for these 

' I 
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MR. RIDEOUT : issues today and that is the 

whole key~ and that is where this government, Hr. Chairman,is the 

culprit,anri that is where the ~linister of Mines and Energy has 

set labour relations in this Province back at least ten years, 

and ,I am being conservative when I say that, when he issues su~ 

a blatant statement,,Safetyshould not cost jobs.If the minister 

cannot be ruore positive than that aoout one of the greatest issues, 

one of the greatest public issues facing people in this Province 

today tnen I would say, Hr. Chairman, that he may be a great 

leader and a great enunciator of policy as far as oil and gas 

goes 7or anything else goes, but let him remember that his depart

ment is made up of more thau just oil and gas and lle has responsi

bility in other areas as well. 

So, Mr. Chairman, let me,if I 

have not run out of time,letnme talk for a minute or so about 

the Selikoff report. There are umpteen areas in tnis report, Hr. 

Chairman, that _recommends.- action ily government. Now I know it 

was not presented in final form until the latter part of 1977 or 

January •Jas it1 I know a committee was set up to look into 

tnis, or supposealy set up. The Department of Mines and Energy 

do they have representation on that Committee? 

HR. PECKFORD: 

:HR. RIDEOUT: 

I think so. 

The minister thinks so Does 

the Department of the Environment have representation on tlle 

commit.:ee? The Hinister of Health,I would assume his department 

are in on it, are they? 

A..~ dOll. }:EHrlER: I would t:link so. 

HR. RIDJ!:OUT: Tne only bright spot on that 

side of the House, ~:r. Chairman, when it come to occupational 

nealth and safety is the member for . Meninek (Mr. Rousseau), the 

present Minister of Labour and Hanpower. · But if he could get 

his colleagues arc:;u.1d nilJl and do sometning about it tl.en 

,, 
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NR. RIDEOUT: we could bring this to a head 

and get some legislation on the books. I would submit that that 

is tne biggest problem he has over there. I want to go into 

a few details of this, Hr. Chairma:J., I might get back to it 

later on. 

It ::;ays; ':Detaileci study warrantecl 

to Jetermine when unnecessary precautions are taken to avoid 

current and future as·oesto.> exposure. J::nvironmental hygiene 

practices in the mines and tne mills should oe considered. In 

this results of dust measurements in the past should be made 

available to establish baselines for the future even though we 

do not have a TLV le.gislated in this Province.~at is the point 

of it? "Work practices are to keystone such things as enclosed 

co~veyors, rapid recognition and repair of leaks aud break-downs, 

total enclosure of dusty processes,proper exhaust including the 

machine shop,warehouse housekeeping,wet processing where feasible, 

mechanization of bagging,transport,clothes change facilities'~ 

and so on. Now, ~Ir. Chairman, who · is going to force this in place? 

wno is going to insure tllat this is done at Advocate ~;ines in 

Baie Verte? Right now people are on strike over it trying to ~nforce 

that which ~houtd be enforced by some act or some re2ulation 

of this Province. ~hat is where we , have fallen down on t~c.e 

" job. It says,.l.'articular attention should be paid to the tailings 

disposal runs~~ongthe Fleur de Lys Road when you get the pre

vailing westerly winds you \vill get higher dust counts in Coachman's 

Cove, i•ir. Chairman, then you will get in Baie Verte1 which is only 

a illile or so from the mine site. Coachman's Cove is ten miles! You 

will get higher dust counts down there brought along by the wind. 

What was the company's reaction 

when they were negotiating? They had no plans to control the tailings. 

Now what are we going to do? Are we going to sit oack and take that 
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MR.. RIDEOUT: for an answer. There has to be 

technology available to control those tailings. They are using 

the wetting or water process, whatever you call it, right now. 

And they have admitted that it is going to go higher. Are we 

all going to be there Nr. C-airman, thank God the present 

operation at that mines down tne road is another twenty 

or twenty-five years and we want it, we have got to have it 

but we nave got to control it•And that is the whole point 

of the situation and that is wi1y those people are out I would 

submit, Nr. Chairman, for things that ougt>t to oe implemented 

oy legislation in this House. And I understand my time is 

up so I will probably have a few words to say about it 

later on. 

SOH£ dON. llEl"JlERS: Hear, near~ 

l'.R. CHAUNAN: The hon. member for Jaskaupi. 

l'JR. GOUDIE: Hr. Chairman, I just want to 

address a couple of questions, I think basically, more than 
I 

anything else this afternoon.'I do not feel qualified to get 

into wrangles about faults of tne past, or inefficiencies of 

the present and that sort of thing. In my mind that is not 

a great pressing issue at this point in time. 

I did mention to the press 

on a couple of occasions, and in other areas of discussion 

on a couple of occasions that I guess I am sort of torn 

between two particular actions which may take place in 

relation to the development of hydro potential in Labrador. 

One is that the aappy Valley 

Goose Bay area, Hud Lake and Northwest River, the larger portion 

of my district: is in such an economically depressed state at 

this point in time th~t I would like nothing better than to hear 

the !1inister of ~:ines and Energy or the hon. the Premier 

stand up in tilis douse in two r:1inues and announce publicly 

tnat Gull Island is going to begin tomorrow. rhat 

•. 
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!JR. GOUDIE: would partially solve our problem. But on the 

other han~ during the campaign of 197S,and I still feel exactly the 

same way now, I do not believe that this government or any fu~ure 

gover=ent should become involved in a process whereby anything as 

hastily managed or developed or carried out for this province, hopefully 

for tile '.Jenefit of :his province, without proper sound planning and I 

think - I was going to say that the agree!:lent that resulted in c:1e 

developme:1.t of c:-J.Urchill Falls itself \vas that sort of a thi;:1;;; but I 

do not think was. I do not thin!~ i'lr. Smallwood or anyone else 

deliberately set out to try and set this province back X number of 

millions of dollars or :c nutlber of years in their deliberations. But 

anyway it seems to me-! am concerned right now about that district 

and the lack of employment and it seems to me that one thing can 

happen fairly quickly ,.ffiic!1 uill solve that problem and get us on the 

road to developing the power at Gull Island and the thing that needs to 

happen in my mind is a wood clearing project which,hopefully,will be 

funded Federally and Provincially •. Some han. m~bers in this House 

might argue that the Federal GoverTiment should not become involved in 

the funding of that project. I claim it should become involved. The 

Federal Government has as much responsibility in terms of development 

be it through funding, legislation or whatever, but as much responsibility 

towards Labrador and the people of Labrador as this Provincial Government 

does from where I stand. '~ e need more money put into this whole thing 

and a little broader view than just looking do~m a straight narrow r 

alley. If I spend $10 million now, either f rom the Federal or Provincial 

Government's point of view, if I spend $10 million now is that going to 

get me 10,000 votes in a year's time? That should not be an issue from 

any government level,I do not think. 

But there is a Goose Bay Development Corporation which 

was funded through - Was that a DREE subagreel:lent or a DREE interim agreement 

that we signed last year? 

HR. HICKMAN: A Labrador interim agreement initiated by this administration. 
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HR. GOUDIE: Okay. Anyway that clarifies the title,but a group was 

funded which has been working for the last year or so trying to find 

markets oversea~ I think the Middle East and a few other areas,for 

~1ood from the Lake !1elville area of Labrador. It has been stated 

in this House on a number of occasions that the black spruce of 

that area is as good and will compare with any wood in ;lorth America 

in terms of density in fibre, quality and so on. 

So is it not possible! And perhaps the ~!inister of 

~lines and Energy might like tc address himself to this if he has the 

opportunity before this discussion is over, address C!imself to t!1e 

possibility of a joint effort between that development corporation 

or any other interested groups in the Lake Helville area of Labrador 

and the :.>rovincial Government, his departnent or sone other, to develop 

not only the !qdro potential of Gull Island but also the ,;oods industry 

as a second phase of that ~hole development thereby creating not just 

short-tern employment in terms of seven or eight years or whatever it 

is going to take to develop Gull Island and then end up with a situation 

like we have in Churchill Falls now, a couple of thousand people 

caretaking that operation. I think - No, I will not say that. But 

what I am trying to find out is,is there any room for co--operation 

between the Developillent Corporation of Goose Bay and their aspirations, 

and the !Jinister of Industrial Development is going to be brought into 

this very shortly, into that uhole development scheme I meu..."J. not 

this particular debate, C>ut is there room or can there be room made for 

co-operation bet·,.;een the tuo so that we tvould not only have the hydro potenti><l 

developed with the long-term benefits accruing from the sale of that 

hydro power, but tve would also have a long-term Hoods industry based on 

processing or semi-processing or '"hatever of the wood from the 

Lake i!elville area? 

I would first of all like to share the concerns of 

the hon. member for Eagle River when he talks about the potential 

development. I do not want to sound like an alarmist and I do not 

th::.nk he wanted to sou."ld like an alarmist ~o~hen he talked about potential 

. t 
I: 
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:m.. GOUDIE : blowouts from v.•ells ~hat are drilled off the Coas t of 

Labrador I>"articularl y in the pro:rlmi ty of the Hamilton Banks a::1d t he 

cod fishery . But I do not think t.~·at this government, the former 

government , gover=nts ~ to come or the :!iniste'r of 'tines and Ene_rgy 

is going to put himself or the peopl e of this province in a positi.on 

1k-ere there is s uch lackadaisical concern for our rene,1able resources 

that c: ey ..,il l aJ.lo<~ t hat to happen . If I thought t at t lle :linist:er 

of :!ir:es and Energy had t;,at attitude I ·.;oulc resign righ t "·2y. :-lo,; ! 

Quick ! Get out ! 

I 
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lffi. GOL:1JIE: 

But the other question I had 0 Gull Island, I think,produces 

5,225 megawatts of power - I am sorry, the Upper Churchill. The 

Gull Island development could, if it comes on stream, produce 1,600 

megauatts. That is fairly accurate. And cluskrat Falls T·lhich is 

probably phase tr.ree <·muld produce ;,•hat? 600~ 

'·'?.. r.Ol!'DIE: 650. l·ihat is going to happen to all that pm•er? 

The hon. member for Eagle r,iver (Clr. Strachan) sug)!ests t"at even 

if court cases were settled and everything else haopened to fall into 

place we do not have the structure in the Province at this point in 

time to accommodate that type of power anyway. ley question is, is 

it necessary to develop "uskrat Falls at alll' lhth a total of 

fG25 megawatts of power from Gull Island and from n1urchill Falls 

itself,it seems to be to be a tremendous amount of poHer capable 

of handling any industry lvhich we could develop in this Province 

and supply Quebec and a few other of the states in the TJnited States 

and probably other provinces of Canada. I do not 1..-now, but it seems 

to me that this Province does not have the requirements to,or does 

not have the need to fulfill the total output from these tHo 

developments. I do not think that !!uskrat Falls should be developed. 

l!e talk about the tremendous resources 

of Labrador in terms of hydro potential, mineral resources, uranium, 

iron ore and the rest of it. Almost untolrl "'eRlth is the wc.y a ~utn', er 

of neople ~esc!'i'oe it. If t-;<? 11.a•;e th?t much, '·'hY not 1_,~ <;eneraous 

to u.s, to ours~Jves, to this i'rovince and '·.eep sonethin;:: ::.i~'~ th"' 

~t'us~ ' rat !"alls flo':d.ng over the rocl:s the t:a:..r it t4oes ri~ht no·H, 

for ?OSterity if nothing elsel Can v.1e net be generous enough to 

ourselves to no that"? 

I have been into r.hurchill Falls, ,I 

obviously, a number of times over the last fifteen years. I was there 

<men the former Premier, 1·\r. Smallwood, <•as talking about C!'LCo 

':luild:ing a road fro1"1 Churchill "alls to r.oose r.ay 2nd I h.-,;e seen 
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that area. The falls no longer exist. There is a trickle of "ater 

coming d= over that 365 foot chasm or whatever the elevation is. 

It is in the vacinity of -

A:.· '!0'1 • ~'1':! 'RER : Enough to get a shoHer. 

!'!' .. GOUDIE: Yes, just possibly enough to ~et a shm;oer. But do we :1ave 

to oevelop the C:"-urchill :::iver in t'le three p\1ases to the degree that 

there is not!1ing left for anyone other than pm-rer flowing out and 

r.oney coming in? That is Y'.Ot my ic1ea of ;oroper develo;n-:e:1t for 

this Province of our resources. 

01inister make a fe~• remarl:s on that if he decides to do so. 

The han. member for Terra 'lava. 

HTt. LUST~: 'fr. Chaiman, I was just prompted to rise to say a 

feu i·mrds h.ere by the hon. memher for 'Task.aupi (l'r. r-our1.ie), one 

of the fe\·T Dembers, I suppose,in this Fouse •-rho spent a great 

amount of time in Churchill Hhile the Fpper Churchill icas being 

developed,five years on that site. I think sometimes that many 

of us fail to understand the magnitude of that job. It sickens 

me when I hear people criticize that job, a job that took such 

technology, such skill to put together. Sometimes I i·Tonder 'vhat 

would have happened if this administration hacl to he the ones to 

spearhead that job, realizing the kind of difficulty that 1vas 

involved. 

~1r. Chaiman, I hacl the privilege 

of taking hundreds of people through the power house and one of th.e 

qualifications for going through that pmver house, one of the 

prerequisites •·Tas that you be trained in using adjectives in the 

superlative so that you could talk about the biggest and the 

greatest. That was almost an absolute prerequisite and there 

\vas no question about it when you went through it the kind of 

technology that had to be developed. As a matter of fact,just 

months before they started the drilling for the power house and 

the power house - most people thought they vrould put the power house 



beneath the Falls ~ut they came up with the ioea of going further 

do<m so they could get greater height. And at that time they did 

not even have the machinery that could do the drilling, 
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Mr. Lush: the kind of drilling that was needed to drill into 

the granite, and the kind of drilling that was needed to go down to 

turbines, and that piece of machinery was developed in Sweden just 

months before the job started. I do not recall the name of the 

piece of machinery, but it was a piece of machinery that was used 

for drilling. As a matter of fact, the job would have taken much 

much longer without the invention of this special piece of machinery. 

And as I said it was just developed months before the job started. 

The kind of wires that carried the electricity were just invented 

months before the job. The kind of towers that were used for the 

kind of terrain that is in Churchill, a special kind of cower. 

And all of these things show the magnitude of this job, the kinds of 

technologies that had to be developed before the job was done. It is 

a fantastic job. And I think here in this House we should be praising 

the people who got it started in view of the great difficulty there 

was. And it has been explained in this House several times, but it 

seems as though nobody listens, the inflationary factors that could 

not be even considered at that time, and I find it rather offensive 

that people do not consider these factors more fully, the kind of 

technology that had to be developed, the unforeseen inflationary 

factors when doing up this contract. 

Certainly there are certain things about it that could 

have been improved. The long-term deal- we have• mentioned here 

that we do have the legislation whereby we can solve the situation. 

Hopefully we will. But, Mr. Chairman, let us not forget,as I have 

said before~the magnitude of this tremendous job, the tremendous 

development of Labrado~of this great hydro-electric facility, a 

tremendous achievement, the skill and the expertise, and the kind 

of persuasion that it took to get the kind of financing that we needed 

for that job~ huge financing. Justto bring the great financiers 

of the world together to collect the finances necessary for that 

job 1again,was a great feat. 

Mr. Chairman, it is very easy for us to get here 

and condemn that agreement now in retrospect or in hindsight. It is 

very, very easy to do it. I think the two approaches that I see coming 

.! 
~ 
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Mr. Lush: through here by the Minister of Mines and Energy are 

one of the past, going back to the past and digging up all the things 

that we can about it, all the mistakes that we made, and then going 

into the future. A very futuristic man. The government is 

marked with a philosophy of the past and the future, but nothing of 

the present. And I just want to say, talking about the present, 

the dangers that the han. member from Baie Verte (Mr. Rideout) 

just mentioned, the lack of safety and health measures to protect 

people working in mines in this Province, things about here and now, 

that we should be taking active action immediately to protect the 

health of the people working in mines. 

And, Mr. Chairman, I am not suggesting that I find anything 

wrong with the plans that the Minister of Mines and Energy have or has 

initiated with respect to gas and oil,certainly. Pnd there is nobody 

on this side of the House objecting to plans that are going to bring 

benefits to this Province. Nobody at all. We have seen.in them certain 

inherent dangers, and we would like to bring these out. But the 

plans for the future of gas and oil, certainly we agree to them. We 

agree to anything that is going to bring economic benefits to this 

Province. But a point that I would like to make, and I would like 

to see the minister concerned about matters here and now, and to 

see to tt that certai~ly these - that legislation is passed in this 

House to make the wor:ing in mines more suitable and healthier and 

with more safety meas .res for the people that have to engage in that 

kind of activity. 

I am ever mindful, Mr. Chairman, as I said before 

of the magnitude of that job of developing the hydro in Churchill 

' 
Falls. A tremendots job. A job that just on the eve of its beginning 

! 
lacked really the scientific technology to do it. And just months 

before that we came up with certain breakthroughs, 
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~'R. LUSH: 

as I have said before,with the machinery to do the job, with the 

wires to carry the electricity, ~·lith the towers to carry the wires, 

all of these things, ne'v developments. And it is sad that there are 

more people not knowledgeable about this and not at-mre of it. I 

thin1: if ~~e were 1'\ore knmdedgeab le about it, we would 

gain a greater respect for t~at great achievement, t,at fantastic 

achievement here in :jet·7foundlanr1 .. Thank you. 

~e hon. '!inister of "ines and T<:nergy . 

''R. PfCKFO"J): Mr. Chairman, I guess I should respont1 before any ot"lcr 

people get up ,on some of the questions that 'lave :Oeen askecl. and some 

of the comments t".at have been nac!e "Y the hon. ne!"Coet" for St. John's 

~·Test (T)r. Y::itc~en), t~e ~on. ,en~er for St. John's f.::tst ('~r. Harshall), 

t'-Le '1on. :-".ember for I'.aie ~.'et"te-''l,ite lJay ('!r. "iC:eout), the 1-o'1. 

member for '·Tas':aupi (!'r. r.omlie) and the spea1<.er •··"co just sat ~01'!1, 

tl1e hon. member fat" Terra :·!ova (:~r. Lusb), all of "·hom had sose ='cints 

and some contributions to make to the debate. 

In reference to some of the co~ents 

rnade ty the hon. member for St. John's Hest (Dr. I<itchen) I t!-oi.nk 

it Hauld be '·lise to inc'icate to 'lim and also to the hon. House that 

over the last year or so~instigated by the han. the Premier,the 

'1epartl'lent of Industrial Develonment, the repartmnet of "ines and 

Energy and, of course,our Crmm Corporation Eydro !1ave been involved 

in Jiscussions <Tith the parent company in the EP.CO operation on an 

.Just recently a pe=.anent committee ~~as esta0lished 

,.,:1ose mandate is to sit c1o••"'l with the company <md extract from the 

large parent company,because it is no good talking about the parent 

company and the amount of money it makes worldo;Jide, it is l!lUCh 

!'tore relevant and pertinent to talk about the operation at !.ong 

Harbour itself and to sit down with them,which.we are doing nmv, and 

try to ascertain just what the costs are out there, what the revenues 

are and so on 'N"ith the aim of renegotiating so!lle better po,.,er contract 
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:m.. PLCKFORD; 

than is presently in place. That committee has been established 

and is now in the process of ~~eting on a regular basis the 

principals on site at Long Harbour, the people at Long: Earbour. 

So that has already been started by the government in its ongoing 

efforts to get better deals as it relates to power contracts that 

<·;ere signed years ago by the party that the hon. gentleman nov; adheres 

to. So we are doing something: on that. 

On the Bowater- Price situation, 

<~hich I think the hon. member also mentioned, it is a f<:.r different 

situation. There is- not the same kind of rates being charged or 

blatant low rates. But not only that, you also have a question and 

that is what you have to determine- I mean it is not just a question 

of saying that it is high or lo•·l or <~hat ever. The t>~o paper companies 

over the years have from time to time had some pretty real prohlems. 

r.ecently, for example, I think on both the Bowaters side and the Price 

side there has been real concern expressed by the government in Ottawa 

as it relates to environmental regulations that have just been brought 

in by the federal, government which could have the power to almost 

shut dmm those t<•o operations. And being aware of some of the 

bureaucrats who dominate the corridors of po<-~er on the environmental 

scene in Ottawa and thro~hout Atlantic Canada, it is not beyond some 

of these gentlemen to try to do that,I am afraid. But in any case 

we have to consider the JJowater- Price situation in light of the 

economics of each one of those operations, in light of the 

employment that these industries provide. But our overall aim is, 

as expressed in the new act that was passerl last year which put the 

~e<·lfoundl<md and Labrador Hydro Corporation under the Public Utiliti::s 

Board if you read the number of aims and objectives there, is to try 
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MR. PECKFORD: to get the present industrial power 

rates in the Province to a more reasonable level in light of the economics 

of the industry itself. I think it is in that context that we must talk 

about it and not just isolate it from the reality of the industry per se 

where it is not - just talk about it in terms of the company which could 

be making millions and hundreds of millions of dollars worldwide in 

relation to the particular industry in our Province which creates jobs 

and which we would like to keep. Of course, in that regard, also, to 

note the ongoing efforts by the company at Long Harbour to improve its 

environmental standards and so on, and they have made pretty big strides 

in that regard in the last couple of years and, of course, hopefully, 

will continue to do that. It is an ongoing process. It just does not 

stop as most people recognize, like in the Baie Verte, Labrador City or 

Wabush or any mining activity, it could be like at Long Harbour. The 

process never stops. You can put in new machine~ costing a half million 

or a million or two or three million dollars, and no sooner has that been 

put in and put in place and might be working and making the whole situation 

or environment better than along comes another new machine, or fan, or 

whatever, that can do the job much, much better. Hence, that process 

must continue and companies must recognize, and I think they do now to 

a large degree, that as part of their ongoing operating budgets each 

yea~ there must be a fair amount of money put there for health and safety 

or environmental concerns. 

On the health and safety issue, I am not 

sure I heard the han. member for Baie Verte -White Bay (Mr. Rideout) 

correctly - I do not know if he mentioned - I think he was referring 

to statements that I had made a year or so ago in September in Quebec 

City when I was quoted out of context and the Union -

AN HON. }!EMBER: (inaudible) 

MR. PECKFORD: - the Union in Labrador City/Wabush 

were decent enough to apologize to me in writing for quoting me incorrectly 

after I had indicated to them what I did say, word for word, after I got 

the tapes of my speech and -

t 
I 

I 

f. 
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!·IR. RIDEOUT: Table it. 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes, I will, tomorrow. I will get it tonight 

perhaps before eight o'clock. But they did apologize in writing to me. 

Now, I have not made a big fuss of that apology that the Union made to me 

but they did it in writing and they also did it in person. As a matter 

of fact, I have just an absolutely gorgeous relati~nship with the unions 

in this Province as it relates to the mining industry. 

PREHIER MOORES: You would expect all this of the 

Opposition. 

MR. PECKFORD: I went to Labrador City/Habush a couple of 

months ago and had meetings with both unions and we had just a wonderful 

time, came out of it patting one another on the back. It was just fantastic 

stuff. We undertook to do a number of thin2s. Thev undP.rtook to do a 

number of things. They have done their things. We have done our things. 

It is just a gorgeous relationship. Two weeks ago I met all the unions 

here in this building dealing 1dth mining activity from all the mining 

operations, down in the Health Board room. It was hardly big enough. 

The people were jammed in there. The unions were dying to see me. They r 
left their jobs to come in to see. Loves me. We sat down and we went ~ 

through a whole array of new amendments to our regulations that come under 

the jurisdiction of the Department of Mines and Energy which we have 

been working on together, the companies, the unions and the Department 

of Mines and Energy. We asked them to come in. _Several months ago we 

sent the amendments that we proposed to bring in to them, gave them a 

time limit in which to reply to get their input into it. They wrote 

back and said, 'We are sort of busy now but we will give you our 
I 

preliminary comments but we want time for more detailed comments'. I t. 
went back to them and I said, "~~ell that is wonderful~ I am glad to see 

you do not want to rush into anything, and that you really want to 

give us some real -and bring your people down from Toronto, get your 

experts in healty and safety from across Canada involved in this very 

useful and democratic exercise". So then we met them 

and their men from Toronto and from upalong, their big experts in the 

field of healty and safety. We had a wonderful meeting, just a beautiful 
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~IR . PECKFORD: meeting with them. We went through 

all the concerns. Then we also sent these amendments off to the 

c:ompanie.s, told them to respond and they gave some preliminary responses 

about two or three months ago. We then gave them until the end of 

~~rch, this last month, to get their responses in to ma~e some meaningful 

changes where it applies 

.I 

~ 

l 
'· 
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MR. PECKFORD: under my department. But 

not only that, Mr. Chairman, on the health and safety 

side I would have to bow to the Minister of Labour and 

Manpower who has done a yeoman job in this field, 

consultation with the unions and the companies is 

developing and going to have a whole new agency dealing 

with health matters and safety matters, created a whole 

new big agency which the government of this Province is 

committed to, a new Act to formally set up this great 

agency which is going to do what it can on health and 

safety and bring it under one department rather than have 

it scattered between the Minister of Heaith, the 

Minister of Labour and Manpower, the Minister of Consumer 

Affairs and Environment and the Minister of Mines and 

Energy, to name only a few. And the Workmen's Compensation 

Board, to name another. And in the interim period, and 

the unions are very high on this and the companies, and 

the hon. Minister of Labour and Manpower recognizes 

there is just one little catch to all of this, the agency 

is going to be established, as I understand it,under a 

new act coming to the House that the Minister of Labour 

and Manpower is going to bring, But as the member for 

Baie Verte - White Bay might understand, there is a problem 

right across Canada and around the world as it concerns 

certain aspects of safety that deal with technology, 

especially machines, in the various mining operations. 

And there has been this great debate going on since time 

immemorial as it relates to whether in a given government 

certain responsibilities as they relate to safety on 

machines and tangible things should remain under the 

Ministry of Mines and everything else go into one agency. 

There is this great debate 

still going on in Canada now. Saskatchewan are into it, 

Ontario are having a wonderful time with it and so on. So 

in the interim period it has been agreed that everything 

I ~ 
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MR. PECKFORD: goes under this new 

agency. So this legislation is comin9" to the House, 

forward looking legislation like we have done in so 

many fields that I mentioned today and here is another 

great reform c.oming up. 

In the interim we will 

see how it works. But everything in that agency exce~t 

certain very engineeringly orientated parts of safety, 

leave it with the Department of Mines for __ the first 

year to see what happens. Then, if it is seen that i:t 

can be accommodated without reducing the safety aspects 

of it under the new agf!ncy, then it will be trans:f;erred, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! 

It now being six olclock 

I now leave the Chair until eight o'clock. 

:~ 
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The committee resumed at 8:00 p.m. 

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! 

The han. member for Kilbride. 

MR. WELLS: Mr. Chainn.an, just a few 

remarks on the subject of Mines and Energy. Firstly I 

think it is well to point out to the Conuni ttee that I 

think a word of congratulation is due here to the minister 

and to the government on this question of oil and gas 

regulations. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. WELLS: Now, obviously we are a 

small Province in a relatively small country, small by 

international standards, and when we are dealing with 

oil companies !:here is no question \Y'e are dealing with 

industrial giants. 

This Province took the 

position,and the details are not necessary to go into, 

but this Province took the position that if oil and gas 

are going to be drilled for off our coasts that it would 

be done under a set of regulations and particularly that 

those who were going to drill would have to put some money 

back into training. Now,that is the point that I feel 

particularly good about as a Newfoundlander and as a 

member of this House, that that position was taken. 

Now,it is easy enough to 

take a position, Mr. Chairman, but to take a position 

and make it stick, that is even more significant and more 

important. Now,I know for my part I wondered what was 

going to happen vis-a-vis the oil companies and the 

government's oil and gas regulations when they wanted to 

drill and did not want to go along with what the government 

was insisting on for the benefit of this Province. 

I think, Mr. Chairman, the 

stand was vindicated and even if not one drilled I think 

the stand would be right, but the stand was vindicated when 

1589 
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MR. WELLS: they began to come_around. 

Unfortunately,up to now Eastcan has not come round but I 

would say this to the minister, Mr. Chairman, stick to 

his guns and hold firm on it and they will come round. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS :- Hear , hear! 

MR. WELLS: Eastcan,as I believe, Mr. 

Chairman, is largely Total, is it not? 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes, 47 per cent. 

MR. WELLS: Forty-seven per cent and Total 

is a French company. Now I do not want to sound like 

someone who is always knocking the French, far from it, 

but I will say this, insofar as I can read and see France 

at work and her companies at work in the world, they are 

very, very tough people to deal with. 

By way of a small illustration; 

members may remember there a couple of years ago there was 

hijacking somewhere in the Midwest and the plane in question 

came and landed at Gander for awhile - do you remember that? -

and it took off again and it went somewhere else and it ended 

up in France, and I think it says something about the French 

character when they said to the hijackers something like 

this, 'You can either go back to the United States and be 

tried or you can stay in France and be executed'. Now, this 

is how the French approach things. They are a very, very 

tough people and when you are dealing with them you have to 

be tough and you have to lay down the law where you can and 

you have to hold tight and you have to make it stick. I 

say to the minister tonight and to the government, stand 

fast on these oil and gas regulations. What we have there, 

I believe,is in commercial quantites. It is going to cost 

a lot to get it out. The technology is not settled yet, 

perhaps, on how to get it out but somewhere in the future; 

be it tenn, fifteen or twenty years, that is going to come 

out and it is going to come out, I hope and pray, to the 

benefit of our children and grandchildren. 

1590 
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MR. WELLS: So stand firm, make the 

regulations stick, take the position which you have 

taken and stay with it. I hope not only that this 

government but whatever government comes after it, long 

after most of us are gone and out of politics, I hope 

they too will stand fast so that what is in the ground 

there comes out to the benefit of this Province. Becaus~ 

as I said the other day in the speech I made in this 

House, be it small industry or big industry, we need 

everything we can get and we need what development takes 

place to take place to the benefit of Newfoundlanders. 

And when you come to a fund 

for teaching our people how to work in this industry it 

is worth-while taking a glance at what the Scandinavians 

have done, particularly in Norway where, and I think it 

is in Stavanger, there is that· large college there to do 

nothing else but teach people how to work in the oil and 

gas industry and we have to take a leaf out of their book 

and we are taking it. And in dealing with Total and 

Eastcan and anybody else we have to stand firm and we 

have to make it stick. Now, that is enough on that subject. 

I w9uld like to speak for a 

moment again about this question of our dealings with 

Quebec and the development of the Lower Churchill and 

other hydro resources in Labrador. What I am going to say 

now I will be brief about because I said it the other day 

when I was talking about the same subject, and that is 

that I feel that we cannot give concessions to the Province 

of Quebec without putting first and foremost our desire, 

our intention, our wish to get back more from the Upper 

Churchill at the low price than the 300 megawatts which 

is in the contract. 

159:1 
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UR. R, WELLS: Now,a lot has oeen said about this 

business of taxing them, taxing CFLCo, as was done in 1·ianitoba. 

In fact, the lawyer - this has been talked about for some years 

off and on- - theman who brought it to the fore -

SOl iE RON. ME."!BERS: Saskatchewan. 

MR. R. WELLS: Saskatchewan, I am sorry. The man 

who brought it to the fore, I think it was a year or so ago,in 

DW- 1 

Labraddr was Ed. Hearn,who was a lawyer practicing in Labrador. 

He 
brought • it forth and ·as a matter of fact he talked to me about 

it and he showed me one or two cases on it and showed me what he 

planned. I did not know,and I do not suppose anybody knew at 

the time,whether this made great~sense or not. But there is one thing, 

and the minister has alluded to it here this afternoon but I t~ink 

it has to be said because it has to be made clear, we are in somewhat 

a different position from Saskatchewan..gut even Saskatchewan,which 

was in the best possible position to do this sort of thing that is 

talked about,failed. Saskatchewan failed inTthe Supreme Court of 

Canada. Now the minister is being urged,desoite Saskatchewan's 

failure,to do the same tr.ing.But in our case that would be inestimably 

more difficult for one reason,that in the very contracts themselves, 

in the very contracts is the wording that precludes the imposition 

of this kind of tax. Now you may say, Mr. Chairman, go ahead and 

do it anyway,we will see what happens, let the Supreme Court decide, 

But you know a government has to be responsible and a House has to 

be responsible. You see,you cannot very well - for instance,it would 

be pretty stupid of me to say this year:·well • I will not license my 

car.I will let the government prove that it has a right to collect 

the license off me!' And that is the kind of thing I think that might 

happen if we tried that route, with due respect to the member 

who~I am sure,has put it forward in good faith.But I think if we did 

that, firstly the financial community would look askance at us.A lot has been 

said about the financial community; it has been suggested as calling the 

shots in Newfoundland. Not so. The financial community of the world, 

that is the bond market,, calls a lot of shots everywhere and it was 
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HR. R. WELLS: the financial-community that put up 

the billion plus to build the Upper Churchill. There is no good 

our saying that that does not exist and that they do not exist and 

that their power does ~ot exist; of course they exist. And we have 

to be careful that "G'e do not fly :!.n the face of the agreements 

altogether. It is one thing where there is a disputed point, 

it is one thing where it is not clear;but the government,as I understand 

it, had available to it and have used and called upon the best legal 

advice that it could find both inside and outside this Province. And 

the gist of that legal advice,as I understand it,was that you cannot 

do this and hope to make it stick.And then if it was not necessary 

to have that opinion reinforced • the Supreme Court of Canada reinforced 

it. So if we did try to tax CFLCo and if they did pay,we would ~simply 

have to set up a trust account and put that money in it. He would not 

be able,as I see it,to put it in the general revenue and spend it 

because we would simply have to borrmJ,or tax more in future,probably, 

to pay it back it again.And I must say I would caution the minister against 

that route.I think what we have to do is pursue the court case,and 

thank God there is a clause in that agreement -

Al'-1 HON. ~1BER: Who put it there? 

lfR. R. IVELLS: I do not care who put it there. The whole 

agreement~has to stand as a whole. there is one clause that seems 

to me and from what I can gather does give a fairly sound approach 

to the province in the legal battle which is going to take place 

as to whether Qr not the 800 meggawatts can be recovered,or whatever 

we need can be recovered,at the price that Hydro Quebec is paying for 

it,and I think that is the important thing and that has to proceed. 

Now the member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) 

this afternoon made a very good point when he said even if we won 

the case tonight,shall we say,we cannot use the 800 meggawatts or ~ 

what every other amount we get. That is tn~e. And this comes to 

my point which I think is fundamental to this whole debate on hydro 
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HR. R. llELLS: electric development in Labrador:that 

we have to get going,independently of the Upper Churchill a;td the 

recapture of 800 or whatever·number of meggawatts ,we have to get 

t:he Lower Churchill gering and it see'liiS to me that we have to get 

it going on the basis that the translldssion line and tunnel is 

built. You see,if we get it going to sell the power west into 

Quebec.we are still no further ahead if we recapture the 800 megg_awatts. 

if we win the court case, if we won it tonight,we ;~Xe Still no 

further Shead because we cannot use ;Lt.So you might -say we could 

re~ture. it a:w:l then we would have to sell it to Hydro Quebec all over 

again. But the key to all of this surely is to get that translilission 

line and tunnel bec.ause onae we have that, and that seems to me should 

be the 
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~!R. R. WELLS: basis of the development of the Lower 

Churchill,once we have that then we can bring the 800 meggawatts, 

or the 300 even that there is no dispute about,we can bring that 

back to the Island pa~ of the Province and this I think is what 
II 

is fundamental. Now you might say, \~hat can we do with that kind 

•' of power on the Island: l~e certainly cannot at the moment use it 

in the Labrador part of the Province,although I hope to 11 ve to see 

the day when there is major industrial development there. So we 

cannot use it there at the moment. L~e are not the ones who are 

going to decide whether there is major industrial development in 

Labrador,private money is going to ~veto decide that,but if we 

get the power back to the Island part of the Province then certain 

other options open Ul' to us 1 not the least of which is the 

transmission of it through what has been called in the past the 

Anglo-Saxon route. The minister referred this afternoon to 

tremendous advances which there have been in the past three or 

four years in underwater transmission by submarine cable of 

electricity and it may add somewhere,as he says,between· five to 

ten mils to the cost of that power,I am sure it would 1 and then 

we would hope obviously that it would be closer to five a 

it would be to ten. But the point is our options would not be 

closed off on us;we would have the right 1if we could f~nd the 

technology, to sell it to Nova Scotia or to sell it down through into 

the Maritimes,possibly even into New England or wherever they v1ant. 

But it seems to me that we have to take the fundamental decision 

first that the Lower Churchill goes and it goes on the basis of the 

transmission. line and tunnel and only then 1it seems to me,will our 

options open up both_to win the court case hopefully and bring back 

800 rneggawatts or even if we failed there at least to recapture the 

300 meggawatts about which there is no dispute and that seems to me 1 

and I would commend it to the minister,as the fundamental way -.•e ought 

to proceed. 
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MR. R. WELLS: One other item I would like to talk 

about and that is, and here I think again tremendous work has been 

done, and that is on the revenues that have been derived from 

DW - 2 

mineral taxation. The minister made the point this afternoon that in 

the past - what is it? - fou~ or five years, I think, that our revenue 

for mineral taxation has quadrupled. He has the figures here: 1977/78 

$11 million; 1976/77 $10,044,000; 1975/76 $6,500,000; 1974/75 $2,700,000 

and 1973/74 $2,017,000. Now this is a fantastic change but there is more 

to it than that because the significant thing here is that the total 

percentage increase of 445 per cent has not occured in a period when mineral 

production has increased - quite the contrary. Because of lowerin9 production 

at Buchans, because some mines on the Baie Verte Peninsula have 90ne out 

of production, because Labrador has had its problems it is a period 

when mineral production has actually declined, I believe it has declined 

significantly in gross tonnages. And yet nonetheless, because of the 

policies instituted by the government the revenue has gone four fold 

in four or five years. Now I think myself that that is an absolutely 

fantastic achievement and one that the government can well be oroud of. 

I would say this too, and I would 

like the minister to·respond even though we will ~et into a detailed debate 

on it later on and that is in this Impost Tax, it will he interesting to know 

the government's philosophy about that and I would ask the minister to 

comment. There is this though that I would wonder about and that is the 

business of how you go about encouraging production when you have land 

either in concession or oerhaps in fee simple in the hands of mining companies. 

Now I do not worry too much about the big mining companies, although they 

have had their worries too, but let us take copper, for example. In the 

minister's own district in Green Bay they have had terrible setbacks because 

of the price of copper and this is something that we have no control over. 

I think it is interesting, you know, we talk about copper and we talk about 

mining and we talk about it very glibly sometimes. 
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~IR. R. lo/ELLS: I was talking to someone: on one 

of the world metal exchanges a couple of years ago and at that 

time there were two million tons of copper actually in the system 

half of it approximately in warehouses in Ne'll York and London 

and the other half in the trades themselves, two million tons which 

had to be used up before they could really take any more new copper 

Four or five years ago the price of copper was something like a 

Ri ht Sl.52 a pound. 9 now the price of copper is something.like 

75 cents or 77 cents a pound. 
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MR. WELLS: A year and a half -

AN HON. MEMBER: Sixty - -three cents today. 

MR. WELLS: Sixty-three today? A year 

and a half ago it was about fifty or fifty-one. When 

copper gets down to these sort of prices every copper 

mine in Canada is in danger of closing its doors and 

it is only revenue from other aspects of their operation 

that keeps these mines open. 

Now, when I come to 

this business of land under concession, what I would like 

to point out or ask a question about is this~ that when 

the price of copper, for example, is depressed as it is 

at this moment at around seventy cents, the small concession 

holder, or the small mining company cannot possibly 

develop a mine. This is what I would ask the minister 

to comment about: If they have land-and there are some 

people, as I say, in the minister's own district which is 

a noted copper producing area-but at sixty-something 

cents it is not viable to open a mine, you can barely keep 

open the mine you have there if you are in business, so 

a company may have a concession or an individual may have 

a concession, large or small, it seems to me the government 

would have to have a built in discretion that they would not 

levy the impost either in terms of tax or force the 

property away from them while the price of a particular 

base metal was so low that there was really no chance of 

opening a mine. I would like the minister when he is 

speaking to comment about that. 

If the price of copper, for 

example, were up at $1.50 and a person had a property 

and was not opening a mine, then I would say, Well, take 

it away from him and take it away instantly if he is not 

prepare?- to explore or to develop. But when the price is 

down around fifty cents obviously it is unreasonable to 

expect any operator to go into a new mining venture and 
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MR. WELLS: there is a limit even to 

the exploration that can go on when base metal prices 

are down low, because it is from production that the 

money comes for exploration. So I would like the 

minister to bear these things in mind and perhaps to 

comment on them when he is talking to us later in the 

debate. 

Mr. Chairman, I think on the 

overall the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador have 

taken a very good and a very wise stance - stances, I 

should say - because it covers many. aspects on this 

question of mines and energy. I think that in this debate 

when the minister's salary is under discussion and one 

can talk about every aspect of it, I think this is the 

time to say so, the time to say that despite whatever 

errors we make in this House, and whatever errors government 

may make, and we are all very fallible and very human, yet 

nonetheless,· in the difficult, tricky area of mines and 

energy this governnent have made some very wise moves, 

some very strong moves. 

I think the development of 

Hinds Lake, for instance, even in an era when money is 

hard to come by, I think to go out and get the money and 

develop Hinds Lake is an excellent and worth-while move. 

DR. FARRELL: Hear, hear! 

MR. WELLS: The putting in of the extra 

generators in Baie d'Espoir is excellent and first-class~ 

the oil and gas regulations,excellent. One thing I would 

say, and I did not intend, necessarily, to talk about it 

but now it comes to my mind, and that is we may hear from 

time to time in this House or in the press or elsewhere, 

we may hear talk of going the nuclear route. It may· be 

that the cost of developing hydro and certainly the cost 

of thermal power in future may exceed nuclear power but 

I would ask the minister, and I would ask the government to 

be very ·v.ry careful befc:o:-e 9Ver going the nuclear route. 
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MR. WELLS: As far as I can gather now 

from what I read, the United States -'and Great Britian, but 

particularly the United States is in serious trouble 

over what to do with the nuclear plants when they come to 

the end of their useful life which is about twenty or 

twenty-five years. I understand that the poisonous forces 

or radio-active forces are so destructive and so dangerous 

in these plants and their cores when they come to the end 

of their lives, that in California now they are trying to 

deal with some of them that have come to that end and so 

dangerous is it that they have to _dig tremendous pits or 

holes, lakes, fill them with water and put the stuff down 

in there in lead coffins and all sorts of things, so 

dangerous is it that they cannot cut it up by hand or 

even by letting people near it, great automated cranes have 

to cut these plants into little pieces and then when it is 

all over and done and the radio-active material is buried, 

the great cranes themselves have to be cut into pieces by 

remote control because they also are too dangerous to 

deal with and I am told that the cost -

MR. CHAIRMAN: Order, please! I am sorry, the 

hon. member's time is up. 

MR. WELLS: Oh! Could I have one more 

sentence? I am told that the cost -

MR. CHAIRMAN: By leave? Agreed. 

MR. WELLS: I am told that the cost of 

dismantling a nuclear plant 1when it comes to the end of 

its useful life and putting it out of business 1 is just as 

great as the cost of building one. I would hope that in 

this Province we would never go that route no matter what 

else we do. But on the general aspect in matters of the 

government's handling of mines and energy,certainly, Mr. 

Chairman, I would like to extend my congratulations. 
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SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

HR. CHAIRl1AN: The hon. member for Eagle River. 

MR. I. STRACHAN: I admire the member's very reasonab 1 e 

approach about Churchil~ Falls and I think that it is a reasoned 

argument,but I still shink that he has failed to get some of the 

points or the impressions I ~as trying to leave this afternoon. 

First of all,I do not think we are dealing tdth a very reasonable 

partner or a very reasonable customer in dealing with Quebec. So 

I think that the reasoned approaches with a situation like we are faced 

now will not help us or get us into any position of strength,and 

what we require is not to be unreasonable but what we require is 

a fairly bold approach and that is surely what we vere suggesting. 

Let me correct a few things about Saskatchewan. 

wnen Saskatchewan imposed their taxation - I said it this afternoon and 

let me vxplain again-when Saskatchewan imposed their taxation policy, 

that legislation in 1973 they knew two years later that there was 

something wrong with it,that there was a chance of failing. They 

then designed retroactive legislation in light of the first legislation 

they had applied so that should the Supreme Court overrule them they 

had retroactive legislation to put in force. But the point is surely 

this:did Saskatchewan fail? Frnwa legal point of view or legal argument 

Saskatchewan failed mecause at the Supreme Court of Canada level 

they were overturned. ,-hen meanwhile for three years they bad collected 

$550 million which the oilc'companies then sat down and decided 

that Saskatchewan did not need to return to them. r:~e~' also 

decided that they have to work in a spirit of co-operation and 

therefore they better start dealing with Saskatchewan on a 

co-operative basis. And the taxation, which was illegal in the first place 

still stands and the a~uments now are getting weaker and weaker 

by the companies. So did Saskatchewan fail when they first of all 

picked up $550 million in three years., now sti 11 have the 

taxation flowing in as revenue just because the Supreme Court of 
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MR. I. STRACHAN: Canada has ruled that legally they 

are not correct in their form of taxation? I do not see that they 

failed at all and in fact they are, as I say, laughin9 away to the bank. 

They still have the money coming in, they still have have: the taxation in 

force and are continuing and in fact desi9nin9 other legislation. 

The argument proposed again by the member here is that the financial 

community would look askance at us for taking such a bold and such, 

maybe, illegal position - let us call it illegal if we want to. The 

funny thing about it was that when Premier Blakeney was questioned 

by I believe my colleague for Burgee- Bay d' . Espoir (Mr. Simmons), 

when questioned about it - and we looked at the transcripts - what 

we found was that he was dealing with some of the toughest oil and 'L 

potash companies in Canada. And when he imposed this kind of taxation, 

instead of the companies and the financial community looking askance 

at them and regarding them as Banana Reoublics and regarding them as 

people who could not be trusted, they in fact went up in the estimation 

of oil companies as far as tough bargainers were concerned and on the bond 

market they increased, they raised. So what we are saying here, what 

am tryiDg to state here is that surely we should not be arguing the 

illegality of the tax. Surely we should be designing a tax which is as 

foolproof as possible. And what that form will be I cannot say since I 

am not a lawyer. But the imposition of that tax should be done not by 

lawyers or by legal departments but should be done by politicians, should be 

done by the House or done ~~~ the administration, because surely what the argu

ment is is not a dry legal argument but it is how you handle this in the 

day-to-day battle which then ensues. That is why I say that by imposing 

this we then are in the driving seat and Quebec therefore then has to take 

us to court, whatever court that is. If they cannot agree on the courts 

of this Province, and they cannot agree on the courts of Ouebec, then 

where can they go? What we are saying surely is that we have the trump 

card because essentially Ouebec cannot go and olead to the Suoreme Court 

of Canada on a question such as this because they do not even recognize 

Canada under the present regime. 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

So what I am presenting here, surely;" is that what we should 

be doing is doing a bold approach, designing something 

in a bold approach, presenting this in as tough a manner 

as possible. I realize full well that there is going to be 

'or else' behind it, and I realize full well therefore 

that we have to make sure that the 'or else' we will 

carry out. Now that sounds very crude and very tough1 

but surely in any negotiations, and especially in 

negotiations with a group such as Quebec and such as 

Levesque leads, we must be prepared in the ultimate end 1 

as Lougheed was with oil for Sarnia, Ontario and as 

Blakeney was in the case of the potash companies, we 

must be prepared to do the 'or else'. Hopefully, it 

will never come to that and1 exactly the same as Lougheed 

did, it is used as a bluff to a certain extent but with 

a bit of strength behind it. 

So what we are arguing here 

then is to stop going along negotiating. I understand 

full well that once you get into that round of negotiations 

it becomes extremely tricky, extremely delicate, especially 

in dealing with people like that. But what we are stating, 

surely, is to take the bold approach, design the best 

form of taxation, whatever that may be, apply it, be 

prepared for the 'or else' and allow Quebec then to argue 

the illegality of it, the immorality of it,but not us. 

The member was also discussing 

the thing about power, moving it to the Island and getting 

in place something to take care of that power when that 

power is available. Just one small comment there: We 

hear often enough that the power should be moved to the 

Island part of the Province and not within Labrador and 

I think there should be a balance of this. There should 

not be a constant thinking that the market is only on the 

Island, and the people can only be attracted to the 

:sland as a rnarket 1but we should be thinking of the whole 
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MR. STRACHAN: Labrador situation and we 

will get into that later on in other debates. 

Getting back to the minister's 

statements this afternoon,I would like to point out a few 

things inasmuch a~ whenever my colleagues bring up what 

we call important points, points that we have discussed 

very thoroughly - especially the member for Baie Verte 

(Mr. Rideout) on health and so on -the minister always 

has the answer that we have a committee, Yes, we have been 

looking into that for the last two years, or we have a 

committee in force for that and we have looked into this 

and we have studies going on that and we very seldom hear 

anything else. 

The minister also indicates 

that he has presented Ottawa with this and always blames 

Ottawa; Ottawa is not listening to us, how we presented 

this proposal to Ottawa. I sometimes feel that the 

minister in answer to any of our proposals from this side, 

and we are trying to be fairly positi.ve in some of our 

suggestions, always comes out with an answer, conjures up 

an answer, pulls it out of the hat and the answer is that 

he has committees looking into this, and committees looking 

into that. 

The minister also states quite 

clearly, or has stated that on this business of Port 

Labrador electric railway, for instance, and I believe the 

minister, maybe not deliberately, but I still think that he 

is misleading the House on this and I ask the minister to 

defend himself here by tabling in the House as soon as 

possible all pertinent documents, the documents in which they 

presented to Ottawa their feelings on the Port Labrador 

situation and on the railroad through Labrador, because 

the minister stated in our last discussion that in 1976 the 

presentation was made to DREE and) again a later approach was 

made last year. 
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MR. STRACIU\N: We have checked this out as 

much as possible because I wanted to see what kind of 

approach there was and someone must be wrohg somewhere 

because the Minister ·Of D~ in Ottawa says they have 

nothing, have seen- nothing in wri tinq nor has anything 

been asked verbally of them, so we thouqht it must be 

some other department. But the Minister of Public Works 

in Ottawa, as recently as this morning, said that he has 

seen nothing in writing, they cannot find anything in 

writing nor have they been approached orally. The. 

Minis.ter of Transport has also said the same, that he has 

seen nothing in writing and he said possibly something may 

have gone on at a lower civil service level. aut we would 

like to see exactly what has gone on, whether there has 

been a discussion between the minister here and the 

ministers in Ottawa or whether this has jlist gone on at 
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MR. STRACHAN: some lower civil service level 

of committee reports or submissions and so on at committee 

levels. Our argument basically then is that had there been 

=eetings at the highest political level - because surely 

this demands meetings at the highest political level and 

not just some civil servants getting together to chat about 

something -had there been meetings at the highest level,as 

the minister has indicated or seems to have indicated, then 

if so, what specifically were the proposals submitted by 

this government and by the ministers to the ministers in 

Ottawa and where did they reject them? And I feel very 

strongly on this, . and I remember I was charged with calling 

it all wind, but our basic argument was still that unless 

we see these documents, unless we know these are going on, 

then we can understand full well that something has been 

done, something is going on. And our argument is that 

surely we should be looking with some kind of vision to the 

future. Surely we should be looking to try and put some 

things in place down the road. Surely we have questions of 

hydro, energy' excess hydro energy there latent in Labrador 

which has to be developed in Labrador and hopefully used in 

Labrador to develop products there. But at the same time 

we are stating quite clearly that unless the minister and 

the government, the administration, can indicate to us that 

in the present reality of 1978 there is also some faith and 

some commitment 1 then to talk about visions of the land of 

promise or Utopia down the road or Port Labrador or things 

like this, they will have electric railroads using excess 

power from Labrador rivers, does not wash at all with 

Labrador people. It does not wash when some of the basic 

needs are not met in Labrador, such as I referred to earlier 

this afternoon in which a patient who is a stretcher case has 

to pay $1,400 to be transferred to St. John's and back to 

Labrador again because they live in Labrador - punished, 

a penalty because they live in Labrador! 
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MR. STRACHAN: So what we are stating is 

surely you cannot ask people in Labrador to accept any 

proposals of Port Labrador or railroads if they cannot 

see that the administration is also willing to live up 

to day-to-day commitments. And surely this is our argument 

often enough. Why talk about railroads as a Utopia down 

the road when we cannot see any money whatsoever to be 

put into the Freedom Road in Labrador to allow the people 

from Churchill Falls to come down and be able to use the 

ferry which hopefully will be in place this summer. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Some hopes! 

HR. STRACHAN : I say hopefully. We have problems, 

but at least it is 'hopefully' and we realize now that there 

is more hope for that than there ever is for money to be 

spent on the Freedom Road to make it so you can travel over 

it. 

So our basic argument then is, 

Could the minister not indicate to us whether there has been 

anything proposed for Labrador on that? Can he table it 

in the House so we can examine it? 

Also, on an earlier issue, I still 

do not think - maybe I was out at the time- but I still do 

not know if the minister replied to the earlier question 

I had with Hamilton Banks, whether the minister who has the 

power to apply a moratorium on Hamilton Banks is going to use 

that power and look very carefully at it and decide that what 

we are doing is really jeopardizing the future of this 

Province and the future of the fisheries of this Province 

by allowing drilling to go on on that Bank expressly at times 

of year when the weather is very bad, or is he going to 

allow what they call a weather window to shorten the times 

of year when you can drill on these Banks? 

So I hope the minister on rising 

before we get into the subheads of his department perhaps 
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~1R. STRACHAN: can answer some of these points 

and indicate co us whether - and I hope sensibly, I hope 

without st rutting, without the peacock approach - I hope he 

can indicate to us very clearly and possibly quietly if he 

can whether there is in fact a basis for his a r guments and 

that he is not only conjuring up committees and reports and 

s u bmissions which are not really there in the first place. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: (DR . COLLINS) The hon. the Minister of Mines 

and Energy . 
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:1R. PECKFO~.D: 
Before ~·e 1 eft for supper~;· Mr. Cha i nnan, urer were 

responding to some of the questions that han. gentleman had asked, he 

had been asking for answers and I would just like to go through 

those rather quickly so that some other han. gentlemen can be 

heard from on some of the important matters that have been raised.I will 

take the last point first for the han. member for Eagle River (Hr. 

Strachan), I did try to address myself to the -:whole question of 

environmental problems offshore-I sort of detected in the han. 

gentleman's comments jus~ then r.hat there was some imminent possitility 

or probability that oil companies would ~e drilling physically on 

the Hamilton Banks·I thought I detected that in:some of the phraseclogy. 

That was what I understood from what the han. gentleman said in the 

same way, I guess , as he understood certain things from me which I did 

not say. In any case, you know, the han. gentleman 1 I trust 1knows 

better than that. It will a long way down the road before 1~e ~,; 11 

be on the actaal Banks,if ever.I doubt whether it will ever be 

possible in any case.I guess he is referring to off the Continental 

Shelf marqin area, a couple of hundred feet of water and any blowout 

there,if you had any amount of oil,could seriously affect the 

Hamilton Banks then sort of indirectly rather than it being on the 

banks itself. The point here now, Mr. Chairman, is simply that 

we are trying very hard to get as much information as we can as 

quickly as we can to ascertain ~~ether in fact a moratorium on certain 

acreages should accur. We hav~ not at the present moment assembled 

enough information to be able to say,yes,we should have a moratorium. 

And given the fact that the drilling that has been going on has been 

very well supervised and is expertly done and we are not into a large 

pool of oil or whatever,then we ~•auld contemplate continuing a well 

or D>O off Labrador. Unless Eastcan in the next month can negotiate 

with us,say,a satisfactory permit under the regulations,unless that 

is done in the next month it is totally impossible for any drilling 

to occur off Labrador in any case. Even if in the next month 

negotiations were successfully concluded,there would only be one 
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}!R. PECKFORD: well at the most drilled off Labrador 

this year because it is too late now to have a massive three 

or four well pr~gr~me physically,number one;and number two, 

even if we did, even if Eastcan came in I do not think that they 

would be in a position,given all the money,given all the physical 

things at their disposal,to go with that kind of a programme. That 

would be perhaps ~~e second or third year of their exploration 

effort. 

So 1~e have to assemble additional 

information .• Hopefully by the new federal report that is being 

now.the new environmental studies that are being done we will get 

additional .information and it is quite possible that certain acreage 

which is extremely high risk will have to be re-examined and 

perhaps a moratorium put on that until addition work is done. 

But at this point in time it is too early to . take any firm positions 

on that very critical issue and~given the~fact that there is some 

time available to us because of the slowdown in exploration work 

off Lebrador, well, we have that additional time to assess and 

make a fairly sensible decision about it. BUt it is a major, major 

issue why we were so intent on getting the environmental reports 

that we just completed,the preliminary ones out and into the 

hands of Newfoundlanders. So we '1vill continue to monitor that 

and I guess as another couple of months go by-- I do not think it i• 

even a couple of months - the first part of the federal government's 

reports will be in and that will either sort of substantiate the 

kind of preliminary conclusions that we have drawn and change 

them or whatever. In consultation with them then we will be able 

to make some intelligent decisions about certain areas offshore V/hi ch 

are very high risk. So we are congnizant of that and we will monitor 

it very closely over the next few months. 
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MR. PECKFORD: Mr. Chairman, the hon. the 

member for Naskaupi (Mr. Goudie) when he was speaking, 

I think, made two points which I would like to comment 

on. One had to do with the present unemployment, the 

depressed state of the economy in the Happy Valley -

Goose Bay area, the whole business of that area being 

up and down quite a bit economically - the base, the 

Americans in, the different departments of government, 

especially federally and jobs here and then jobs going, 

the Labrador Linerboard situation, the Gull Island/" 

Lower Churchill development, the possibilities in recent 

months of the Gull Island clearing project going ahead 

and so on. And you know, I think it is fair to say, 

Mr . Chairman, that it should be possible for some kind 

of permanent woods activity to occur down there and I am 

sure that the development corporation now formed down there 

as well as people in the Department of Rural Development 

and the Labrador Services people now on staff in Happy 

Valley - Goose Bay should be able to put together something 

that is attractive to private enterprise coming in there. 

I know it is difficult. I know a lot of people who have 

done work in Happy Valley - Goose Bay area in the forest 

industry from my constituency who are very familiar with 

the problems associated with harvesting wood there. It is 

extremely unfortunate that to this point in time we have 

been unable to negotiate a satisfactory agreement with Ottawa 

as it relates to clearing the reservoir area. That is an 

extremely tragic situation and one that I thought would be 

resolved by this point in time. It is a very, very sad 

situation and, you know, comments from some hen. members on 

the other side, not all, but a couple of the members on the 

other side notwithstanding, we have made a valiant, honest 

attempt to put forward a sensible, rational proposal to 

Ottawa. And I would stand anywhere in this country and 

make that kind of statement and I am prepared to back it up 
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MR. PECKFORD : with documentation and the 

whole bit. I mean, the whole idea is so sensible. It 

almost becomes foolish it is so sensible. And the initial 

reaction that the Premier and myself and other people from 

the government got in Ottawa to that idea when it was 

presented last June .led us to be enthusiastic and to come 

back and to put down in writing a full-scale proposal on it. 

And essentially it was, 'Okay, Ottawa, you have $50 million 

or $60 million' - let us just take $60 million, I do not know 

how much it is, I do not mind throwing around millions of 

dollars; let us say $60 million - 'in Canada Works money coming 

into the Province each year for the next three years'. I do 

not know if it is $60 million - let us assume it is $60 million. 

Okay, you have $60 million coming in. 'We understand the 

whole question of your members are going to need so much 

for their little projects in their own constituencies. 

Recognizing that, reduce it just by $10 million .. Let the 

other $50 million go in the regular Canada Works programme 

way. Let us not touch all the little projects that communities 

are interested in, the fire halls and the town halls that are 

very important, some water systems in the Summertime, all of 

that. So just take $10 million of the $60 million each year 

for the next three years and put it into a special Canada 

Works project, a special job creation project - a special 

one, not the ordinary one, che programme that exists now, the 

Forestry Improvement programme that the Opposition talks 

about that is available where we have to spend $7 million 

before we can get $2 million, where we have to spend 

$14 million before we can get $4 million, not that programme; 

we know about that programme. Ottawa, we know about that 

programme, but we want a special programme. It is no more 

money out of your coffers, it is just spending the money a 

tiny bit different to create 300 to 400 jobs - 200 to 300 

jobs - however many, it was reasonably anticipated around 

300 for sure if not 400 a year for the next three years 
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MR. PECKFORD: wh ich would take up the slack, 

if you will, Mr. Chairman, from che closedo•n, phasedown -

AN liON. MEMBER: Closedown. 

MR. PECKFORD: closedown, chen,of Labrador 

Linerboard and put some of the loggers who were involved 

in that operation on the Island or in Labrador 
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MR. PECKFORD: back to work.Beautfful, beautiful idea; 

everybody agrees with it. Our first obstacle, environmental problems. 

So let us just take that area that all the environmentalists a9ree in 

the federal environment, provincial environment, take the area that is 

least sensitive to environmental disruption, let us get everybody to 

agree on an area of 20,000 cords, 15,000 cords of wood, whatever, and 

put them to work there.And while they are working theee we will work 

on another area that is environmentally more sensitive.And by the time they 

got the 20,000 cords cut there is another 5,000 cords over here that 

has got no p~oblem with environment and shift them there or whatever, 

whatever way you could, whatever way you could do it like that.And if 

it was not 10 million because you never had enou9h cords to make that 

much, and there was only fifty men, well, let us employ fifty men on 

2,000 cords or whatever to make it ~!ork.And so that was overcome.And 

then it got the hot potato routine - not me,! do not want to do it; 

somebody else should do it; Mr. Cullen should do it, 11r. Gillespie 

should do it, and it got thrGwn around a~l over the olace until it 

ended up with DREE. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Mr. Lessard. 

~1R. PECKFORD: And Mr. Lessard, yes. And then it got 

moved all of a sudden, and negotiations started, I think the -

AN HON. MEMBER: What do you think of Lessard? 

MR. PECKFORD: Excellent man. Mr. Lessard is a top-notch 

Cabinet Minister in Ottawa, oneof nature's gentlemen, and a friend of 

Ne~tfoundland. No ouestion. I found Mr. Lessard to be absolutely fantastic, 

no question. And it was in DREE, as I understand it, the former minister 

of INtergovernmental Affairs, the present minister of Intergovernmental 

Affairs can confirm -

AN HON. MEMBER: Provincially. 

MR. PECKFORD: - provincially, that we sat down here in 

St. John's, if I am not mistaken, people representing the Provincial 

Government, people representing the Federal Government through DREE, 

had the Department of Forestry and Agriculture going around in circles, 

going down and identifying - there is a special exoeriment going on in 

forestry anyway about cable logging and so on, hauling these 
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HR. PECKFORD: guys together;· getting proposals done, 

ptttting ten or fifteen guys in Hydro to work on nothing else 

only the Gull Island clearing. And every morning, }fr. Chairman, 

I will go as far as tnis.every morning I had a permanent note 

down by my phone,' Ca 11 Gull Island clearins; every morning from 

June last year until Christmas. 

MR. ROUSSEAU: 

~. PECKFORD: 

Right. 

Yes,and the han. Minister of Labour 

and ~power (Mr. Rousseau) who brought the issue up at a number 

of federal and provincial conferences with his counterpart in 

Ottawa,I mean this is unbelievable what happened on that Gull Island 

clearing,absolutely unbelievable. And now as I understand the latest 

situation where-then it somehow got wiggled around in DREE,talks 

were begun,then sort of out of the blue to me,I do not know the 

exact chronological sequence here now,Mr. Cullen comes down or 

whatever and offers this p~oposals which boils down to 7 and 2 and 

14 and 4 or whatever which is existing,which we knew about last 

year.I remember talking about it last year -

!!R. DOOD¥: l1r. Cullen made an announcement in the 

House of Commons that he had passed it over to DREE to look after it 

and then Mr. Lessard came down and signed the subsidiary Labrador 

agreer.ent and the tourism agreel!lent. 

HR. PECKFORD: That is right. 

MR. DOODY: He passed us a letter saying, this is 

what I have been asked to ask you and it was, Is the government willing 

to go along ~•ith it7 

}ffi.. PECKFORD: Yes • 

MR. DOODY: And poor Mr. Lessard was left with the hot potato. 

HR. PECKFORD: Right. 

MR. DOODY: l~ithout any negotiations being settled. 

MR. PECKFORD: And you know the strange part about it,for 

the Leader of the Opposition especially,was that when we spoke in 

Ottawa,and my colleagues who were there at the time cap confirm this, 
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~. !'ECKFOIID: we talked about the tourism agreement -

Right? - because this was a good push forvard on tourism that we 

all wanted, everybody was talking, Oh we could get more people here in 
. . 

the Province;and Hr. Lassard indicated favourably get it going and 

tve will really move this thing; a couple of other agreements that 

were on the go,some ex~ra money under the DREE roads one at the time 

that: he • expedJ.ced just: like that·~and where h!! had a mandate-you 

have to give the man credit, Mr. Chairman- where that minister had 

a mandate so he could go ahead on his own and do it,that minister 

of DREE,I am telling you,he did it. No question, 
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MR. PECKFORD: and as it relates to the 

ongoing negotiations now, I guess, on the Rural Development 

agreement and so on, subsidiary agreement, there is great 

progress. The man is just tremendous! I wish we had 

another two or three more like him in Ottawa. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. PECKFORD: He works. And that is the ongoing 

saga, the ongoing tragedy about the Gull Island clearing 

project which could mean so much economically for the hon. 

member's district, for the economy of the whole Eastern 

Labrador area and for the Provine~- unbelievable! Now the 

most recent development is that we have responded - I think 

the minister responsible for Intergovernmental Affairs has 

on behalf of the government responded, gone back to Ottawa 

and said, 'Please,will you? This great idea that we had, 

let us not wiggle it down to trying to give us an offer like 

that. Let us get it back on the rails to where it was and 

make it a special project and take out of the pot however 

many million is there in Canada Works enough to get this 

project started and create a few jobs.' And that is where 

it is. And, hon. member, hopefully something can be worked 

out on that score before Spring breaks. But it is such a 

sensible, reasonable thing that it is really one of the more 

disturbing aspects- and I am sure every hon. member on the 

other side 1 forgetting the whole question of me or Mines and 

Energy, the House or parties or whatever, just from a raw 

Newfoundland point of view, you know, it is one of those 

unfortunate bureaucratic stories to which I guess other 

provinces could relate as well on other issues giving the 

Government of Canada regardless of who is there in the 

Government of Canada. It would not make any difference 

if it were a Tory Government in Ottawa tomorrow, I am sure 

the same kind of story could be told. 

AN RON. MEMBER: 

that. 

It is up to you to break through 
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to do . 

AN HON. MEMBER : 

MR. PECKFORD: 
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And that is what we are trying 

Yes, but you have not. 

I know we have not, but we are 

trying to break through it. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS : 

MR. PECKFORD: 

AN RON. MEMBER: 

MR. PECKFORD : 

Oh, oh! 

Mr. Chairman -

The Liberals used to be able to (inaudible) 

Yes. 

The other point that the hon. 

the member for Naskaupi (Mr. Goudie) talked about was the 

question of Muskrat Falls, the 600 megawatt development on 

the Lower Churchill, the third phase really of the whole 

Churchill River development, whether in fact that kind of 

development is really necessary now. Perhaps we should stop 

after the Lower Churchill with that whole Churchill River 

development and leave Muskrat the way it is. And there is 

in any case a problem with the Muskrat Falls thing from a 

technological point of view because of the sand and so on 

on the banks of the river and there has not been up until 

this past Fall and Winter very much information on the 

Muskrat Falls in any case. And one of the examinations that 

is ongoing, an analysis that is ongoing, has to do with 

Muskrat Falls under the agreement we have with Ottawa for 

additional hydro studies. And perhaps it will show in any 

case that it is really not worthwhile from a technological 

point of view. But I would be missing the point if I stop 

there on the whole Muskrat Falls thing as it relates to the 

comments made by the hon. member, because what he was really 

getting at was, Can we not develop other sources of water 

which would give us the same thing? Can we leave some of 

the environment the way it is so that we can on the one 

hand have enough power to heat our homes or light our homes 

and yet have something to look at which is aesthetically 
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HR. PECKFORD: worthwhile and pleasing and 

to be able to enjoy it. I think that is the idea the 

hon. member was getting at. You know, I think we all have 

a l o t of sympat:hy with th·a·t . It will come down ·again, I 

suppose, to str iking that old balance, and , for me, getting 

into the cliches of where do you stop developing because 

you need it and leave it for posterity or for us all to 

sit back and look at as ~he sun goes down over the hill. 

AN HON. MENBER : Right. 

MR. PECKFORD: But it is a ques~ion that will 

hav e t o be addres.sed down the road . somewha t , several years, 

if in fact it is proven to be technologically feasible. 

Sa I cannot come down hard one way or the other. On the 

one hand , i t is appealing to think tbat one could let the water 

flow and enjoy i t and a t the same time it is also appealing 

to me in the s e ns e that if we des perately need it at that 

point in time - so depending on what se~ of circumstances 

prevail, but in any -case, I do appreciate the point he makes 

on it. That is abou t all I could say on it. 

Somebody just mentione d, talking 

~bout environment, which is interesting to bring up for the 

edification of the bon. the 
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:.,n. PLC~OTI . 

r.ember for ;Jindsor - Juchans (:ir. Flight). Tall,ing about 

cheap pOI·Ier, I said today that ~here is no more cheap power, 

t!1e last real cheap power <7 as the Upper Churchill, t~"lree and a half 

I:lils, and so on, if we get it recalled it should mai>.e a l>ig 

difference industrially and on rates even perhaps in the 

Province. Jut there is one other littl2- place t'1at has very 

cheap power which is larger than Hinds Lake, which is Lloyds Lake, 

,.,[lich is around 110 megawatts and trhich if built today '"ould be 

seven to nine mils verses :rinJs Lak<: tnirty :nils. So the Upper 

c:1urchill is already built in any case, so the answer is, yes, 

there is cheap power left, one place, Lloyds Lake. And of course, 

if hon. gentlemen will remember, back a number of years ago 'N'hen 

the ;nember for Placentia 'vest I guess the district :,;as th_.n, was it, 

was the :rinister of lfines and Energy, and there \·las some talk 'Jy this 

administration of taking a look at Lloyds Lake. There were all kinds 

of response to that idea from people, environmentalists and people 

in the whole Buchans area that it was going to destroy additional 

land and wildlife and so on, and the environmental studies 1vere not 

even finished as a matter of fact and a proper look at Lloyds Lake 

has not been undertaken to this day -

HR. CHAIRHAl'l: Order, please! 

~·!R. PECKFORD; - because of that. llut that is the only other 

one. There are U~any other points I never got to, l'!r. Chairman, «hic!1 

no doubt I 1vill get back to later in the programme. 

The hen. Leader of the Opposition. 

clR. c·l. N. ROHE: Thank you, Sir. I « ill be very brief. I had not 

intended to speak at all, 3ir, during the estimates because of the 

brilliant •,;ay in ,;hich the member for C!:agle ;uver (~lr. Strachan) 

i1as conducted himself, raising questions, offering policy alternatives, 

ideas 1vith regard to the ~Vhole portfolio of ~lines and Energy. 3ut I 

thought I would rise for a few minutes to make sure that our position 

and policy on one or t".vo important issues is <;ell l~nmm, Sir, and 

expressed for the record. 
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'~e are speaking on the minister's office right 

:lOU. The minister, as one of my colleagues said earlier, has a ':ligl< 

profile in the Province. :le is a =n v7ho l1as gotten a lot of 

publicity, a lot of media coverage and so on. And I do hope, Sir, 

that as a result of this he does not have a tendency to become 

arrogant or puffed up at all in what he is trying to do on behalf 

of the government or himself or the Province. The nature of 

this portfolio, Sir, C.lines and Ener;;y is one that no matter who goes 

into it is bound to have a high profile, is bound to gain a fair 

amount of prestige. It has got very little to do with the person 

Hho is in that portfolio. 

\le remember Leo Barry was the member here 

in this House, got defeated, was the i!inister of ~lines and Energy 

for a Hhile. He ~~as carrying on in much the same ~my as the 

present minister, high profile, a certain amount of popularity, 

a certain c1mount of prestige, then he ~-;as defeated by t!1e people in 

his district. John Crosbie then came along, the same sort of thing. 

Nm~ this minister has come along and gives the impression that it is 

he perhaps Hho is the saviour of mankind, that he is the man :v"ho ~~ 

zoing to save it all for us. 

·-~. CALLA.."!: 

:'R. l·l'.N. ROWE: 

Did he have a hi::;h profile in ::unicipal Aff:J.irs~ 

Gives the impression of being a little tiny 

~it ar:::ogant about wi1at he is cloing t:1ere. The sa.-ue thir:.;; l;appened 

in O tt.a~a.,as a mat!er of fac1:. I remember Donal<.l :~cDonalt.l, not: out 

of the Federal Cabinet, resi.;ned some tiwe ago~ he had a reputation -

I aluays liked tl1e man - '::mt he had a reputation f:n ·.)eing one o£ 

the roost, for some reason or other, abrasive and obnoxious members 

in t!-:e House. i.Ie came into ~tines and Znergy, into that portfolio, 

:::ines and Energy ~-1hen it was an obscure portfolio, he "as supposed 

to have ileen shoved into the background and then the energy 

crisis broke and. suddenly i1e was the most ;:>rominent minister in 

Ottawa for a period of time. In other •-mrds,what I am sayin6, Sir, 

is that the portfolio ::u::es ti:'" iilen. 

It is t!1e nature of t:1e anil:lal. 
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::: is t~e Mture of c:;at por:fol!.o . 

. \n.; i: is an i;pc;r::ant 110rtfolio acd i: is oce c!1ac ·,;e a-ce 

all ve-cy llluch dej:encenc on as ::e~noundl.anders ~d l.abrado-cians. 

Ar.d ~;e cannot afio-cd t o. have s l ip ups . :1e canno t afford to 

be pr ;;ising up a man and caking hie appear that !1e is doing tbe 

right thing all t1e tine :-1i1en b fact t!ler e :nay :Je sooe g-c11ve 

doubts a~oat •.:~at ~~.a !.s co"ing . Just oecause he .:.-:tn t.-:tke 

a strong stand against Shell Oil, 
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or Texaco, or Eastcan and give the inpression 

that: :,e is t~e aero in this Province, and hear no re!luttal at all 

from the oil companies themselves because after all they are 

dealing with the government and they woulcL not want to risk 

a good relationship with the government by coming out and 

saying that the minister either misled or did not tell the 

~·Thole story or this, that or the other thing. He should aot, 

t:1e point I am making, Sir, that '\Ye should not be nisled into 

thinking that all is \·:ell in this portfolio. And r..re should not 

run the danger of allowing decisions to be made perhaps behind 

closed doors, thinking that';oh, this man is ·a wonderful person 

to run this department; therefore,leave it to him, let him do 

it. Let us not scrutinize, let us not question, let us not stick 

the few pins in to try to get rid of any arrogance that might 

be developing"and so on. 

The minister is probably a good minister. There 

are a number of good ministers iL the administration. There always 

is a number, half a dozen good ministers in any administration that 

I have been aware of in Ne~vfoundland. A little bit political 

perhaps, a tendency to become politically partisan and to gloss 

over important policy decisions and matters of principle, gloss 

them over ~Tith partisan politics, which is a danger when you are 

dealing with something as important to our future as Hines and 

Ener6)1. 

There are only two things, Sir, aside from 

the forestry, which needs some tidying up and some straightening 

out, but which is on the \my,I hope ,to being fully developed 

over the next few years; Fisheries and mines and energy are the 

matters which are going to be the salvation or destruction of 

this Province. So let us make sure that in this particular 

portfolio we know what we are doing and we know the directions 

that we are heading in. find let us :1ot be too eager to say, 

"Clh, the !:linister is doing a Honderful job, stop criticizing, 

let him do it," because the ::linister C.oes have a tenC.ency to gloss 

over things in a political \~ay and also to cover up the ineptitude 
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in some ~espects of the present ad~nistration 

by las:-ting out and kicking out at Otta1va. Thera is never 

any inclination on the part of that ~inister, or any ot~er 

minister to say, "l·Tell,~erhaps 1ve blundered here. 'tTe should 

take 'lnother direction, because '·re are all fallible !'len, groping 

in the dark towards the same end 1vh:m 1ve per:-taps r...:J.de n little 

':llunder here." ~!o, Sir, that never happens. A:t:rogance :::,ere. 

Jtta~ . .;a is t~rou.g. Otta~.;:-a is !~ee?ir'"g us back. Lash ou-c at 

()ttaua. .:.nd in t:1at lvay cover up i~iportant issues •;4•iC:l need 

to oe discussed. 

:uneral development for exa~ple, my hon. 

colleague, the member for Jaie Verte - Tnite Jay (::r. il.icleout) 

indicated that per4laps t:1e minister is a little bit too cons=ed 

and take up a:u.d puffed up 1<1 th :lis own ilnporta:u.ca ,,;,en it comes 

to offsi10re oil <levelopment, where he can lash out at com;:>anies 

a:u.tl never get a rebuttal, nobody knows what is going on. 3obocly 

knovrs the exact stand 1-1hich is after. oeing taken C,eilind closed 

doors vis-~-vis companies. 

I hear,for example, from some of my pclitical 

colleagues throughout the breadth of Canada,anJ. some civil servants 

and some people in the industry, ~~at this minister has a tendency 

to turn off people who want to come into this Province. I am not 

talking about the regulations because we on this side are fully 

in accord t7ith the regulations which have been drafted by the 

government. As ~ matter of fact,my ho~. friend au~ coll2ague, 

the member for Zagle ?,iver (Hr. Stracha.'l) has made that clear or, 

a hundred occasions as have I. As a matter of fact, he has made some 

very valua~le input into debates in t!lis clause and statements outside 

the :iouse on ~:1at. :le 2re all in favour of that. 

Jut ~~e also had to look at the psychological 

and the personal approach and 1·1hat a minister or government is doing. 

I do not ~nm~ uhere the revenue for offshore oil developoent is 

contained, I 5aw it when I was going through the estimates earlier, I 
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:~. :1.:·:. :l.OlZ: cannot find it now . It cay l.le i r:. t!ae resl..lr'.e 

or t~e sucmary fo r revenue for the zove~ent . Jut there is 

a sizeable drop off if ~ me~ry serves oe right . And this is 

not only due, as far as I understand , to regulations. There 

a r e regulat ions into effect do~m in t he United States 

and in Al:!S:ta, and other places , Si.r , ::i1ere 'Jillions of dollars 

of revenue bave poured into states. dlaska , when ihey ~de some 

coa::oercial oU finds ,had regulat ions, and in came untold 

hundreds of millions of dollars, people eager to get in ~here 

and drill and find oU and gas offshore. !he sat:e thing is 
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MR. W. ~. ROWE: happening in other parts of 

North America, yet what did we have this year coming in to drill 

off our coast? 0 ne oil_ company -

MR. l'ECKFORD: 

NR. W. N. ROWE: 

One seismic work project. 

doing some seismic work. Now, 

I question it because our destinies depend on it. I question what 

this minister is doing. Is he giving the impression when he sits 

down around tables in Alberta somewhere that people are not welcome 

to come in here drilling, that they are liable to get a hosing, 

that 'We are not going to take anything from you guys,' arrogant 

and perhaps a little overbearing with regard to companies who wish 

to come in and drill offshore? I do not know, but I hear this. 

I have heard this on a number of occasions from politicians and 

civil servants who have been involved around the same table with 

the han. minister. So I say, let us be on our guard, let us make 

sure we are doing the right thing with regard to offshore oil 

development. And as I was going to say earlier, the minister has 

a tendency to get wrapped up in this high profile prestigious 

operation of offshore oil and gas and forget about perhaps the more 

mundane, but perhaps closer to the earth, obviously, and closer to 

people's welfare and well-being, the mineral development in the 

Province. And we hear very little about efforts being made with 

regard to Buchans. 

My han. friend from vlindsor - Buchans 

(Hr. Flight) has risen in this Rouse a dozen times to protect the 

neglect of a whole town by this administration and asked the government 

for some action when action should be taken, namely, in advance of a 

known close-down, a known shut-down, yet nothing is going on at all 

because I believe the minister cannot get himself galvanized into 

being interested in that aspect of it. He is more interested in the 

offshore oil, prestige, high profile, manoeuvering around with 

big oil companies and so on. 
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MR. v1. N. ROWE: But the people of Buchans are 

important; the people who work at Rambler Mines are important; the 

people, certainly, who worked in the St. Lawrence mines, now closed 

down by the complete contempt and arrogance of Capitalism run rampant 

in the form of a giant corporation. 

So let us look at some of these things 

and let the minister be on guard against neglecting some of these 

other important things. 

Now, Sir, let me state succinctly and 

briefly what our position is on the Upper Churchill Falls. It is easy 

to say, 'Pull the switch! ' It is easy to say, 'Let us go up and turn 

off that switch!' That is simplistic, that sort of talk. I suppose the 

way to summarize a position which we have taken in this party, a number 

of us, Ior the last eighteen months or so or two years since it was· 

first articulated by my friend, the Chairman of the Public Accounts 

Committee, and my friend, the member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan), 

after thought and consideration and legal advice and talks with people 

who have some knowledge, and that is that we have a position of 

strength when it comes to the Upper Churchill River. It is not a 

strength which is necessarily built on strict legalistic rights. This 

law case in which we are trying to reclaim and recover for the use of 

the Province several hundred megawatts could go on for fifty years. 

If Quebec is as devious and as persistent and persevering in this as 

they have been in everything else, they will find ways - and my learned 

colleagues at the Bar know what I am talking about - they will find 

ways to obstruct, to appeal up through the courts on every issue of 

procedure,and substantive to the law as well,when the occasion arises, 

and they can if they so desire - and I have no doubt they so desire -

they can obstruct until the thing is perhaps a little more than 

academic. When James Bay comes on stream, for example, it weakens our 

case - not completely, but to a certain extent. It weakens our case 

as far as a political position of strength is concerned, not legally. 
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MR . lL N. ROWE: But they can obstruct ond delay and 

keep us stymied until James Bay by all kinds of legalistic tricks 

and obstruction.ism and P1'0cedural devices. They vil.l do it! 

Everybody knows they will do it! We are not dealing with the 

Government of Albert-a or the Government of Saskatchewan who '"ant 

the issue solved, for examnle; we are dealing with a government which 

has the stated purpose of leaving Canada . 
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HR. loT. ~. ROWE: disrupting this country, who themselves 

are willing to break one of the most solemn contracts and agreements 

and constitutional relationships and a long-lived one as well, for 

well over 100 years, and willing to break that with impunity, and at 

the same time talk in terms of Newfoundland. Is Newfoundland going 

to live with the contract they made ten or twelve years ago? The 

hypocrisy of it! I ask one simple question: What would the Province 

of Quebec do in our position if the roles were reversed? l.rhat would 

they do, Mr. Chairman? And I have no doubt what they would do. 

They would use their position of strength to gain for the Province 

of Quebec at least a fair share of the revenues of the Upper Churchill 

power and perhaps if they could, they would gain all of the revenue 

from the Upper Churchill power if they were in our position. They 

would use every political device and every position of strength and 

power that they possessed to do that. Is there any doubt about that? 

Are we all naive? I do not think we are. I think we know what would 

be done if the shoe were on the other foot, if the positions were 

exchanged. Now I am not saying that we should necessarily do what 

Quebec would do in our position, I am saying that we entered into a 

contract in good faith-long before any member of this House was in any 

government, by the way. The Minister of Justice - we often josh back 

and forth across the House - he was not in the government when the 

contract was entered into. He came into it subsequently, I came into 

the government subsequently. There is no one in this House who was 

in any government when that contract ~~as entered into. So we should realize 

if blame be laid- and I do not think blame need be laid in the case -

there is no blame on anybody in this House. But the blame does not 

have to be laid in any event, Mr. Chairman, because we are talking 

about a contract which was entered into back what? in 1965, 1966, 

somewhere around there or earlier on, at a time when the people 

possessing the greatest foresight in the energy field had no notion 

whatsoever that there was going to be the energy crisis which we have 
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MR. W. U. Rot'IE : and certainly 

had no idea whatsoever the energy crisis was going to have 

the catastrophic results_which it had throughout the whole wide world. 

What we have is a contract entered 

into in good faith by both parties. If I had my time back, if every 

member of this House had his time back, I am sure Brinco, for example, 

would not have been involved at all. It would have been developed by 

a Crown corporation o~~ed by the people of the Province perhaps in 

partnership ;rlth the Government of Canada, perhaps even a tri~artite 

partnership with the Government of Quebec, the Government of Canada 

and the r,overnment of Newfoundland and Labrador. That is probably 

what would have happened, each one recognizing the valid geographical 

and political position possessed by each party and~of course, some 

investment as ~rell by the various governments. 

In any event, a contract was entered 

into in good faith and during the succeeding decade the circumstances, 

Sir, the situation and the circumstances surrounding that contract had 

utterly altered, had altered drastically, had changed beyond anybody's 

foresight and beyond description, and have changed not in quantity, 

but in quality altogether. The bottom dropped out of the circumstances 

surrounding that contract. 

Hhat we have now is a situation, 

as the Minister of Mines and Energy has very articulately mentioned, 

where the company which we have a majority shareholding in gets 3.5 mils 

per kilowatt hour; we get a few million dollars a year as a result, 

probably wiped out usually by penalty provisions and so on because we 

are not able to produce for reasons beyond our control, but that does not 

bother Quebec. 

MR. PECKFO'RD: We have not gotten into that point yet because we 

are still disputing (inaudible) where the penalties do come in 

(iuaudible) question of those units now in the last year and a 

ha.Lf. 
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MR . tJ . N. ROI.JE: That is right. 

MR. PECT<FORD: T"hey have to be applied differenc, because 

they are all - as you w~l understand better than I even, the legal 

beagles have them all, you know. 

~IR . l<. N. ROWE: · Yes, that is right . 

Now, Quebec gets, as the 'U.nister of 

Justice belatedly said in his Financ.e Budget when he b rought it dawn -

we have been talking about it now for a year and a half or s o -

the Government of Quebec - the Province of Quebec, ! should say, not 

the Goverrunent of Quebec - the Province of Quebec gets somewhere, 

depending on the figures you use, but we can have ballpark figures , 

somewhere between S800 million and $1 billion a year in value as a 

? t'Ovince from the Upper Churchill power in various ways, various things -

Sl50 milli.on or $200 million a year, I would assume, j ust remembering 

the figures from memory on the power sold to Con-Ed by Quebec Rydro ; 
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MR. W. ROWE: the low rates, perhaps among the lowest rates 

in Canada,the Province of Quebec has for consumer electricity, 

the rates charged to the consumer; they have one of the highest 

credit ratings, they have one of the highest credit ratings in 

Canada, not as a -

AN HON. MEMBER: In North America. 

PK - 1 

MR. W. ROWE: In North America! - not because the Province is 

in such good shape but because it is a - the tail is wagging the dog, 

Hydro Quebec is one of the highest credit rated companies in North 

America, and drags the Province of Quebec behind it as the result 

of our power, our power, Mr. Chairman, developed in the Upper 

Churchill. 

And while all of that is going on1 Newfoundland has 

one of the lowest credit ratings in all of Canada, the highest 

unemployment rate, one of the lowest standards of living. And the 

Province of Quebec,a province with one of the greatest potentials 

of any province in Canada for development and so on, is getting another 

$1 billion. 

Now, Sir, I do not have the time obviously to finish 

off what I was going to say. I have exhausted my twenty minutes. I need 

about another five or ten minutes to speak on this but I do not 

necessarily -

SOME RON. MEMBERS : By leave! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: By leave? Agreed! 

MR. W. ROWE: Okay,then. Thank you, .Mr. Chairman. I just 

want to finish off these remarks on the Upper Churchill power to make 

sure that our position is unmistakably known. 

When you compare all of these things, and I ask the 

question rhetorically ~s I asked before,namely, what would Quebec do 

in our position? And you look at the comparison between the two 

provinces, and the unequal, unfair advantages which one province has 

as against another, You have no doubt at all what Quebec would do. 

And I have no doubt whatsoever, Mr. Chairman, that if the picture is 

painted properly to the international money markets,Wall Street, 
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Mr. W. Rowe: What is going on, the ripoff which this Province 

is undergoing as a result of the Upper Churchill deal. 

AN HON. MEMBER: By accident. 

MR. W. ROWE: By accident, not because of Quebec, 

not because the Province of Quebec showed any great foresight; 

Rene Lesvesque or any political figure in Quebec cannot claim any 

credit whatsoever for the tremendous windfall profits and values 

which they are now receiving as a result of the Upper Churchill power, 

nobody saw what was going to happen, Even the man who heads up Hydro

Quebec, if you asked him today , in private, would say a windfall 

fell into his lap. And no notion, Mr. Chairman, that this was going 

to happen . 

MR. HICKMAN: 

agreement. 

MR. W. ROWE: 

statements. 

MR. F. ROWE: 

MR. W. ROWE: 

The present Minister of Finance negotiated that 

Yes, well he would certainly utter a few self-serving 

But, what I am saying I think is the objective truth. 

Hindsight is great stuff. 

Oh yes,these laddioes. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Morin and Mr. Lesvesque were the negotiators. 

MR. W. ROWE: Yes,Well,Mr. Lesvesque admits,or has admitted,in 

conversation that nobody foresaw what was going to happen. His 

position is, well,if it is a contract you cannot scream, you know, 

you should live with your contract. 

MR. F. ROWE: He even admitted everybody thought it was good 

at the time. 

MR. W. ROWE: Everybody thought it was brilliant for Newfoundland 

at the time; all the financial papers,if you look back at the clippings, 

brilliant coup for the Province of Newfoundland. Quebec, for example, 

there was even some statements made at the time that Quebec perhaps 

has got itself in a bad position because they guaranteed, members will 

remember, guaranteed completion of the project, and if there had been 

overruns in that project it was the Province of Quebec throu~h 0uebec

Hydro, I believe, which would have to stand the losses. As it happened, 
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MR. W. ROWE: again an unbelievable piece of luck for the Province 

of Quebec 1it was a project which actually came in under cost 

estimates. Unheard of! 

MR. F. ROWE: 

MR. W. ROWE: 

And on time, too. 

And ahead of time. Unhea.rd of! So Quebec 

really had a tremendous amount of luck when it came to the Upper 

Churchill power, and we had bad luck. 

Now what 1 am saying, Sir, very br iefly is this -

MR.PECKEORD: I doubt that we (inaudible) 

MR. lil. ROWE: - (Je, Sir, -

MR.SnH>NS: You would take it if it comes your vay. 

MR. W. ROWE: We should approach Quebec- and we can make sure 

that the bondholders of CFLCo are protected . I am sure that if the 

genial Minister of Transportation -

MR. F. ROWE: That is the only way they will get re-elected 

is on -

MR. W. ROWE: -and the genial, learned1 brillianc minister -not 

that the other minister does not have these at~ributes as well , but 

~hey occurred to me when I saw -
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MR. SIMMONS: More obvious, not brilliant. 

MR. W. ROWE: He is not learned, no. If they were to, for example, 

approach some oil wealthy countries a little further to the East 

and put a proposition to them, And the proposition is this, that we 

are going to negotiate by using our political clout and our political 

strength, we are going to renegotiate or take the ultimate move 

with regard to getting back $400 ,million or $500 million worth of 

value from Hydro-Quebec· for Newfoundland, and will you put your 

money up -what is i~? about $600 million left still to pay to the 

bondholders -

AN HON. MEMBER: It is less than that now. 

MR. W. ROWE: It is less than that now, between $500 million and $600 

million. If 'you were to put up that money, risk capital for a good 

return, we are not talking about a gift from Saudi Arabia,or Iran or 

Iraq or some place like that; we are talking about risk capital put 

up in order to protect the interest of the bondholders so that Wall 

Street cannot scream and shout, and say that we are a Banana Republic. 

Has that avenue been investigated? I doubt it, Mr. Chairman, but it 

should be to see what capital can be found to protect the interest of 

the bondholders because I would submit that if we cannot find the 

capital to protect the interest of the bondholders then perhaps what 

I am saying here is largely academic because we cannot,as the member for 

Kilbride (Mr. Wells) has said,, we cannot risk getting the reputation 

of being a Banana Republic and so on and so forth. But this avenue has 

to be approached. And I believe it is a very feasible avenue of 

getting the money as risk capital for a fairly decent rate of return 

to protect the bondholders of CFLCo. 

MR. STRACHAN: 

MR. W. ROWE: 

MR. STRACHAN: 

MR. W. ROWE: 

know. 

From Alberta possibly. 

Pardon? 

From Alberta possibly. 

Yes,or from Alberta. Maybe they will do it; I do not 
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MR. DOODY: It is now $600 million. ~nat is the next step? 

MR. W. ROWE: 

AN HON. MEMBER: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

MR. W. ROWE: 

a hard-nosed way. 

Now the next step. 

Hire me as a (inaudible) 

No,there is a step before that. Check the market. 

The next step, Sir, is to approach Quebec in 

Now it can be done in two ways; you can deal with 

the Upper Churchill power alone or you can say, ''Upper Churchill 

becomes part of an overall development of the energy in Labrador 

including the five rivers flowing from Labrador into the Province of 

Quebec, including Gull Island, and remaining developments on the 

Lower Churchill. We can renegotiate a whole package deal recognizing-

I do not want to play dog-in-the-manger with Quebec on this, we have 

to recognize political reality. I think the member for Eagle River 

(Mr. Strachan),who is as hard-nosed as anybody, would be the first to 

admit we have to recognize political reality here, geographical 

reality. Quebec is on our border. We have to get through Quebec, 

unless we can somehow follow the Anglo-Saxon route first devised by 

a former Premier in this House, Mr. Smallwood. 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. w. ROWE: 

route. 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. w. ROWE: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

MR. w. ROWE: 

Why is it Anglo-Saxon? How ccme it was not Celts? 

That is a good question. 

There is discrimination. 

There certainly is. 

The Angle-Celtic 

The Straits of Belle Isle - Cabot Strait route. 

But, Sir, what I am saying is that this Province, 

as is evidenced by the Budget which was brought down, this Province is 

in what approaches desperate financial straits. I am not saying we 

are going to go bankrupt or plunge into the gulf of bankruptcy tomorrow. 

What I am saying is that we have reached the point where this government, 

without laying any blame for various reasons, this government can 

no longer provide the level of public services which are demanded by 

a province in a country such as Canada. 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: Everybody 

realizes the financial and economic position we are in. 

I say, Sir, that when a province like Quebec which 

depends on the Upper Churchill power to the extent of 

some one-quarter to one-third- I believe the Minister 

of Finance said 40 per cent, but I am not sure about 

that figure. It may be 40 per cent. I am willing to 

go along with 40 per cent, but the people I have 

talked to and gotten advice from on this say it is 

about one-third. But even if it is one-third or 40 

per cent, the point is, Sir, that if a province depends 

to the tune of 40 per cent, or between one-third and 

40 per cent for its power and energy from the Upper 

Churchill Falls the consequences of turning off that 

switch and stopping the flow of electricity are 

disastrous. They are disastrous to that province. And 

it is because, I would suspect, that Levesque is a wily 

old bird and hard-nosed himself and recognizes that we 

in our softness would never take that drastic step, 

that he takes the hard line and says, Oh no, live with 

your contract you made.· We are busily breaking a contract 

with the rest of Canada, but you live with your contract. 

MR. HICKMAN: They have the right to 

(Inaudible) 

MR. W.N.ROWE: They have the right to 

move into Churchill. That would be nice now, would it 

not? What would the Government'of Canada do in that 

particular case? What would the people of Newfoundland 

do if we were overrun by hoards of Quebecois? 

MR. HICKMAN: What I am saying is that 

under the legislation the Government of Newfoundland 

guarantees that they will not do anything which would 

constitute an act of default under the bonds. And if 

they should do something that would constitute an act of 

default, that gives the trustee, the bond holders 1 the 
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MR. HICKMAN: right to go in and 

take over the asset and run it. And ~it is obvious 

that if Newfoundland Hydro are not running it the 

only other hydro company in the area is Quebec Hydro. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Yes, well what I am 

talking about is this House of Assembly, by the way. 

I am not talking about unilateral action by government, 

I am talking about what I would hope to be unanimous 

action by the representatives of the people of this 

Province. Changing legislation, that is what I am 

talking about, this House of Assemb+Y· No government 

would obviously take it upon itself by executive order to 

do what I am talking about here. There probably would 

have to be, I would submit, a referendum in the Province 

to see if the people consented to such a drastic move, 

if necessary. 

I would say, Mr. Chairman, 

and I will sit down because I am encroaching on the 

indulgence of the House, I say that if we had the backing 

of the people of this Province, not by a general election 

or anything like that-because I do not think I would be 

as partisan politically, or the Premier would be so 

partisan politically to take that kind of a thing to the 

people in a general election, it is too important, too 

fundamental to the welfare to be used as partisan 

politics - but certainly a referendum of some sort by 

the people of this Province to find out, and after 

campaigning the pros and cons let the people decide 

what they think and then let members of this House of 

Assembly 1 guided by the wish of the people take the 

drastic action which is necessary, namely, to make it 

known to Quebec that we are willing and we are able to -

if we do not get a fair share of the value of our resource, 

not all of it, say divide it down the middle, 400 million 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: for Quebec,$400 million 

for us, recognizing the fact that there is a contract in 

existence, recognizing their geographic position, 

recognizing the fact that they took risks at the 

beginning and so on; recognizing the common sense and 

the rational aspects of the matter, let us get back our 

fair share of -the Upper Churchill power, and $400 or 

$500 million of revenue by way of a tax, for example, 

Mr. Chairman, imposed on the export of the electricity, 

the power and energy to Quebec. And as the member for 

Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) said, let them take it to 

court, let them take it to the Supreme Court to see if 

it constitutional or unconstitutional. Then the shoe, 

as he said, is on the other foot. Instead of us taking 

the largely academic and ineffectual route of going to 

court which is going to take us fifty years hence, I 

would say, let them start fooling around with the court 

procedures and the actions and so on and let us in the 

meantime collect revenue and let us do it by the brave and 

courageous and undaunted and knowledgeable way,that is 

through this House of Assembly. 

Let us have the courage, 

the bravery to pass the necessary legislation, just as 

I submit, Sir, the Province of Quebec under this present 

government or any government in Quebec, be it Liberal, 

Separtist, NDP, right-wing, left-wing, any government in 

Quebec would do what I am saying here today. Because they 

would realize they were being ripped off and the economy 

and financial position of their province depended on a 

fair share of the value of their resource. I am saying 

that we in this Province should take exacly the same stand, 

make it know publicly, do everything possble to secure the 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: creditors and so on and 

do it in a rational, sensible way, making sure that 

everybody is educated as to why we axe doing it and th.e 

position which we are taking. 

MR. HICKMAN: (Inaudible) what the 

han. gentleman has been saying, supposing that this 

Province could find someone or some group of persons 

with $500 million to secure the bondholders as risk 

capital, and having found that tomorrow morning the 

government goes to Mr. Levesque and says, Now, we want 

to negotiate, and Mr. Levesque says no? 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Then we have to have a 

government backed by a legislature which has the courage, 

the intestinal fortitude to take the last drastic step 

which would have to be the pulling of that switch. Why 

should we, Mr. Chairman, put up with the rip-off which 

we are undergoing at the present time? 

MR. HICKMAN: All right; having pulled 

the switch and having gotten the Arab money in our 

pockets, where do we sell the power? 

MR. W.N.ROWE: Mr. Chairman, I would 

submit, Sir - I want to finish because I think I have made 

my point - I would submit, Sir, and the han. minister 

knows this full well as well, I believe, that when it 

comes to the crunch, and I am not saying there is no 

risk involved, when it comes to the crunch and when all 

the things are said, in between the jigs and the reels 

and pressure from Ottawa and pressure from within 

Quebec, and people around Canada knowing what is going 

on, how we are being ripped off- because nobody knows 

now, there has not been a PR job done at all in Canada on 

how we in Newfoundland are being completely and utterly 

ripped off on this Upper Churchill deal at the present 

time - when it came to the crunch, Sir, I have no doubt 

at all that some kind of a reasonable deal would be 
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MR. W.N.ROWE: negotiated. But what I 

am saying is that in order to negotiate the deal we 

are not going to do it by wishy-washy attitudes, we 

are not going to do it by the soft approach, we are not 

going to do it by caving in every time Rene Levesque 

comes into the Province or gets on National TV, we are 

only going to be able to do it by making it clear to 

the Province of Quebec backed by legislation, that we 

in this Province do mean business and that if necessary, 

not necessarily pull the switch, but pull the switch 

if necessary. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear~ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

Bay de Verde. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: 

The hon.member for Trinity -

Mr. Chairman, usually I 

wait to say a few words before I hear some yappings from 

the Minister of Mines and Energy. Mr. ~hairman, I was 

not going to speak on the minister's salary but a few 

things have been said on both sides of the House and I 

would like to make two points. 

First of all, Sir, this 

afternoon the member for St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) 

brought up what I thought to be an excellent point and 

members opposite thought they were going to get back at 

who signed the deal in the first place. This was with 

reference to the ERCO subsidy. 

Now I thought the member 

for St. John's West made an excellent point and that is 

that the owners of ERCO,; Albright and Wilson I believe 

it is, have this subsidy now, but at the time they were 

granted that subsidy on electricity they were for all 

intents and purposes a poorer company than they are at 

the present time. Since that time their profits have 

increased quite considerably,and the hen. member was quoting 

from the annual report of the company in question. What he 
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MR. F.B.ROWE: was suggesting was this, 

that since the ERCO plant in Long Harbour is now - under

pinning is the expression he used - so important to the 

profits of that particular company,it is time that this 

government give some consideration to renegotiating the 

subsidy for the electricity provided to that company in 

order that we can probably back off on the increases to 

the customers of this Province. 

Now I am not quite sure, 

and I was in the House most of the afternoon, but I 

cannot remember hearing anything substantive from the 

Minister other than a study, or they were considering 

the situation. 

MR. PECKFORD: 

established. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: 

been established? 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. F.B.ROWE: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. F.B.ROWE: 

There is a committee 

How long has the committee 

Oh, for several months now. 

Several months? 

Yes. 

And when does the minister 

expect a report from that committee? 

MR. PECKFORD: Well, we get reports all 

the time from that committee. 

MR. F.B. ROWE: 

some action on it? 

MR. PECKFORD: 

MR. F.B.ROWE: 

MR. PECKFORD: 

Yes, but when can we expect 

Presently, by leave. 

Presently, by leave. 

I cannot give you a date. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: Well, the minister must be 

able to indicate to the Committee, Mr. Chairman, some idea 

of when we can expect action on this because it means 

millions of dollars a year. It is as simple as that. And 

a few million dollars from ERCO, and 
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MR. F. ROWE: possibly Bowaters and the 

owners of Abitibi or the owners of Price, if they are 

making huge profits and our people are suffering from 

high cost of electricity in this Province, I think it 

is incumbent upon this administration to act immediately -

MR. NEARY: Hear, hear! 

MR. F. ROWE: - and get the report of the 

committee and take action to recover some monies in order 

to lower the cost of electricity to our people. 

Now I would like the minister 

when he speaks again this evening ~o try to give us more 

specific information on that particular suggestion made by 

my friend and colleague from St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) -

which 1 I might add, Mr. Chairman, I must commend members on 

this side because one after one when they have got up 

there has been the odd little skirmish back and forth, 

but generally speaking there has been some good debate and 

excellent suggestions made on this side of the House, and, 

I might add, by some han. members on the other side. Now 

that is what I want the minister to do. 

I would like, Mr. Chairman, to 

indicate to the committee what I would like for same han. 

members opposite not to do, because it is a pure exercise 

in political futility, and I am going to be just as negative 

as I wish to be in order to make a point that can be taken 

positively. Now it is this, because it is han. members 

opposite who are the ones who are negative. Now the Minister 

of Mines and Energy gets up and talks about his White Papers 

and his Green Papers and all of the policy -

AN HON. MEMBER: Pink Papers. 

MR. F. ROWE: - pink papers - pink panthers 

for that matter - but the minister gets up and talks about 

the great policy that he has articulated. Now there is 

nothing wrong with policy and I commend the minister for 
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HR. F. ROWE: some policy, but I also have 

to remind the minister that the people of this Province 

are desperately looking for action on the part of this 

administration, action which will provide jobs. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Not action groups. 

MR. F . ROWE : Not action groups, right. Not 

action groups and priorities committees and planning committees 

and action committees - the most expensive telephone line in 

the country. 

AN HON. HEHBER: Right. 

HR. F. ROWE : But the . point I am trying to make 

is this - I am being dragged off track just a little bit, 

Mr. Chairman - the point is this, that han. gentlemen, 

particularly the member for St. John's East (Hr. Marshall) 

for whom I have the most profound respect and who every now 

and then shows a glimmer of genius and common sense, but then 

he suddenly returns to normal because he becomes so partisan, 

but generally speaking, if the ex-minister and present member 

for St. John's East could hold back from being so partisan 

he does make a great deal of common sense· But he did turn 

partisan as did some hon. members this afternoon with going 

back and harping on ancient history and referring to the 

great giveaway by the previous administration. Now how long 

do the citizens of this Province, Mr. Chairman, have to stand 

up or sit down by their radio and T.V. sets or reading the 

newspapers and listen to this administration camouflaging 

their own inaction by blaming everything either on Ottawa 

or the so-called or the alleged giveaway on the Upper Churchill 

when they have been constantly reminded on the other side 

that it was legislative action, not an Order in Council in 

the Cabinet room that got this Upper Churchill thing going, 

and nobody but nobody in France, England, the Mainland, on 

this side of the House or that side of the House, in the 

business community, nobody but nobody could foresee the 
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MR. F. ROWE : energy crisis and the windfall 

that Quebec is presently receiving - pure, pure accident. 

It is a pure accident . And I might add, Mr. Chairman, 
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MR. F. ROW'&: this, if that was such a 

politically monstrous blunder on the part of the previous 

administration I would submit that governments are only 

as good as Oppositions and where was the Opposition of the 

day when they could not find fault with that agreement or 

the lease or the contract or anything else? Where was the 

Opposition of the day? It was unanimous consent. Now to 

add insult to injury, Sir, I might add this, that I had the 

honour and pleasure of attending the official opening of 

the Upper Churchill Falls. I was an ordinary MHA like many 

colleagues here, some of us were not elected. 

AN HON. MEMBER: The inauguration -

MR. F. ROWE: Yes, you are right, the inauguration. 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible). 

MR. F. ROWE: I am sorry. I will make it as 

quickly as I possibly can. 

I, like many ordinary MHAs sat 

in the grandstands that were built around that big boulder, 

freezing to death -

AN HON. MEMBER: Terrible. 

MR. F. ROWE: - terrible - but, Sir, I was suddenly 

warmed as must the Minister of Transportation have been when 

hand in hand with the Right Honourable Prime Minister Trudeau -

AN RON. MEHBER: p .c. 

MR. F. ROWE: P.C. -Privy Councillor, right, 

not P.C. in the large but ugly sense -when the Prime Minister 

of Canada, Sir, hand in hand with whom? -with the present 

Premier of this Province - the present Premier of our 

Province took great honour in aiding the Prime Minister of 

Canada in slipping the cylinder into that granite rock -

the member from Menihek (Mr. Rousseau) can well remember 

and at the same time paid tribute to J.R. Smallwood and the 

previous administration for the great achievement of the 

development of the Upper Churchill power. Even at that time, 
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MR. F. ROWE: Sir, when the present Premier 

was then still Premier he obviously did not recognize the 

oncoming energy crisis or he was being a perfect hypocrite, 

I would suggest. 

AN HON. MEMBER: A perfect gentleman. 

MR. F. ROWE: Being a perfect gentleman! He 

had to be one of two things; ignorant of the energy crisis 

or a hypocrite in heaping praise upon the previous 

administration and the Premier of the time for the great 

achievement of the Upper Churchill. 

Now one more point, Mr. Chairman. 

The member for St. John's East (Mr. Marshall) gets up and 

talks about, 'Why could not the previous administration 

negotiate a corridor through Quebec just like the oil companies 

can have their pipelines running over provinces?' Need 

I remind the member for St. John's East that at the very 

time these negotiations were .going on we had a crisis in 

Quebec? Cabinet ministers were being kidnapped, people were 

being murdered, there were riots in the streets and there 

were definite threats from the parti-Quebecois - not 

parti-Quebecois, what did they call themselves then? 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

MR. DOODY: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

The FLQ. 

The FLQ. 

Front line cable television. 

The hon. the Minister of 

Transportation, Sir, if the quality of government could be 

measured in wit this would be the top provincial government 

in Canada. And the hon. minister would not even be one-eighth 

of a wit so what is the difference? 

Now, Mr. Chairman, if I could seek 

the protection of the Chair from the hon. Yahoos opposite, 

I might remind the member for St. John's East that at no 

time, Sir, could any government, provincial or federal, even 

consider putting a transmission corridor through Quebec 
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HR. F . RO!m: because the Separatist party 

at the time threatened publicly and openly to dynamite 

it right off the face of the e·arth and everybody -

AN RON. ME!ofBER: (Inaudible) ' Ired ' -

MR. F. ROWE: - 'Fred' -who is 'Fred'? 

Mr. Chair.man, bon. members are supposed co be ref erred to 

by the districts they represent. 

SOME HON. ~1EMBERS : Oh, oh! 

M.R. F. ROr~E: Now, Mr . Chairman, the two points 

that I have made or attempted to make under som.e duress, 

I m~ght add, are these . 

MR. CRAIR~lAN: (Dr. Collins) Order, please! The bon. member 

is having difficulty with his remarks. 

) 
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~IR. F. ROWE: Thank you, l1r. Chairman. The t'N"O points 

to this, o!r. Chdrman, very briefly, I would like to hear from the 

minister exactly what is going on with respect to the suggestions 

made by my hon. colleague for St. John's West (Dr. Kitchen) because 

I think it is not of great magnitude but of great importance to the 

electrical consumers of this Province and,secondly,may I appeal to 

hon. members opposite to give up this political exercise in futi 1 i ty 

in going back time and time again,putting the electorate and hon. 

members of this committee to sleep by talking about the great giveaway 

by the previous administration. It did not work in Twillingate, Mr. 

Chairman, it will not work again,so they might just as well give 

up and get on with the business of the Province in.a more positive 

manner and stop camouflaging their own inaction by hacking away at 

the previous administration. 

SOME HON. MID-lBERS: Hear, hear! 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The bon. Minister of Justice. 

HR. T. A. HICKMAN: Hr. Chairman,if I may have a couple 

of words on some items that are relevant under the minister's 

salary. Firstly,the bon. the Leader of the Opposition was ev?lving 

a set of hypothetical circumstances which if they cam~ to pass he 

believed would place Newfoundland in a position where we could 

pull the switch on the Upper Churchill. Now I am not going to 

get into the debate as to whether that contract ' or that legislation 

should have been passed in the early 1960s, but what I do point out to 

this committee is that any responsible government negotiating , 

be it the Erco or tryinq to re-negotiate the Erco contract 

or re-negotiating the Upper Churchill contract has to move cautiously 

and someti~s findsjttself in a position where one cannot disclose 

every step of the negotiations. And most assuredly it would not be 

in the best interest of the people of this Province if we gave 

away all of our cards at the one time to Quebec. 'lie have to b~ cognizant 

of two or three facts in our negotiations; number one is that under 

the provisions of the Quebec Hydro contract and more particularly 

on the trust deed there is an undertaking that there will be no 
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HR. T .A. HICKIIAN: act of default,because if an act 

of default is committed then what flows therefrom might very 

well be unsatisfactory to the well-being of this Province 

because the trustee for the bondholders has to be given some 

very far-reaching rights that are not peculiar to that bond 

issue but you would find it in almost any bond issue of any 

magnitude in North America. 

The thing that we seem to be losing 

sight of, ~lr. Chairman, is the role that can be played by the 

national government.Now please do not interpret what I am saying 

as pointing the finger at Ottawa and saying Ottawa is to blame.I 

am not talking about what Ottawa should or should not have done 

in 1961 or 1962.I do not agree v7ith the han. the Leader of the 

Opposition when he says that Canadians are not aware of the wind-

fall that Quebec is presently receiving from this contract. Hy 

very limited experience in Canada indicates that they are very 

much aware of this and that the sympathy of the Canadian voter 

outside of Quebec,and I suggest if the editorial comment at least 

in the Hontreal Gazette means anything that we have some sympathy 

within that Province. 

Al.~ HON. MID-mER: What good is that? 

MR. T.A. HICKMAN: And what I say is, Mr. Chairman. that 

because of the sympathy of the Canadians,plus tl1e very desperate 

need for energy as we move in toward the eighties,with an 

announcement that eminated from Ottawa - forget Quebec City -
,_ 

an announcement that eminated from Ottawa withi~ the last week 

that Canada has planned or are making plans to put on the shelf 

in anticipation that in five years time there may have to be rationing 

of energy in this nation. 

Now there is no question at all that 

the Government of Canada is perfectly within its constitutional 

rights under the British ~orth America Act to declare this as a 

public work nationally,and if they do it I do not believe that the 
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$. T.A. HI~: people of Que~_ec could sustain 

any all- out effort to preclude the transmission of power through 

their Province. They would be a beneficiary as well because obviously 

after James Say comes on t~e line they too will want to buy some 

of this additional power ,And I believe :hat the Government of 

Canada also has a trump card right up their sleeve . The people 

in ~!ontreal and area in particular are 
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MR. HICKMAN: desperately in need for 

gas from the Alberta gas fields. They have persuaded 

the Government of Canada that it is in the national 

interest to extend that pipeline from, I think it is 

AN' HON. MEMBER: Sarnia. 

MR. HICKMAN: - Sarnia to Montreal in 

order to meet the energy needs of Quebec. No arguments 

coming from Quebec on that score, that that gas pipeline 

should not pass interprovincially and should not be 

under federal jurisdiction. But I wonder what Mr. Levesque 

would say if he was told by the national Minister of Mines 

and Energy that if you are not prepared to co-operate 

with us when we declare the transmission of power through 

your province as being a federal work and therefore we 

have the right to build it, if you are not prepared to 

co-operate there and allow for the transmission of 

surplus power from the Province of Newfoundland and 

Labrador into Ontario, then we would nave great difficulty 

in convincing the Canadian taxpayer that we should indeed 

build that pipeline into Montreal to bring you your 

natural gas. 

I am convinced, Mr. Chairman, 

that the pressure is growing on Ottawa to take some very 

definitive action in the national interest and as the 

energy crisis approaches and as they prepare for it, 

obviously,the most reasonable and logical route to go is 

to provide access for other Canadians to our surplus 

power in Labrador. And that is why I say, Mr. Chairman, 

that there are two or three routes we can go; the route 

that we have taken, one route through the courts is 

certainly a desirable one in the Province's interest . 

I cannot agree with the hon. the Leader of the Opposition 

when he concurs with the recommendation of the hon. the 

member for Eagle River (Mr. Strachan) that we should impose 

and export tax knowing that the Supreme Court of Canada 
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MR. HICKMAN: has already clearly elucidated 

and set forth what the law is. It fs quite different 

if we are trying to make new law, if there is any doubt 

as to what the law is and that may not be the best court 

and I say 'may' because I realize that, and I said this 

here last year in this House when the then Leader of the 

Opposition was articulating certain very reasonable rules 

too, that I think that if one could almost put a blanket 

without prejudice over the debate on this in this House 

it would be a wise thing to do because who know what other 

avenues we have to explore. But I do not think that 

anyone should, number one, suggest that the avenues that 

we are exploring now are not in the best interest -

MR. NEARY: Mr. Chairman, I move that the 

Committee rise and report no progress. We have no 

confidence in the government and the estimates. 

MR. HICKMAN : 

on a point of order? 

MR. NEARY: 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : 

MR. CHAIRMAN {Young) : 

MR. HICKMAN: 

MR. CHAIRMAN (Young) : 

MR. HICKMAN: 

yielded. 

Is the hon. gentleman rising 

Because I did not yield. 

(Inaudible) 

Oh, oh! 

Order, please! 

That is not right, Mr. Chairman. 

Order, please! 

Mr. Chairman, I have not 

MR. NEARY: I does not make any difference 

(Inaudible) over everything else. 

MR. HICKMAN: Unless and until an hon. 

gentleman is recognized by the Chair. 

MR. CHAIRMAN(Young): Order, please! Order, please! 

a point of order. 

MR. HICKMAN: 

I did not recognize anyone on 

There was no point of order. 

But, Mr. Chairman, if I may 

continue, I think that we have an obligation to negotiate. 
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MR. HICKMAN: I think our greatest strength 

in negotiating is the fact that we know that Quebec is 

going to need more power from Labrador. There is no 

doubt in my mind that the sympathy of the Canadian taxpayers 

is on our side. It is equally clear that it is in the 

national interest that this power be made available, 

this surplus power at a reasonable rate, at the going 

rate to Canadians and I think that it is inevitable that 

the Govermnent of Canada will have to move and move 

quickly to assert its responsibility in the national 

interest. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, there is 

another matter under Mines that I want to refer to very 

briefly and that is the situation which has developed, 

since this House last met,in St. Lawrence. We have 

heard all kinds of argument from some han. gentlemen in 

this House that we cannot and we should not ever publicly 

be critical of Ottawa. That approach has been tried on 

many occasions and I say without fear of contradiction 

that I am one minister who has tried that approach. But 

let me tell you, Mr. Chairman, it does not work. You do 

not catch more flies with molasses than vinegar in most 

of the negotiations with Ottawa. My experience has been 

that,one, there is an inclination, sometimes at the 

ministerial level and most definitely at the senior public 

servant level, to take advantage of the situation 
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HR. T .A. HIC~1AN: when one tries to negotiate qu,ietly 

with the senior government. We were told, Mr. Chairman, in ,;ruly 

of 1977 that Alcan intended to shut dowt'l the mines. It was an 

unpleasant experience. han. the Premier,the hon. the Mimister 

of Mines and Energy and myself made~over a period of a week,two 

trips into Ottawa, 'tie asked the Government of Canada quietly and 

the appropriate ministers if they would use their best efforts 

and influence to try to persuade Alcan not to take this drastic 

step. And the indication was how can we convince a private company, 

a national corporation,to change a corporate decision? Well there 

is a great deal of precedent for that, Mr. Chairman, as it related 

particularly to that company.Alcan had announced just a few weeks 

or months before that that they intended to move their laboratories, 

which employed I think about a hundred men and women,from Arvida 

to Ontario. And then for some strange reason the Govern~ent of 

Canada did not think this was a good thing to do,so communications 

took place. There was public protest by I think it Nas Mr. ~hretien 

or one of the Quebec Hinisters and,lo and behold,Alcan said well 

for some reasons we do have to go in vn~ario but we are going to keep 

the other plant open and keep the same number of people employed anyway. 

And on top of that,a few months later they were prepared to spend in 

Quebec an extra $400 million in development. 

Now one of the proposals that we put 

to the Government of t:anada in July when this -

MR. DOODY: (Inaudible) said there was no loss, 

it was all spent C~nada. 

MR. T .A. RICn1AN: -I know - when this horrendous decision 

was indicated to us, on July 21st. the Hinister of Industry, Trade 

and Commerce ,who was !1r. Chretien ,now the Minister of Finance in 

Ottawa was - well,I wEote him a letter and I made it public and I 

will read it for the record"that the Government of Newfoundland 

has been''_ and this was it Mr. Chretien - "informed by the 

Aluminum Company of Canada that the company proposes to close its 
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MR. T .A, HICIQ1A."l: fluorspar mining operations at St. 

Lawrence early in 1978. These mines represent the entire 

economic base of this co~unity and they are also the only 

domestic source of fluorspar in Canada. The company purposes 

to replace the St. Lawrence production of fluorspar purchased 

on the world market, which fluorspar is currently available at 

a price below the cost of domestic production. With this closure 

Canada will be entirely dependent on off-shore supplies for this 

vital component of producing aluminum and the local economy will 

suffer extreme hardship. In these circumstances the Government of 

Newfoundland believes that it is essential for the Government of 

Canada to impose an import tariff on this commodity or to restrict 

the amount which may be imported into Canada. If this is done, 

domestic production can continue thereby ensuring a measure of 

supply security,and at the same time the economic base of this 

community in a Province which is already experiencing the most 

severe unemployment conditions in Canada will be protected. Your 

favourabl~ consideration of this request is earnestly solicited." 

That was the follow up of the verbal presentation that had been 

before in Ottawa. 

Now remember, Mr. Chairman, the decision 

was not to go attacking Ottawa but to keep this proposal as a matter 

of representation between governments. But the urgency was made 

very clear to Ottawa that the whole economic base of a community 

was being destroyed and it could be saved in our opinion by an 

import tariff. This is in July, Months go by,no acknowledgement 

except the usual one you get,and finally there was a change of ministers 

and on October 11th. I again wrote the han. Jack Horner,who had 

succeeded in that portfolio repeated the problem, referred to the 

and e~entually - now remember,and still no reply. And when the St. 

Lawrence committee were in meeting wi~h us on one occasion they 

raised this question as to why we had not made representation to 

the Government of Canada for the imposition of an adequate import 

tariff or restriction and we said 
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MR. HICKMAN: we have done it two or three 

months ago and we have been quietly pursuing it without 

any success. And the chairman of the committee said to 

those of us from government who were meeting with them, 

'You owe that to the people of St. Lawrence to let them 

know.' And I said, 'Okay, we will do it if that is the 

way you feel.' We debated it and there was 

Mr. Victor Edwards, the Mayor of St. Lawrence now, 

Father Molloy and Dr. Hollywood, and the consensus was 

that I should call a press conference and make this 

information public, which I did. strange things happened 

then. Then everything started to occur and on November 15th

and remember,this is four months after verbal submissions 

by the Premier of this Province and Cabinet ministers by 

well documented presentation -

MR. PECKFORD: And meetings in Ottawa. 

MR. HICKMAN: - and ~eetings i~ Ottawa, we 

finally get a reply from the Minister of Finance of Canada 

saying that he is not convinced that the imposition of a 

tariff on fluor~par would be effective in insuring that the 

mine remains open. 

AN HON. HEMBER: Look what happened to textiles. 

HR. NOLAN: 

give others a chance. 
HR. HICK~!AN: 

We know all this. Sit down and 

No, no! I will not sit down, 

Hr. Chairman, until I finish. 

MR. SIMHONS: Talk about it in the 

Budget Debate if you want to. 

HR. HICKHAN: Mr. Chairman, we are under the 

heading 'Hines and Energy' and the people of St. Lawrence 

are entitled to know, and this House, I would expect and 

would hope, would like to know what has been happening since 

that date. And I promise that I will not keep the committee 

longer than five minutes,although any time spent on this 

matter is time that should be appreciated by every hon. 
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MR. HICKl'IAN: member of this committee. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Hear, hear! 

AN HON. MEMBER: (Inaudible) filibuster (inaudible). 

HR. HICKMAN: Filibuster! Filibuster, 

Hr. Chairman! The way we worked in St. Lawrence was this: 

I was "there the day following the announcement. There was 

a committee of citizens set up. 

admirable one that I have seen. 

Their approach was the most 

They said, 'We are not going 

to ask the Government of Newfoundland or the Government of 

Canada to do things that are not feasible or practical or 

will provide only temporary relief or that are pie in the sky 

dreams. We realize that the only way that St. Lawrence can 

survive is if we turn to the only other resource we have and 

that is the fishery.' And this we have done, and I simply 

want to report to this committee that the status of the 

proposal with respect to St. Lawrence right now is that as 

soon as the Department of Immigration allows certain people 

from the other side to come in,then DREE hopefully will 

accept the proposal that Fishery Products has put in with 

our endorsement and with a guarantee from government that 

we are prepared to make an investment~ and if DREE then says, 

'yes' then hopefully Mr. LeBlanc will give the necessary 

licence and I do believe that we will find a stable 

alternative to the industry that has shut down in St.Lawrence. 

And at the same time, Mr. Chairman, my colleague, the 

Minister of Hines and Energy has been negotiating with 

some fairly reputable companies, but this is many, many 

years down the road with respect to any reopening of any 

portion of that mine. 

I do not apologize for the ten 

minutes I have taken reporting on the status of St.Lawrence 

because it is positive and it is something where a community 

is working in harmony, and they know what they are going 
1 

for and they are providing the kind of leadership for 
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which this government is very 

HR. STRACHAN: Hr. Chairman. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: (Dr. Collins) The hon. the member for 

Eagle River . 

MR. STRACHAN: Mr. Chairman, we prefer to get 

down to the estimates, to the headings and so on. I have 

twenty minutes available to me so if the minister intends 

to filibuster and continue on along with-the Minister of 

Justice, I mean, I will take all the twenty minutes as well. 

But we would prefer to get to the headings now. And we 

have-what? three-quarters of an hour? We have about three-

quarters of an hour left,! believe, Mr. Chairman, and we 

would prefer if the minister would concede to go down through 

the headings and possibly any remarks he may have could 

come up in individual headings and so on, otherwise I will 

continue on for twenty minutes. 

HR. PECKFORD: Mr. Chairman, I have been asked 

a whole lot of questions by hon. members opposite and I would 

like ten minutes to respond to those questions. I do not 

think I will get a chance to answer them when we get down 

to the individual items because they do not -

MR. STRACHAN : I am still on my feet, Mr.Chairman, 

and therefore must be recognized, and I would indicate to 

the minister that the whole lot of questions he has been 

asked, most of them have 
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MR. STRACHA.l.'i: 

been asked by his own ~embers, by the members of government, a great deal 

of them sent over to n~ so he can reply to them. We were prepared to get 

on to the estimat~s and get down to the sub-headings and continue on in the 

proper way and finish the estimates as should be done. 

MR. PECKFOPJ): To get back to the questions from the other 

side would only take ten minutes, 

HR. STRACIWI: So I think if the minister could save his remarks 

and as we get on to the estimates he can then refer to them and have time 

to expand on the remarks on St. Lawrence under the appropriate heauing 

in the estimates. I am sure this is a reasonable approach. 

HR. PECKFORD : (Inaudible) to respond to what has been said 

by members opposite. 

HR. STRACHAN: Mr. Chairman, I still have the floor and I could 

continue on a few points, explanatory notes,and possibly a few points to 

the l1inister of Justice out of his speech and so on-I could reply and point 

out a few things. But I think that at the moment we have just forty minutes 

left and we would like to do a thorough joa on the estimates and get them 

totally completed and I think it is a very reasonable approach. 

SOHE RON. Ml.MBERS : Hear, hear! 

MR. STRACHAN: Surely what we have done has allowed a fair time 

for thorough debate of policy, major policy decisions, directions within 

the portfolio of Hines and Energy, and now that we have finished that kind 

of general discussion I think that anything we have can be held over for 

the Budget debate but certainly we wouid like to get on and discuss the 

estimates as such and down through the sub-headings I think that is 

fair enough and if the minister wants to discuss St. Lawrence I t lunk 

there is ample opportunity and time left to us to discuss it there. 

:·JR. PECKFORD: I did not want to respond to questions but comments 

marie by members on the opposite side. 

MR. STRACHAN: 

left. 

HR.PECKFORD: 

I could carry on. I have another fifteen minutes 

Go to it. I will only be ten minutes and then 

we can get on to the estimates like you want to,but if you want to delay 
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the committee by tweny minutes that is fine, 

Carry on. 

Do not be harassed. 

Mr. Chairman, one bugaboo that I would like to 

get at the Hinister of Justice that was raised her~ and a point that we 

thought we explained last year and possibly got settled away was the minister 

was implying that what we were suggesting over here was a totally illegal 

tax, he called it an export tax~and I thought we got rid of that old horse 

a long time ago. 

l:lR. HICKMAN: Your leader called it an export tax . 

HR. STRAChAN: It was always referred to as a resource tax. but 

it certainly is an export tax. Let us be clear on this; under the British 

North America Act the provinces ooviously cannot get into export 

taAes unless they find an export tax. An export tax is a tax on anything 

which is carried across a border. But let us look at the contracts, the 

initial contracts here because they are very important. Away back when Levesque 

was still discussing this in 1962you will notice that Quebec at that time 

still did not recognize the border,and since they did not recognize the border 

they made sure that no contract dealings, and in all the written material 

on it there was never, ever any mention of border. Normally what would 

happen was that Churchill Falls would develop,the power be carried to the 

border,and Quebec Hydro would pick it up at the border and continue on. 

But because Quebec had eyes, territorial eyes and territorial demands on 

this Province, namely to take over Labrador~or at some point or other to 

take over Labrador, they did not want any mention of border whatsoever,So 

what happened was a point had to be established at which the transport of 

puwer occured from then Brinco, now CFLCo,to Quebec Hydro and the fawous 

point A was established. The point A I believe is now referred to as 

Seahorse. And if we look at the contract very carefully,point A is 

126 miles from Churchill Falls; it is not at the border, it is totally 

within this :::rovince. In fact, Quebec Hydro pick up the power -in fact 

the sale is like any other sale that occurs totally within t!•is Province 

it is not on the border. 
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Like down to Bowring 's. 

They would then pick up the power within this 

Province and Quebec Hydro would t!len take t he po'<~er from Seahorse or point 

A to t he Labrador border and then from the border down through to Montreal 

or various routes. But • 
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MR. STRACHAN: the point is very important 

because it was Quebec through their greed which caused 

this omission which may have meant that a sale is occurring 

of power within this Province to a power corporation 

from another province1 totally within this Province, 

something which is not an export. The fact that Quebec 

Hydro then can continue on through this Province and 

export it is by the way. If they want to turn it around 

an go somewhere else, that is their business. 

So what we are stating here 

then is that what we are talking abput is no export tax, 

that we are applying a resource taxation almost like a 

sales tax, if you want to -

MR. W.N.ROWE: 

about. 

MR. STRACHAN: 

SSA tax is what we are talking 

SSA tax. What is a resource 

taxation? It is not,in fact, a taxation in which the 

clauses all through Canada - there were many famous cases 

of pipelines across provinces. I think of milk marketing 

boards, marketing boards and so on on which there were 

export taxes applied on milk transferring from one Prairie 

Province to another which was ruled illegal because it was, 

in fact, an export tax. 

What we are talking about here 

is the sale of power totally within this Province from one 

corporation to another corporation with a subsequent 

corporation, Quebec Hydro, taking delivery, carrying it to 

the border and continuing on. It was a mistake1 as we see 

it in our present strategy, it was a mistake and therefore 

a strength to our argument of a resource taxation based 

totally within this Province. That is one of the planks 

of our argument that it cannot be argued as export tax. 

MR. W.N.ROWE: The fact that they choose to 

take it out of Labrador is irrelevant. 

MR. STRACHAN: Totally. Absolutely. 
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MR. STRACHAN: The point is it is a total 

sale the same as any other sale. The government, the 

administration in a budget can come in with an 11 per 

cent sales tax on any sale of any product mentioned in 

this Province witn certain exclusions, necessities and 

so on, but any sale within this Province. They cannot 

tax something transferring from this Province to the 

next. 

MR. HICKMAN: If you read the Churhcill 

Falls legislation you will see that there can be no tax. 

MR. STRACHAN: You are looking at the 

contract. We are talking about resource taxation outside 

the contract. That is a separate argument. Let us argue 

first of all the export tax point. I thought we had gotten 

the point that taxation is not necessarily dependent on a 

contract. 

MR. W .N. ROWE: We are talking about this 

Legislature, the power within it. 

MR. STRACHAN: Absolutely! It is a power 

within this House to change provided it is guaranteed1 

the bond market, all the securities, everything is 

guaranteed. 

MR. HICKMAN: Last year the advice 

was that they are doing it in -

MR. STRACHAN: What I am stating here is 

that the Minister of Justice tries to pass this off as an 

export tax and we are stating quite clearly that because 

of Levesque initially- and LaSage's government, I think, 

away back. 

MR. F.B.ROWE: Yes, and he was even worse. 

MR. STRACHAN: Because they did not want the 

mention of a border in any contract, and unfortunately 

I think, any maybe fortunately in other ways, it was agreed 

that there would be no mention of a border. It was a point 

that they thought dearly about, that they did not want to 
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MR. STRACHAN: recognize a border because 

by recognizing a border then they recognized that 

Labrador existed as a separate part and an integral 

part of this Province separate from Quebec. So they 

argued therefore that there would be no border and 

therefore that is how point A or the seahorse, as we 

call it, came about and was liated as a sale totally 

in this Province. 

We feel sure that using 

this as one part of the plank-there are a number of 

other strategies, other parts of it all put together -

But what we are doing here is obviously using the 

mistakes made also by Quebec in turning around in them

selves because they are within this Province, purchasing 

within this Province. And the fact that they continue 

to export it or carry the power elsewhere is their business. 

We are not by any legal definition applying an export tax on 

power, which we have no power to under the British North 

America Act, on a product at the border transferred into 

another province. So 1 therefore, all the arguments that 

were placed against this by a number of experts we dealt 

with in discussing this, all the arguments that they put 

up on the marketing board arrangements, the overruling of 

marketing boards from one province to another, the over

ruling of certain commodities transferring from one 

province to another, all these arguments from which there 

are legal precedents will show that it cannot be done, they 

agreed when we pointed out some of these facts, these 

arguments do not hold in this case. And that is why I am 

saying that we are not 
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MR. STRACHAN: 

comparing apples and apples, agreed we are not; every 

situation is different and we must tailor every situation. 

We must move with our strengths and leave our weaknesses. 

It astonishes me that we must parade our weaknesses and never 

our strengths. 

AN HON. HEHBER: 

:·tR. STRACHAN : 

That is right. 

Surely we should be arguing the 

strength of the negotiation, our strong points in negotiation. 

There are weak points to every negotiation, there are weak 

points to every stand, but what we· are stating is that we 

should be arguing the strong points and allow Quebec,if they 

think they have a case,to argue the weak points. 

MR. NEARY: More advice from the Attorney 

General, the legal advisor of the government. 

HR. STRACHAN : Can Quebec turn around and argue 

here quite clearly that this is an export tax? Was Quebec 

going to say, 'This is an export tax'? And we get back to 

the other plank which is why it is particularly suitable 

right now with the present administration in Quebec, that 

because they do not recognize Canada in the Supreme Court 

of Canada, the only place they have to go to prove that this 

is an export tax and therefore unconstitutional is in the 

Supreme Court of Canada which they do not recognize. 

So we have a number of points 

in the plank, surely arguments that can be put together. 

SOME HON. MEMBERB: Oh, oh! 

MR. STRACHAN: So I am pointing out here what 

the minister stated as he has often stated, that what we are 

doing is applying nothing more than merely an export tax. 

As far as we are concerned it is a red herring or a blind 

or maybe a misunderstanding, possibly because he has not 

researched it thoroughly, possibly. I do not know. However, 

I would suggest that that should be looked at very carefully. 

I feel that the case I have put forward is correct, but of 
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HR. STRACHAN: course, obviously there are 

other interpretations of it. But there a number of 

strong planks in that which I feel could be arranged. 

HR. CHAIRUAN: (Dr, Collins) 

Mines and Energy. 

The hon. the Minister of 

MR. PECKFORD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for 

an opportunity to make a response to some of the questions 

that have been asked by hon. members opposite in which 

they demanded some answers from me on these questions. 

Some of the questions were extremely specific, others were 

more general in nature, and I am happy to have this opportunity 

before the full time has expired on this department to respond 

to them. 

I found it rather ironic and 

somewhat contradictory that the hon. t~e member for Trinity -

Bay de Verde (Mr. F. Rowe) on the one hand, mentioned in the 

first part of his address the question of - you know, talked 

to us about committees and doing this and doing that and 

doing something else as it related, for exampl~ to the ERGO 

situation in which now we have a government committee that 

is sitting down with the company ascertaining their profits 

and losses and so on and trying to identify the kind of 

levers we have for renegotiating a contract that is in place. 

And that that has been established, meetings have been held 

and we are moving ahead as quickly as we can on that. But 

we need action and we need jobs in these committees. And then 

only a few minutes after that he starts talking about s~ch 

things as the ERCO situation and it has to be changed, about 

Bowaters and higher prices, which therefore would, 

if taken to their logical conclusion,risk losing some 

jobs rather than gaining some jobs. So on the one hand -

of course he wants it both ways - on the one hand he is 

talking about more action for jobs and on the other hand 

risking some of the existing jobs that we already have. 
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~R. PECKFORD: So there is a tiny bit of 

conflict there in his statements, but the bon. member also 

I mean , his other main point really was, you know, this 

administration spends all its time blaming Ot tava for this, 

blaming Ottawa for that. Mr . Chairman, we have tried to 

be in the last couple of years extremely careful in ho~ we 

negotiate with Ottawa so that we would not be open to that 

kind of criticism and we have tried to selectively indicate 

the given issues on which there has been grea t co-operation 

with Ottawa and those in which there has been very little 

co-operation so that there is just not a blanket standard 

policy of this administration to out of hand use as a 

c amouflage the whole question of our relationships vis-a-vis 

St . John's and Ottawa, that we have been very careful, that 

I hav e said already this evening about that great Canadian 

in Ottawa by the name of Mr. Lessard, 
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HR. PECKFORD: who has expedited on behalf of 

this Province DREE agreements, subsidiary agreements like 

no man's business. He has been extremely co-operative. 

And we are very grateful for that kind of co-operation and 

understanding that he has for Eastern Canada, for Labrador 

and for the Island. He has done a fantastic job. On the 

Gull Island clearing issue, Mr. Chairman, one cannot say 

that as it relates to our relationships with Ottawa. They 

have been completely putting obstacles up and delaying 

tactics and all the rest of it. And it is not a matter of 

just blaming Ottawa; we can substantiate the claims that 

we make on this point. We can substantiate those claims, 

which I think we have done over the last several months 

rather successfully, that the evidence is overwhelming. 

And it is not just a question of having a blind spot, 

trying just to blame Ottawa on things, but in actual fact 

we try to be selective and to substantiate the claims that 

we make, when Ottawa is co-operative and when not co-operative. 

And the whole question, Mr. Chairman, of the Upper Churchill 

which the han. the member for Trinity - Bay de Verde 

(Mr. F. Rowe) says, 'Do not talk about it! That is history!' 

You know, you are always back in ancient history. Mr.Chairman, 

let it be recorded now and forever more that the Upper 

Churchill is not ancient history, it is very much here and 

now and the future,because the Upper Churchill must play 

the key role in any Labrador power development strategy, one; 

two, we are losing right now since this debate started, dollars, 

many, many dollars and so much each year. It is not an 

ancient history concept, it is not an ancient history 

problem, it is a problem now and for the future as we try 

to develop our development strategy and to indicate -

I would challenge the han. member or any hon. member on 

the other side to show me a contract, because I have always 

said, Mr. Chairman, nobody - at least I do not argue with 

the question of 3.6 mils ten years ago before the energy 
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MR. PECKFORD: crisis. I have never argued 

from that point of view. That was a fair price at the 

time. lvhat I have argued is the length of time. And 

show me another contract between two jurisdictions or 

two groups, corporations or whatever in this world, on 

this planet, who have negotiated with a kind of resource 

like hydro power or any other kind of resource, a contract 

which is closed for forty-four years, totally closed, and 

then it is re-opened and the price actually goes down. 

That is the test as to whether this is an unusual, rare 

contract or whether in fact what the han. member is saying 

has some validity. That is where the test is. Show me 

somewhere in this world - Afghanistan, the Congo - where? 

So that it cannot be, Mr. Chairman, you cannot show me. 

I have not seen anybody being able to say that there are 

contract A here, contract B there, contract C somewhere 

else which can substantiate the claim that this contract 

when it was signed was a decent, reasonable contract given 

the times. 

PREMIER MOORES: I am just here to do what he wants 

done. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS : Oh, oh! 

MR. PECKFORD: I think, Mr. Chairman, we have 

another problem in Cabinet. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: Oh, oh! 

HR. RIDEOUT: 

this is ridiculous! 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

MR. PECY.:FORD: 

I have heard some rumours but 

Oh, oh! 

The whole question, Mr. Chairman, 

of llealth and Safety as mentioned by the member for Baie Verte 

-White Bay (Mr. Rideout), which is a very tender spot with 

him and rightfully so, is one that I indicated this 

afternoon we are trying to move quickly on and one which 

the Minister of Labour and Manpower can address himself to 
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~R. PECKFORD: some other time in the next 

few days. We are developing legislation now to be 

introduced into this House to establish a n agency whose 

only mandate will be to monitor Realty and Safe~y and 

to improve health and safety conditions in this Province 

as they relate to industrial and mining enterprises. That 

is what is being done on it, that I am in the process 

right now, in consultation with the companies and unions, 

~f amending regulations to impr ov e safety conditions in 

mining operations. This is going ahead here, now- action. 

That is what is 
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:ill.. PECKFORD: 

being done, :-ir. Chairman, So it is not right, it is not proper, it 

is ••rong and horrendous to suggest that we are lying back snd not 

interested in the health and welfare or healti1 and safety of workers 

in the various industrial aud ~ining enterprises in this Province; 

it is just not true. we have made great strides in that area in 

co-operation vlith all parties,-w;1ich I t:,iuk is I!Xtremely impcrtant, 

It is one thing to bring in legislation, c·ir. c:1airman; it is another 

t.1ing to i1ave it accepted by all t;le .,;roups ·..;ho are concerned and this 

is wuat we are tryin6 to do. ''l:he process can eit;1.er be Jelayed on 

the front enc. of delayed on the other end an.i I say it is better to 

deluy J..t ou tne front end so that when you do ti1en oring in sometning 

it l~s some meaning, it has some support and therefore can benefit 

everyoody. And hence this is the way we are proceeding and I am 

sure that most ministers who are involved in this whole health and 

safety issue are fully supportative of the way that the :•iinister of 

Labour and danpower has :1andled the issue and we shall see very shortly 

reforms in tnat regard. 

So, Hr. Chairman, our policy is pretty clear as 

it relates to mineral development, energy and all the rest of it and 

now I am prepared, after taking my ten minutes to allow the normal 

procedures to go into effect as it relates to the estimates. 

dR. CHAIRNAN: 

:!K. W .;~ .ROiv"E: 

:-.LR. CHAI~W.i: 

::JR. W .:~. RO\,'E: 

:m. CH.:H~!fuj: 

dR •• STRAL:Hi\1<: 

On motion 11n1-01 through 1102-02-03, carried. 

Shall 1102-02-04 carry? 

What is that? 

1102-02-04. 

Promotion and advertising, yes. 

The han. member for Eagle :tiver. 

Hr. Chairman, I wonder if the minister can explain. 

I _.,-oulci have thought that the cost of tnat booklet T!J.e Heritage of the 

Sea would have figured in this promotion here under this suo-heading 

here ancl,as I understand it~it cost about- what?$120,000, I do not 
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:·iR. STR.-\CHI~l: remember the figure but it is something around 

$120,DOO,I recall,and it sticks in my mind • . I wonder if the minister 

could explain where it comes if it is uot under the heading of 

Promotion and advertising, etc., \-rhere else it comes in the estinates 

~ecause I imagine it would have come in there or would have shown 

there in the last one. l!aybe it is under tile Action Conmittee.is it? 

AN HON.liEMBER: 

~JR. PECKFORD: 

No, it is under McConnell agencies. 

Hr. Chairman, The Heritage of the Sea I tiliuk 

was part of the estimates in last year's operations and it cost $120,0 

-e9 ceut ,89 per copy. Wehave recovered it twice over because Shell 

Texaco is now contribution $240,000 to the Province in E and T and 

R and D,so we have a net gain there of $130,000,if you want to look 

at it that way. 

;.JR. W.ROV1E: 

last year? 

AN HON. HEHBER: 

l!R. PECKFORD: 

So I do not thi~k it is too bad. 

Where is the figure ,though ?Where is the figure for 

Was it revised? 

I will hav~ to wait and go through the other 

estimates for last year to see where it figured in last year's estimates 

because it is not under 1102-02-04, the one on which we are now. 

:·JR. STRACHAN: 

fiR. PECKFORD: 

if you want. 

Would it normally be under the heading of 1102-04? 

You can just leave it until I get the information, 

}JR. STRACHAN: It shows $7,000 in the revised estimates. Surely 

it should be $127,000. 

;.JR. W.ROiffi: Hhat is the $10,000 for? 

:!R. PECKFORD: Well,if that is the question I can answer that one 

with no problem. I was just looking for the $120,000. 

~JR. \v .ROWE: Just the embarrassing question is the one you are 

l1aving difficulty with. 

l·lR. STRACH.Al.'l: I was'not wanting the nice answer to $10,600 1 I 

'N'as <-ranting the un-nice answer to the $120,000; '.Y'here it figured, I 

could not see where it figured. 
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HR. PECJORD : It does not figure there, t~at is the answer, 

.!lut on t~c $10 , uOO if you want to :mow . .,.hat that is b.a:i.::~& spent for 

t,uu: is notices in industry jouruals rel.ltin;; t o ofi;;ilore re:;ulations; 

description :Jdvertis:~en;:s in a ~:ide rauge of media iu re.i,a tion to the 

first rou:1d of permits; presentatio.n of the Province ' s ;>osition :m 

energy :uatters; promotion and -;>resentation of infonw.tion to t he 

Province's tU.neral industry; explanation <lf tile Province's regulations 

=a encourag=ent of illineral exploration a cti-.,ities , . and energy 

Cous<:rvation notices, That is how that $lu , OOO is to be spent. 

JR. 3TaACUA.'I: Does th<l minister tneu say t !l!lt the $120 , DOO 

it cost , ~o~irlcil dc.es not fi;;ure ::.Cre in the revised estilolates, does 

it show anywhere in his department's estimates or is it put off to 

soii!C other department or some other umbrella where it is tucked away 

or is i: in the estimates Jere of this depnrcmeut? 

:O!R. PECitFORD : fir. Chairman , I cannot answer that question 

r~ilt :~ow, I will have to c heck to see whet:1er in fact i t cnme under 

perhaps tbe Public Vorks and Services vote of last year or this year becauEe 

I do not see it there under 1102- 02- 04. I sba'll undertake to get tbe 

information for t he i~n. ceQber , I will get t be inforgation for the 

;wn~ ~ember and be able to tell hiD exactly where that ~120 , 000 was. 
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HR. PECKFORD : under what 

heading, what department or whatever, I will get it. 

HR. STRAC!'!AN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to 

thank the minister for his unusual co-operation. 

HR. PECKFORD: 

1102-02-08, carried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: (Hr. Young) 

White :Say. 

UR. RIDEOUT: 

You are 1~elcome. 

On motion, 1102-02-04 through 

Shall 1103-01 carry? 

The hon. the member for Baie Verte -

In the few remarks that I had to 

make earlier this evening on 01, the minister responded to 

my comments regarding Occupational Health and Safety and 

so on, but I think I was in the precincts of the House 

almost all day but I did not hear him make any response 

whatsoever to the few remarks I had to make with regard to 

the Rambler situation. 

HR. PECKFORD: I would have but I had to sit 

down because I said I would only be ten minutes and that is 

why I did not reply. 

HR. RIDEOUT: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, I think 

the minister responded to my comments from about, I believe, 

5:30P.M. to 5:50P.M. and another hon. gentleman from this 

side spoke again after or something of that nature. 

!fR. PECKFORD: 

else spoke after. 

MR. RIDEOUT: 

I used my time and then somebody 

So the minister had ample 

opportunity, it is not that at all. 

HR. PECKFORD: 

~m. RIDEOUT: 

Okay, I am sorry. I will apologize. 

Anyway, that is beside the point, 

Mr. ~hairman. What I want to - if the minister will stop 

wasting my time, what I want to get around to is that there 

is mineral evaluation surveys ~entioned in 1103. And in the 
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3R. RIDEOUT: comments I have to make this 

evening I was wondering what the government is doing to 

help out Consolid~ted Rambler Mines Limited in view of 

the fact that they said publicly that they only have 

about a year or eighteen months supply of ore left in 

their present reserves? Is the minister's department 

using any influence whatsoever, for example, with regard 

to mineral leases held in the area by other mining 

companies like Advocate Mines? And I think there are some 

private leases and so on out in that area. Is the government 

pushing at all at Rambler to carry out a great exploration 

programme? I know they did not make much money last year. 

It was on the news this evening they make $50,000. Well, 

I would suspect that every ' cent was taken out before that 

figure was announced, but be that as it may, what is the 

government doing? Because there are 250 jobs at stake at 

the Rambler operation. And is the government doing anything 

at all to try to push Rambler into a very aggressive 

exploration programme this coming year in view of the fact 

that they only have a year or eighteen months left? Maybe 

the minister could enlighten us a little bit on that. 

MR. PECKFORD: If the present policy is now in 

effect that was brought in by this administration applied 

in the Rambler situation we would have a lot more leverage 

than we presently have under the existing leases, I think, 

that the company, Consolidated Rambler, has. So we are 

sort of hand-strapped there with the kind of leases we have. 

I have talked personally with 

the people at Rambler itself and with the company principals 

in New Brunswick. We are not altogether convinced, as 

apparently the hon. member is,that they are talking about 

a year for copper supply at Rambler. 
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:!R. RIDEOUT: Well, this is what they have 

announced publicly. 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes, I know that -

HR. RIDEOUT: That is all I have. 

HR. PECKFORD: - but we are not convinced from 

our evaluation that that is accurate information -

HR. RIDEOUT: 

~!R. PECKFORD: 

I said that -

- that our information indicates 

a lot longer time than that and that, number one, the volume 

is greater and the quality is still fairly high. 

Right. ~!R. RIDEOUT: 

!·!R. PECKFORD: And having conquered the problem 

with the mercury so that therefore they are able to go deeper 

and still make a few dollars, we are not convinced that way 

at all. But we do have some problems because of existing 

leases to try to push somebody,who is already on acreage 

nearby,off it, because they can just say, It is ours and we 

are going to hold on to it, and by the same token, very 

difficult to do it with Rambler as well. But Rambler is 

still carrying out some exploration activity. And it is 

a tidy little operation and if they can find anything there 

in the area, I mean, they have indicated this to us on 

numerous occasions, they are going to stay there, and I 

think they are willing to take some modest losses for a 

couple of years in the hope that the copper prices will 

improve. 

But we are doing all we can 

there and we are pretty close to it. For my part, personally, 

I have had most of my discussions on it with peopJe in 

New Brunswick, some of the accountants with the company 

and with the old gentleman - I forget his name now; I am 

trying to think of his name-

AN HON. MEMBER: Mr. Ritchie. 
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MR . PEClG'ORD: - Mr . Rit chie , who , as most 

bon. gentlemen know , is get ting up in years and is a tiny 

bit difficult to deal with, but nevertheless, we have 

been dealing 1~ith him to a large degree and try·ing to 

pe·rsuade him along the lines that t"he han . member suggests, 

but it is not a really easy matter because of the kinds 

of leases that they have and we do noi have that much 

leverage with them. 

But I still come ba c k to the 

other point, that f rom what I have been advised there is 

a lot more copper and good quality copper there thaQ a 

year or a year and a half. 

HR . RIDEOUT : 

)!R . CRAIRMAN: 

.!R . RIDEOUT: 

Hr . Chairman. 

The hon. member . 

I do not want to dilly-dally on 

this point teo long, but the 
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Mr. Rideout: minister raised an interesting point that 

I referred to in my remarks earlier this evening, and that is that 

I am not totally convinced that Rambler is saying publicly exactly 

what the situation is. What I want to ask the minister without 

getting into any great detail is; does the minister have any means 

at his disposal to ensure that this operation is not high-grading 

at the Nth degree? I mean,! hear all kinds of stories from people 

who are working out there that, Look,Rambler is going to go down~ 

hill in a couple of years because the company is high-grading like it 

is going out of style. 

Now the minister has .a Mines Inspection Branch 

and all this kind of stuff, but do they have any authority? Can they 

go out to these people and say . look,you have got to mine at a 

reasonable level,you cannot just be hip-hopping all over those 

tunnels and taking out the good stuff and leaving the poorer quality 

there. They should be taking it out and mixing the good with the 

bad and coming up with a reasonable product that can be marketable. 

Does the minister of the department have any authority in that 

area, and can they use some persuasion and some influence there? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The hon. Minister of Mines and Energy. 

MR. PECKFORD: It is a real good question. An excellent 

question. There is general authority, something which says -

I forget what the actual wording of it is now, I will get it for 

the hon. member some day to just go over it 1 the general wording 

about the whole question of processing and grading. One of the 

greatest levers we have is something which we did not create or 

nobody created is the fact that the milling process as such that 

they can only put a certain grade through the mill which limits the 

amount of high-grading they can do. But that notwithstanding 

There is nothing that he has done to improve the situation. 

There is general authority and not specific. It 

is very general which says, in a very general way, which therefore 

gives us,supposedly,a fair amount of power, but by the same 
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Mr. Peckford: token the company can come back and say, yes, but 

you know. It does not say X or Y levels or whatever, so therefore 

you cannot force us. So we do have some problems that way. And 

I would not like to minimize them, they are important. · But one of 

the biggest levers we have had to date is the fact that the milling 

process sort of takes care of it. But we monitor and try to keep 

on top of any blatant high-grading that might be taking place and 

can give the hon. member a good review of what our views are on 

that now for example. I can get that information for him. 

But the point is very valid. And it is just 

how far you can take it, and how specific you can get on the regulations 

so that you do not cut them off completely. And the other problem 

is each shaft is different; not only is each mine different, each 

shaft is different, each drift is different, so that you have to 

be extremely careful how you handle it because how can you put 

a standard then on a drift, right? four drifts in one mine sort of 

thing, shafts? The question is a good one and needs more discussion 

and perhaps stricter enforcement and regulation. 

SOME RON. MEMBERS: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 

MR. F. ROWE: 

Hear, hear! 

The hon. member for Trinity-Bay de Verde. 

Mr. Chairman, a number of years ago it seems 

to me that the hon. minister-or the Minister of Mines and Energy at the 

time announced that there was going to be a great underground mining 

college established in the Province, and the only question was whether 

it was going to be in the member's district or in Buchans or in some 

other place? 

MR. NEARY: 

I wonder if the -

If it was going to be established it was 

going to be in the member's district. 

MR. F. ROWE: I think it was pretty well established that 

it was going to be in the member's district. I wonder if the minister 

could bring us up to date on the progress being made with repect to 

the mining college? 
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AN BON. MEMBER: Yes~I would love to. 

MR. F. ROtoiE: Row many graduates to date? 

MR. PECKFORD: Yes ,there was some pretty serious discussion 

after Whalesback closed down and Green Bay Mining took over, and then 

it closed down, and you had a lot of facilities on site ~ 

MR . . ~Y: After they spent $1 million of the taxpayers 

money. 

MR. PECKFORD: - with a vocational school nearby and so on, 

it was thought that with the 250,000 tons of copper left that it was 

possible to perhaps mine that out and use the money that was made by 

mining it and selling it to Noranda to keep a college going there. 

It was studied by a committee, a federal-provincial 

committee -

MR. F. ROWE: Was it after or before the election? 

MR. PECKFORD: I do not know if it was after 1975 or not . But in 

any case the committee reported that it was notfeasible. They had amassed 

information from most of the small mining schools around the world. 

For example, T remember there was some information from Australia, 

Ontario and British Columbia, and they concluded that it would not be 

a vi.able pt:oposition at this point in time to 
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: ~. PEC~U"ORD: establish a l:l:i.ning scho~>l either in Green 

Ilay or anywhere else in the Province,and hence the matter was 

closed and the people ~;ho were in the district of Green Bay, 

as elsewhere, who were e_ager to see that established, were 

informed by the hon. member for tlle district that the project 

~as not viable and therefore would not be going ahead. 

:JR. F. ROWE: 

}JR. PECKFORD: 

So it is dead now,is it? Is it dead forever? 

No!f, Hr. c:1airman, I do not know '"hether things 

have changed at all or .,.hether conditions -

:lR. F. ~QUE: By the next election would you resurrect it? 

:~... PECl~FORD: - have changed to allow it to be resurrected or 

not but at this point in time -

!~L STRAC~:Wl ~ 

an election coming. 

;a. PECiCFOI'J): 

As soon as we see it '"e will know there is 

- it is dead and I do not foresee any change 

in that position in the near future. 

!iR. C:.!AIP.}!AN: 

:JR. RIDEOUT. 

The hon. nember for ilaie Verte - lThite Jay. 

l<ould the minister tell us in Hhich electoral 

district the 'vnalesback mine is no1.; located? 

~!:'.. PECKFORD: Now located? It has always been located as 

far as I know in the great and historic district of Green Bay. 

:!R. RIDEOUT: 

!~ ... PECKFOPJJ: 

:T... RIDEOUT: 

~ lr~. PECKFOPJJ: 

i!!L P.IDEOUT: 

You had better check:lHndsor - Buchans. 

l·rnat? '·Thalesback. 

Hhalesback. 

i<o 1 Gull Pond. 

Gull Pond, yes. 

The Gull Pond property is in Windsor- !luchans, 

fo~erly in Grand Falls district, but now in the redistribution it 

is in '<indsor - Buchans. However, it should go into the record that 

the Gull Bridge mines, when it operated, was operated ninety-five 

per cent by people from the district of Green !lay. 

::R. PE C"rCFO P.D : 

I was •qondering •.vhat happened to the mining college? 
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0n ~otion 1103-Ql through 1103-03-04, carried. 

The han. member for Eagle River. 

1103-1J3-04. 

Yes, 1103-03-04 and OS, I would like to -

1103-03-04 has been called. 

04 ~1en, it makes no difference. 

Okay, we are good for an hour and a half. 

::ait a minute now. I have aot asked the 

minister the question yet. 

:r:-". PEC:CFORD: ------- I thought it was, ;mere is all that money 

being spent7 

MR. S TRACI!Al{ : I am wondering not only wi1ere the money is 

being spent !Jut 

ilhy7 

- a deeper question, if this money is oeing spent 

in development of mineral surveys or areas containing minerals, mapping 

for instance, in Labrador there ••as very poor mapping in many areas of 

Labrador, and so on. These funds here, out of the Province, out of 

the taX?ayers money is being used to do this kind of surveying, I am 

uondering uhetb.er the w.inister, or the administration is going to 

follow the next course, that should they find through money spent by 

this government here, should they find likely sources of minerals, t!1at 

companies who are then given the rights to these areas -

~·.J~t. CaAI~·;AN; One minute. 

HR. STR.AClllu'l; One minute. 

i-!R. PEC:{FORD: That is why I wanted him to get up sooner. 

:rn.. STRACHA."'I: I kno\< Hhat the money is being spent for, What 

I am saying is that if the areas are found in which minerals are there, 

companies are then given the rights to those areas whether it is 

because it is taxapyers money being spent to find those areas, whether 

t.ile oinerals extracted from there will belong to the Province as such 

and the companies Hill >in essence, be people ~1ho are in there, 

:!ired for their expertise in removing these minerals, or hovl do we 

recover t he monies wi1ich ••e have spent legitimately to finc:l the are<i? 
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::R. P!:C:~ORD: You are pushing t!1at ?rinciple too far because 

you are n;ore or less, Hr. Chair:nan, i .n my view, you are ;>ushing 

t :le principle too far. :·le do not find mine.s. 

::a. S~.A~l: :'lo. 

MR. PEClG"ORD : The mapping process , this is under t he 

subsidiary agreement, by the r.:ay, chis :;rc.at agreement that !lrougilt 

::he - tlle new agreement :tent from $4 :nillion fou.r years ago 

to Sl2 ::lill:!.on r.o1:, a five year subsidiary agreement under DR.CZ 

and al.l :4e do is thr ough the ;:;apping process, as tl:e non . oemi:ler 

:mo1•s , identify the geology and ther e is no zeroing in on mines . 

I cean thousands of squar e ciles are identified but ·..:hether t here 

a re any lllines there, or even any significant discoveri es is 

something else and hence you could not develop a policy based on 

the kind o f i dea I do not t!link that the hon. member suggests, which 

in ~heory is good, and if you had a ~ine is real goo4 . 

:~ . !tiDE0L'T; 

SOl!E SON . !>!E1:nEr.S: 

:m. RI C!G!A."' : 

On cotion 1103-Q3-Q4 and 1103-Q3-<l5, carried . 

:1r. Chairmo.n, a r e 1~e out of time? 

Yes . 

On motion 1104- 01 through 1105-05, carried . 

On motion !lead XI carried uithout amend::~ent. 

Hear, hear! 

:1r. Chairman, I ~ove :hat the Committee r i s e, 

report progr ess and ask leave to si: again. 
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On motion, that the Committee 

rise, report progress and ask leave· to sit again, Mr. 

Speaker returned to the Chair. 

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. Chairman. 

MR. CHAI:RMAN(Coll.i:ns): Mr. S.peaker, the Committee of 

the Whole have considered the ~atters to them referred 

and directed me to report having passed estimates of 

expenditure under the following Heading: No. XI , Mines 

and Energy, all items without amendment and to have made 

further progress and ask leave to sit again. 

On motion, report received 

anc;t adopted Committee ordered to sit again on tomorrow. 

MR. HICKMAN: Mr. Speaker, I move that 

the remainin orders of the Day do stand deferred and that 

this House on its rising do adjourn until tomorrow Wednesday, 

at 3:0.0 p.m. 

on motion, the House at its 

rising adjourned until tomorrow. Wednesday, April 5, 1978 

at 3:00 p.m. 
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